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wel 1 I UNITED STATES OF AliERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM'4ISSION

2 _________________,

() 4 In the matter of:
. :
i $ HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER COMPANY :

: Docket No. 50-466
d (Allens Crack Nuclear Generating :

Station, Unit 1) :
7 :

- ..________________,

8
Tanglewood Room,-

9' Holiday Inn, Medical Center,.

7601 So. Main Street,

Yh{l{k
10 1 Houston, Texae.

( 3 <lil

it Thursday, la October 1979

72 Prehearing conferenca in the above-entitled

I
g3 ; matter was reconvened, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:30 a.m.

)
14 BEFORE:

l'
, g[ .SHELDON J. WOLFE, Esq., Chairnan,

; htomic Safety and Licensing Board.
16

4 GUSTAVE A. LINENBERGER, Member,
t

17 ;
DR. E. LECNARD CIIEATUM, Member.

|
ts

APPEARANCES:. ,

1

19 i' On behalf of Applicant, IIouston Lighting A..,_ Power
. .

~

23 Company:
,

|
g7 j , J. GREGORY COPELAND, Esq.,

t Baker and Botts,

22 Or.e Shell Plaza,
I Houston, Texas 77002

os"
JACK NEWMAN, Esq.,
ROBERT II. CULP, Esq.,
Lowenstein,I!ewman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll,
1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.,,, ,~~

. Washington, D. C. 20037.
.
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; wel 2 1 On behalf of the Stata of Texas:
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; 2 RICIIARD LOWERRE, Esq. ,
; (_) Assistant Attorney General for the State of
2 3 Texas,
I

| P.O. Box 12548,
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'

Capitol Station,
G' Austin, Texas 78711.

5
On behalf of the Regulatcry Staff:

6
STEPHEN bl. SOHINKI, Esq.,

7 COLLEEN ?. WOODIIEAD, 3sq. ,
Office of Executive Legt.1 Director,

* g United Sta?.es Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
W3shington, D. C. 20555.

_

9
On behalf of Texas Public Interest Research.

to Group (PIRG)

jj JANES SCOTT, Jr. , Esq. ,,

C302 Albacora,
12 Houston, Iexas 77074
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,

L

h 2[ C1!AIRI(P! 170LI'U : The conference is again in

3 session.

4 Mr. Dohi rty.

3 MR. DOIIE.' *"r : I have a snall iten I just uant to
I

3 g3t on.,

7 Yesterday en Cont.antion IIunber 35, Mr. Iretman
.

G asked that I give him add:.tional material on that, plus the

9 citation. And I have that this r'orning.a

'
10 It's Volume 1,I!unber 10 of UUnnG 0030. And I can

11 just hand it over to hir*.

'f2 (IIanding document to Mr. Newnan.)

13 Thank you, Mr. Wolfe.y

i f. ,- CIIAIRIIAU WOLFE: Ih. Schinki.
t

j3J MR. CCIIIMI'I * I just wanted to mentien for the,

l

IS , raccrd, I!r. Chairmar., that ! 'have just handed t o the Board

77 i prior to begin- ~g this norning's -sessicn copics of a letter

18 dated October 10, 1979 uhich has been served on all tha parties
.

19 , to this proceeding, as well as all- parties in all'pending
i.

20 ; construction permit proceedings. The subject of the letter.

g; j ollou-up Actions Resulting fron IIRC Staff Revieus Re-is v

n garding the Three Mile Island Unit 3 accident.
,

73 I wanted to nention for the record that ue de
,

24 have a very linited number of additiona'. copies of that letter

'23 should any of the petitioners wish to have a ecpy.
'

'''8 004:
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i

j srb /ah2 CIIAIRITI UCLPE: Off the record.
2

i.

h (Discussion off the record.)

3 1
'

, CIIAIR!tAfi !?CLFI:: On the record.
I !

A
We have been advised that, and it is our under-

! standing, that left for oral argument on their contentions,
j

''
or remaining contentions, are ifr. Scott for TexPIRG and

7' '
: Iir. Schuessler.

.

O*

Uo also, to our knowledge, under0tand that
,

9 Mr. Doggett will return sonetime this citernoon an.d fill us,

10 in on the balance of his oral argunent with relationship to

II the inditriduals who he i.3 representing.

12 Is there anyone in the audience who is a,

I
13 petitioner for leave to intervene who wishes to nake o._, )
I4 | argunent in rebuttal to the Staff's and the Applicant's
I5 obj ectwas to his or aer contention..

I6 IIR. VAIT SLYKF.: ?bf name is Glen Van Slyke,

And following fir. Schuessler's presentation |I
17 I' m a pe :ltioner.

18 I would like to briefly make oral argument in rebuttal to
* '

.

13 the Staff and Applicant's responnes to TI petition. '

|
'

^0 ) CHAIR!fA!i NOLFr: All right. Thank you.,

II fir. Doherty,

i

22 L IIR. D0lIERT'': Yecterday ifr. Perez tras _here at
'

h !

C 6:00 and. i.ndicated to ne that de we.s ready pretty nuch, '

24 but we were excused for supper and so forth. I'm certain

25 he wants to present, in terms of the numbers you have left '.

'

1" 8 005i
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'

<:b/agb3 1 - he's lef t. IIe is not here, but I expect him here today.

! 2 IIiB name is Peren, P-e-r-e ,

!
<

i 3 CIAIRilAIT WOIEE: Yes. Thank you, Ifr. Doherty.

! O
l 4. lit. DOIIERTY: IIe has a sincle contantion.
t t
: o

5. CIAIRIINT UOLFE: Thank you. I know this is
t

6 voluntary on your part.but I wish, when people come forward,

7 that that would also notify the Board at that time of their
, ,

8I presence. We're trying to schedule these oral arguments.

'

9 All right. --*

10 So we have also fir. Van Slyke and Fir. Perez.
I

11 Does anyone have any knowledge of the other

12 , petitioners for leave to intervene who have not appeared and1

) 13 have indicated informally to someone other than the Board -

i

y! ' that they do wish to present an oral argument?
:

13 , (flo response.)-

y; f CITAIRMAN WCLPE: There being no response, I

7 take it none have so advised anyone informally to that effect.

13 All right. So that we gcan get this scheduling-

.

19 down, the gentleman before me now is fir. Schuessler. Is

20 that correct?*

.

3; IIave you made some sort of an arrangement with

j
, Mr. Scott that Mr. Schuessler may present his oral argumentm

s
,

.,, I first?

pj. This is all right, Mr. Scott?
.

'

g'g MR. SCOTT: Yes, it is. I

! 1P 8 006
'
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I j.

srb /agte I CIAIRZiA'I UOTEE: All right.

ng All right, fr. Schuessler. If you were unaware,'-

.

3 I will make you aware of the ground rules for your presentation ,
; ,

|.h 4 sir.
t

5 He would appreciate it if you would give just a

6 suistary statement, possibly ono sentcace if possible, to in

7 summary for.n indicate the thrust of each of your contentions.

|
-

8 f That i'3 more or .ess to advice t% audience of the contents
.

9 of your respective contentions. Thereafter you should direct.

10 your oral argurent to rebutting the objections by Staff

11 and/or Applicant to your respective contentions. This will

12 be of great assistance to the Doard.

13 All right. Your full nane again,It. Schuessler,
)

14 for tha record?

15 fir. SCIUCSSLEF.: .ty full na:re is Filliam J.'
,

16 Schuessler, and I wil.1 do zy best to do as you've asked, sir.

17 I do feel a little like a fish out of water, it's not quite

18 my thing, I'm rather nervous and I'm not used to public
.

19 appearances. I'n neither an engineer nor an attorney. So

20 l'll do the best I can. ,

.

2t Ity apprcac?1 to this thing may seem a little
|

2?. unorthodox, I think, to these people and to the Board becarse |
t

3 I didn't realize actually c s a 1swman just how technical and
;
,

24 complicatad and -- ycu 1:aow, I've learned a lot in just

25 observine this thing this week. And I've come to think that i

.

I 1''8 007
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I*irb/agb 5 perhaps I'm approaching this from a little different point

b 2- of view.
!

3
|

I'm doing as I think the rules and regulations -

I '' 4 state. I'm somewhat taken aback by tha respcn> a from the'

$ Staff here in qualifying these rules. As I read them, any

6 persons whose interests may be affected -- and " abridge

7 somewhat - "by the prcccading and who desires to participate.

8 as a party shall, file a written petitior."

*
S I did that.

10 Then, in order to comply with the rules after

11 I got this from the !!RC here, it says that:

12 "It shall be considered the nature of

13 the petitiener's right under the act to be made,

fd a part" to the proceeding, the nature and extent

i

IS | of the petitioner's property, financial and other*

t

IG- interest in the proceeding, pcssible effec of any

1" order which may be entared into the proceeding

18 on a petitioner's interest.
,

19 I took those at very superficial perhaps face

20 valuecthinking that I would be here to protect my inturests*

21 to that e:: tent.

22 Then I find that there were sene special niles

;r; o.c sonetl-ing here that came into play that seemed to change

# the ballgama on me.

'
:>.3 CIIAIRifMi UOLFL Mr. Schuessler, let me. advise

F

i '''8 008
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Iwrb/agb6 you so that you don't go to any great extent on that point.
" 2

'.
G}

The Board has no problrse with your interest and/or standing,<,

3'

so what we're asking you to do today is to present oral

4
argument on your contentions.

5 MR. SCIIIESSLER: zhe only point I was trying to
'

6
get at, sir, was that I've learned since then that these things

7 have to be related to environment and safety. The safety,
.

8 I can see, applies to me, you know, my safety. But the environ -

9 ment may b3 interpreted 7. little differantly. Anyway, I'll.

M get into them.

II The Applicant responds to a nunber of my

12 petitions, one, two, three, four, five and eight, in one

*s 73 paragraph, I think. The Staff addresses them individually.I

14 As far as the Applicant's response is concerned,

15 they wate that they consider them vague, uncupported,

16 assertions. And to that, all I can say is that's a rather

17 genarcl dismissal of them.

10 They may be very vague in context of the practical
.

19 aspects to the engineer or the attorney. From my point of

20 view, I don't think they're the least bit vague, they have
,

21 set out my interesta in the construc*lon of Allens Creek

22 and how they affect those interests, I think.

('
23 !!ou to get inte the Staff's --

24 CIIAIRMAN UOIEE: Nell let m3 interrupt there,

25 Mr. Schuessler. Our Rules of Practice do require ycu to set i
.

4 ,
8 009
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Iwrb/agb7 cur your contentions--setting forth the bases for your con-

(_) 2 tention with reasonable specificity. How if you're satisfied

| 3 that you have cet forth each and every one of your contentions

nv 4 with reasonable specificity, why that's that. But we would

5 advise you that you do have t, set forth bases.

6 How if that's the objection of Staff or of

7 Applicant, the Daard will have to obviously consider whether
.

8 you've complied with that rule.

9 Now we are here to hear your oral argument.-

10 If you're satisfied that you-can do no better, than we'll

17 just have to consider each and every one of your contentions

12 as to whether you have set fort.h bases in support of your

13 contantions with reasonable specificity.

14 I am just advising you now. You can proceed

. 15 to provide additional bases or i~ you are satisfied that

16 you've done the best you can, why thai.'s up to you.

17 MR. SCHUESSLT** That's what I was going to try

18 to do. But it seemed a little difficult to address them
.

jg individually, since they were: responded to by the Applicant

20 in a group.,

21 The Staff, as I said, addresses them individ,ually

22 and I think we'll get at them through the Staff's objections.

l MR. LINEMBERGER: Mr. Schuessler, in an attempt23

24 to further assist you in organizing your thoughts here, the

25 tarm basis or bases may have a questionable meaning in the '
t

1''8 010
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wrb/agb8 minds of some people. And to ease your burden he a, the thing

d we're interested in is not that you support the facts of any
|

of your allegations, we're not asking you to prove why what

h 4
you have alleged is true but only to support w: y it is reason-

5 able that the issue you have raised should be he nrd in a

O proceeding such as this. So you don't have the burden today

7 cf justifying the allegation that you made in eat contentien,
.

8 but c71y why you think it ought to be considered.

9 MR. SCHUESSLER: All right, e. ir..

10 MR. COPELAND: Before he proceeds, Mf'.~ Chairman,

II I think in fairness to Mr. Schuessler that I ought to tell him

12 that I think he may have not gone far enough in understanding

x 13 our objecticn.

14 our cbjection to all of your contenti<-,=, sir,

15 was that it appeared to un that you were dissatisfied 'fith.

16 the Commission's regulations. I know this is very dif.!icult,

I'l Mr. Schuessler, and I can appreciate ycur difficulty, sir.

18 But we have evaluated the effects of releases
.

19 on peopla like yourself, sir, who would be living near the

20 plant. And both w and the Staff have determined that those,

21 releases would not harn you in any way, sir, and that we are

22 within the Commission's guidelines and regulations.
t

?S And no, sir, cons. rue your contentions as being

241 a challenge to the Commission's regulations. And without
i

25 some basis for that challe nge, some reason 'to challenga those !
J

s

''"8 011
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! wrb/agb9 regulations, that is our problem, sir.

Now I wanted to stop you before you got too farq,
1 3

into your argument so you were sure that you knew what we
,

!'O 4
were saying.v .

| 5 . MR. SCIUSSS2R:. Jfe haven't gotten far along.

I've tried to add. myself further along here, I've done some

7 preparation. I think I gr t more specific - I think partly
'

U what I'm trying to. say i:s these contentions .are not goed

U contentions as stated. This came largely, or solely really
,

10 due to my ignorance of what was really required here.

II If we proceed -- I don't want to take any more

( 12 time than necessary, and I do have preparation to go into the

I3 '

cententions and objections more specifically here. I'm just

14 trying to lay a little groundwork, so to speak, so we ar3 in -

15 - so that wa understand one another.
.

16 CIAIRMAff WOLFE: All right, Mr. Schuessler,

17 go ahead.

18 MR. SCHUESSLER: Dut as I say, a careful reading
'

19 of the contentions, I feel, does in fact relate to the environ-

20 mental impact, my er.vironment, in other words, that might
.

21 result fro the construction of Allens Creek.

22 And this is precisely what would' reduce the value

23 I of my home and nc! property in the cyas of a prospective huyer.

24 In the first ccntaution, that's one of the things that I stata,

25 I forgot to give a summary there.
,

P 8 012
'
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Ivrb/agb10 number one, I was trying to adc'ress the problem
,

2'
that I see as Allens Creek uould affect the value of my

< b
3 property. My fee' ling is, despite all of the work that the

i

h Applicant and the Staff and the surveys and things that have4

| 5 taken p1rce, my contention simply boils down to the likelihood

6 that should I attempt to sel-1 my property, my home, or rent it,

7 that the proximity of this plant would be - factor. If I

* 8 Were in t'To position -of buying that hou3e today, knowing that

9 plant wara gcing'on-line, I'd give it serious consideration.
.

10 CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: We undersund your contention
.

11 now.

12 MR. SCHUSSLER: The basis would be nolely, I

13 think - my sources which are almost'100 percent what I read

14 in the newspaper - that is the trend. The basis would be

15 the sc.fety record of nuclear energy, the near-mi.3ses, the
.

IE events that have'eccurred despite the.best efforts of the

;7 technical people to build these plants safet'/.
, m ,

19
-

PBBRBRE R.
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1B WRS/wbl 1 CHAIPJiAN WOLFE: Now would you addreEs the
4

2 objectiong of applicant or staff to that contention?

! 3 MR. SCHUESSLER: Yes, sir.
1

{ Q30 4 I have learned that the rule is, although it is
i

5 not covered in tha regulas rules here, that these things have1

3 to be related to environment. I would say, rir, that this

7 is related to my environmont. I consider my home nr1
. . . .

8 environment.

9 Ind'eed, checking the dictionary, I find the
.

10 dictionary, too, definos "home'' as: The family environment

g; j to which one is emotionally attached; tha normal environment."
i

12 . That's from Webster's Third New Internaticnal Dictionary

published in 1965.
13

g'4 And any damage to myhome, despite the-- Again
'

gg .I am led to faar from the history of the nuclear energ'1
.

i industry that an accident will occur. They seem to he occur-g

ring daily. -

I_/

* * " "" " " " "' "18

- contention there, sir.g

on Centention No. 2, this has to do with20
- -

.

weather activity bringing radiation to my home.

The staff does not deny that radiation from the

-

plant would reach my home in mir.utes. From the use of tho.

|
*;ords "resulting from operation of the f acility'' I would24

understand the staff assumes that my contention concerns

'

1'rs o)4
a

_ _
_ _
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.

WPBwb2 ,1 | itself with normal radiation emissions only. The words used

3|
'

s

V in- the contention, "any radioactive material," are meant to

| 3 |' include all possible radioactivity emissions, including those
! O 4 not necessarily resulting from operation of the facility

,

'

5 but would include those ranging from trivial incidents to

S serious loss of cooling cccidents.

7 I feel the staff is considering the normal emis-,

8 sions. My fear is not that so much as the accident, the

3 unplanned..

10 The staff is correct in observing that I have not

if reviewed the supplement eo the SER prepared for this applica-

12 tion. I did not have one. I think I did finally receive

'] 13 one this morning. So there was no way I could have reviewed

1.t this. Again I apologize for working from a complete state of

15 j ignorance here. But there's nothing I can do about it..

Is
,

I was unable to get some-- I think I had my wife

37 call and request those, and I was informed they were at the

1g library; which seemed reasonable at the time. But, speaking
.

33 of time, I just don't have time to get to the library.
.

20 So I must accept the statement that meteorological.

21 and specifically the worst meteorological conditions nave

2?. been accounted fer in calculating doses resulting from opera-
t
3

3; tion cf the proposed facility. But this does not address

gg the primary element of my contention, which is the worst

3 possible radioactivity conditions, which would very likely be i

.

I '''8 015
i
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1WRS/wb3 quickly brought to my home and environs by even normal,

| d me',eorological conditions.2

3|i The distinction that I'm trying to make here is

4 that, if I understand the language of the strff in their

! 5 response they tell me that the worst possible meteorclogical

6 conditions have been surveyed and considered. And it is not

7 the worst pess Gla meteorological conditions I'm concernad
.

8 with; my concern is with the worst possible radiation con-
.

9 ditions.
,

10 On contentions 3, 4 and 5, these generally are-

i 11 concerned with the release of radioactive material, No. 3.

12 No. 4, these releases of radicactive material possibly denying

] 13 me the use of my property, and possible health damage from

14 such radiation.

15 Again, my sole basic is not a technical one; my
,

26 casis is what I know throne,h the media of : hat can happen.

17 In Icoking upon the history of tl'e nuclea:: industr, ' ,

18 a relatively ;roung one, I have just had the grcwing feeling

'

19 that one of tLesa really catastrophic things is just in the

20 wings waiting to happen, we don't know where. My fear is
-

2: that it could be at Allens Creek.

22 If that did occur and the winds were right -- or

!

33 |
w::ong -- I would stand to lose everything I own. These are

'

g my personal finan=ial interests.
f

25 The staff correctly notes that I have not
,
-.

L

- -
- -
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W33/wb4 1 challenged its analysis of a spectrum of accidents which are
,

2 contained in Section 7 of the FES, November 1974 and the

3 FES Supplerent, Section S.7. And, again, I did not have

4 these volumes, so I'm not. in a position to have challenged

5 them directly.

6 The staff's conclusion is: "The environmental

7 risks due to the postulated radiological accidents are
*

3 exceedingly small." If " environmental riska" means risking

9 my home and enfrirons, then I consider that an' unacceptable
.

10 risk.

11 Any risk mut- be balanced any possible gain, I

n believe. I see no possible gain to balance against the

g possible loss of my home or my environment.
'

,

y The staff also refers to a Class IX accident.

15 Again I have to confess my ignorance. That's a term I was
.

16 not at all familiar with.

37 MR SOHILII: Mr. Schuessler, I just wanted to

16 make you aware that the term " Class IX accident" is a tarn

of art. But I think, if I understand you correctly, that it99
.

20 is what you were referring to as a catastrophic accide.nt.
.

g MR. SCHUESSLER: I've come to that conclusion;

3 yes, cir; that a Class IX, I guess-- Is that on a scale of
}

,g{ 10, perhaps?,

MR. SOHIMKI: No, that's on a scale of 9.g

MR. SCHUESSLER: Okay.g

l''8 017 .
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WRB/wb5 1' At any rate, the scaff refers to a Class IX ac-

,
,

2 cident in its response toBishop Contention No.1. That
i C)
j 3, response seemed to say that the Commissbn has adopted a
9

4 policy which requires "special circumstances" before con-
-,

! 3 side. ring the question of a Class IX acciaent, which I assume

G would be an accident of the most serious sort,
,

7 A review of the history, as I've said already, of
*

a t'.uclear ensrgy will show very frequent accidents, most perhaps

3 of a less sericus nature, but enough potentially very serious
.

10 types, which indicates to me that a serious accident may be

,; just waiting to occur.

n C - ission rules limit my involvement here to my,

y specific interests. Again, I'm troubled, you might say,

7,; ; bec4use so often in going into these things I find my way

15 blocked by rulen, special rules that seem to -- I'm sure
.

.

they'rs not necessarily intended for that purpose, but they;g

g7 <*a accomplish to cut of f what seem to bo Obvious routes to

E# ***# Y" "*18

.

gg So tae term "special circumstances" troubles me.

20 I have tried to prepara some things hora and I
.

2! will try to stick with them without digressing.

g. Cor: mission rules limit my involvement here only

| to my specific interests. Your rules seem designed to deny
i
i me a fcir cpportunity to protect those interests as best I

can.
I

: " 8 018
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WRB/ub6 I Again, in the staff rssponse to Contention 5 I

2 have apparently failed to show the existence of special
,

'

3 circumstance in order to challengt. Commission regulaticas.

4 My concern is solely what effect Allens Creek will have only
5 on my home.

S (Pause)

7 I'm h uing trouble even reading my own writing

8 here.-

.

9 (Pause)
.

10 MR. SCHINKI: Mr. Schuessler, you did receive a

11 copy of the rules of practice which we sent you,'did you not,

12 sir?

13 MR. SCHUESSLER: This here? (Indicating)
w

,

14 MR. SOHINKI: Yes.'

13 i MR. SCHUESSLER: Yes.
l

16| MR. SOHIMEI: I think if you will check under
'

17 Section 2.758 the term "special circumstancas" as we used it

18 in response to contention 5 is explained.

. 19 MR. SCHUBSSLER: 2.758? I will do thct. Not at

20 the moment.
~

Thank you, sir.21

21 Now, Contention 6 is also similar to Contention 14 ,

1
- a: and it involves the impossibility of the evacuation of the

I
e

gj population in tha avcnt of a Class IX accident, I guess.

25 The applicant refers to two false premises: No. 1,
!

,
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i W23/wb7 I that all emergancy plans must be in place prior to issuance
!

2) of a construction pen 11t, and, Two, that ovacust.on of Houston
,

3 is required by existing or proposed emergency plans.
-I I know we have rules and we have regulations, and.,

i i theao things nust be governed here.--I mean they must be used

3 v.o govsrn. Yor simply can't do things without knowing where

7 you're trying get to.
i.

8 But I an con-terned very ofton in listenir.g to

O these proceedings, and, just in genern -- I get ths impres-,

10 sion today that so many people are concerned not with really

11 getting a job done but mcu ly to get past the r.11es. And

12 that's what I've come to think of as this thing here. The
.

] 13 rules aro there for a purpose, it seems to me. And the basic

14 purpose of doing this job right seems to be lost in ust try-

?. 430 13 ing to naet the rules and get past them.
,

16 And, again, the biasis for that would be the media,
. . . .

17 my sole source of expertise.

la What really got my attention to this and got my
'

19 dandar up, so to speak, was an article in the Houston Post

20 which appeared on August 19th of this year. The Post addres -
.

21 sed itself to the problem that axists in this area, in Ecuston

22 I guess the fasrest grcwing city in the count.'.y from what I

23 hear and read, of evacustion. And Houston simply does not

have ena.
2.! |/

23 The problem that'a posed in the story here was ,

.

[ '''8 020
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Iwrb/ar-C that of the dropping of a nuclear bomb. But evacuation for
flwSW. II

2'

i a hurricane or a nuclear plant disaster nearby, I think the
uJ

! '3 problem would not be a whole lot different.

h 'l
But very briefly -- I sure don't intend to read

t _

i U all of this - but the big thing here is the top headline

S which reads: "Evacilation? Forget it, say City and County."

7 There are a couple of gentlemen quoted in here as saying We
'

8 have evacuation every day. It's called rush hour and it
'

9 just doesn't vark, it's terrible.
.

10 So again without taking any more time fren the

11 proceedings than is warranted on this, this is really I think
.

12 my bcsis for my contention.that, regardless of the rules, I-

13 ifeel whether these things are;,in place either before the -

' issuing of a construction permit or an operating permit, this14

1E
.

story here seams to tell me in either case that this cannot

16 be accomplished, it's just virtually impossible to move the

17 population of this community to safety if the need occurred.
'

18 I can see the situation where, if an accident

' 19 happened in the wee hours of the morning when I'm at home
'

20 sleeping, there's no way in the world I would even be notified

21 of a serious need to get the heck out of there.

22 MR. COPEIJJTDs Mr. Schuessler, sir, you live near
.

23 the plant, is that correct? You don't live in 11custon?
,

24 MR. SCHTESSLER: I live in Southwest Houston.
25 Dut enough of that. That's the basis for my ,

.

0 '^''3 021
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Iwrb/agb2 thing.

2,

V) Even the local conditions - in contention 14,
' 3

which is a similar contention, I go into it a little more

i 4
specifically -- by the time I wrote that I had become a little

5 more knowledgeable of these things and tried to get a little
6 bit more specific. And I think it was generally after this

7 thing here -- fortified my original fears.

* 8 MR. LINnNDERGER: A point of interest here r

9 Mr. Schuessler.~ You indicated that if something were to
.

10 occur during the nighttime, your sleeping hours, there would
11 be no way you could know it would happen.

12 It just makes me inquire, irrespective of this
13 plant, is there - so far as you know, is there a Civil
14 Defense warning system in your area that souris off if --
15 MR. SCIUESSLER: No, sir, I think there'd a

16 siren on the County Building downtown is the only thing that
17 I know of that goes off at noon, if it still does, I know
18 it did at one time.

'

19 MR. LINENBERGER: But nothing that you in your

20 neighborhood -
.

21 MR. SCHUESSLER: No, sir, that's wnat concerns

22 me. If it occurs in the night, you're not listaning to
I

23| the radio or television, there is no way they could inform

virtually the entire f.opulation for the need to get up and24

25 leave.
'

'''8 022
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Iwrb/agb3 MR. LINENBERGER: Thank you.

2 MR. SCHUESSLEP.: 'And in that regard the media,-

3 television, the newspapers, too, h.1ve recently done things.

4 - The concern here on that incidentally does not

5 relate to the nuclear danger, but you gs..:lemen are not from

6 th';~ area, the hurricanes are what are really the concern here

7 in that respect.-

*
8 But just in the last few days cne of the TV

9 j' channels did a th"ing on this very subject, and Civil Defense
.

'

10 seems to be in something of a shambles in this respect.

Il The problem is that there seems to be physically-

12 no way to go with the Gulf on one side and, in this case, the

13 plant on the other, you're just caught right in the middle.

~

'4 So that's the basis for my concern there.

15 In the same regard, and a more recent thing here
.

16 if I may present this, in the Post of July 28 there's a little

77 article, ' Emergency Planning for H Accidents Hit":

18 "mnergency planning for coping with

'

19 nuclear acefdents is chaotic and inadequate at

10 .; , all levels, despite lessons learned from the
- ;

21 Three Mile Island accident a new Congressional

22 report concludes."

L3 I think tnat's dor.bly appropriate here.

bL4 This is out of the Poct of October if'. This is

25 a quote on the President's Special Committee or something
,

,

a 'T 3 023
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I I
Iwrb/agb4 investigating Three Mile Island. Member Merritt, one of 12 I

2y) members named to the commiasion said:

3 "The Commission will suggest that a
!

' ' # 1aw be enacted requiring detailed evacuation plans

5 for the area around nuclaar power plants."

6
.

She said:

7 "The commission will propose changes,

8 in the Federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission to

9 make more safety conscious -- to make it more.

10 saasty conscious...

II "The~ report of the commission,
'

12 led by....," well, then it goes on.

13
) The significance of that is it would seem to me

14 then if this does occur that if requiremenPs are passed and

15 made necessary in order to build a plant, taking the situation-
,

16 that really exists right here, I doubt that the building of -

17 the plant could even meet these standards simply becauce it

18 seems to be an unsolvable problem.
.

19 Again in regard to Contention 6 and the related

20
_

14, the Staff recommends rejection of this contention for

21 reasons discussed in response to Doggett contention 5 which,

22 , in turn, refers to the reasons discussed in Bishop Contention
' '23 l.

s

24 Accordingly and in the interest of time, I

25 would like to refer the Commission to the appropriate arguments s

'~"8 024i
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,

,ert/agh 5 1|' of both Doggett and Bishop to aupport this contention, if I

*|o
1 may. I think you would find it useful.U

Contention Nttnber 7 is in regard to radiation

4 exposure from waste storag2. The Staff correctly recogni;:es

O my concern over the fact that no solution has been found for

6
the sericus problem of nuclear waste disposal,

7 ,1 .
'

I must point out, however, that my contention
-

8| clearly and specifically addresses the problem of leng term -

3<
-

storage of radioactivu waste on the Allens Creek site. This,
,

d
10 ,' centention considers the hacards related to the storage and

1

II' j possible transport of radioactive waste at this facility and
2' hcw it may affect my interests,

l U Again I've learned during the ccurse of trying

I4 i te become an Intervenor here that the questica of disposal
i

15 of nuclear waste is kind of out of bounds, thau we car.not .
.

16 ' discuss that. It's a side point.,.Jm not cura -- I do disagrec
|I

17 ; with that.
~

19 j Dut this contention really has nothing directly
!.

I? to do with the disposal of waste, it comes from the fact that,

i,

20 $ there is no solution to that prchlem, consequently this waste

]i$
-

11 will be stored and must be storad either on the site er
h
t #

22 .j noarby.
b.

23 i and ic's reaconable for the layman to catclufe

24 : that, since tneru is sucn a hassla at the present time ovar

25 , what to do with t'lis, where to put it -- and more and nore i

'

.
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wrb/mbO I , states and localitics are rejecting the storage of :auclear
D

waste - so obviously it's a very hazardous thing to have

3 around.
,,

4 And if this plant is built and prcduces this

5 and it's got to stay there, then it seems to r.e that this is

I sormthing th a's gcing to concern me. The only answer to that,

7 of course, would be to postpone the building of this plant

3 until some resolution is made to that problem.
,

% 3 MR; LINENBERGER: Wall if it's of any assistance
e

D to you, sir, let me assure you that the subject of the safety

11 of the storage of spent fuel at the Allens Creek site is not an

12 L out-of-bounds subject. The only part that's out of bounds

13 has to do with l'ong-term storage somewhere else. That isx
I

14 being dealt with separately and does not cone under o'.tr

15 jurisdiction. But the rafety of spent fuel stored at Allons
'

13 Creek is a fair tcpic of concern and consideration in this
I

17 f proceeding.

18 MR. COPELAND: Dr. Linenberger, I was going tc 3ay
19 in advance of what you just said, sir, that we construed this.

20 contention as being related t::> either disposal or icng-term ,

I
'

2I | Itorage. Both wo and the Staff raferred back to our responses |
!

22 en Ms. Carrick's contention as being an answer to this contentiion
'

23 , as well.
:

.il And I think that Mr. Schuessler wotild ba well '

_g 15 advised to knew that we have addressed it in both parts, and
,

J ' i ''8 026
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Iwrh/agh7 that if he wishes to address our arguments, he should do so

at this time.')

MR. SCHUESSLER: Well I must confess I did not go

! O clear bach into carrick's -- the reference there, as I recall,
4

5-

what grabbed me here was -- the Staff response says:
6

"Like several other petitirners,

7 Mr. "chuessler is concerned that there has not
8*

been yet found a satiofactory solution to the

9 problem 03' long-term waste disposal."
t

to That's the only point I was trying to make here,

Il that this was not concerned with that, that my concern was
12 with storage at Allens Creek.

13 The Applicant, in regard to Contention 7, states,

14 that I seek to raise a quascion of disposal of high-level
15 radicactive wasto. Again, I apologize if that is qualified

.

16 by the --

I7 MR. COPELAMD: Sir, maybe you could just state
18 then what your contention is and refer it back to our responses
19 to Ms. Carrick, if you wish. Hou would you address the same

-

20 points we made in response to --
-

21 MR. SCHUESSLER: Well the point is I felt that

22 to leave that go unanswered -- the feeling again, to quote
23 from the Applicant's thing:

E4 "Centeation 7 necks to raisa the
25 question of disposal of high-level radioactive

,

'''8 027
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N h0 %|d0b(dHs iLIbwrb/agb8 I waste."

2' Agair, by this time I'm aware that the question
Gi

3 of radiocctive waste 'is not relevant to this hearing. And

Q 4 again I wanted simply to maka..the point that this contention
-

5 has to do with storage n the site, sir.

O MR. COPELAtTD Sir, let me just maha it very

7 clear what I'm Paying, because 7 know it's difficult and I

'

8 know it's hard to follow.

9 Your contention as it's written says that you're '

10 concerned with radioactive waste dispocal, and you even talk

1i about transportation of the waste to some other site. Now
~

12 I think it is a fair characterization for us to have construed
'

13 your contention that way. I'm not trying to cut you off,
*

,

14 ' however, from saying that you're concerned with long-term

15 disposal on-site -- long-term storage on-site.
.

16 But I would point out to you, sir, that in our

17 answer we referred you back to our answer to Ms. Carrick

is who had raised.the question in both ways. - -

*

19 And I'm saying to you, sir, if you wish to change
'

20 your contentien now to a centention that is one of' challenging -

.

'

21 the analysis on the long-term storage at the site, then I
'

22 think it is best for you to be put on notice that that quection

2:3 has been analyzed quite extansively in the Staff's documents,

24 'e.c we pointed cut in response to Ms. Carrick. And if you feel
~

25 there is some defect in that analysis, I think it is enctanbent
.

!
r
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wrb/asb9 1 upon you at this tine to say what that defe.:t is.

2 MR. SCHUSSSLER: Well again I did not hava the
V

'

3 analysis to go over, and I confess that I really cannot

Q 4 challenge it. .

5 If I can take just a moment to read exactly what

G I wrote here, I knew -- my concern, as I,sa-[, was not with
7 the overall prob 1cm.....

300RORG,E'L.

8 (Pause. ),

0 Okay. Suffice to say, I agree with you, sir,
.

10 the way this is written, it is not what I intended. My

11 intent was .to address the storage of on-site waste.

12 MR. SOHIliKI: Mr. Chairman, I don't know whether

13 tte Board wishes me to do it, but I could make a very brief

g response, to the extent we haven't already addressed that

is particular concern I could mcke a very brief response to it.
>.

16 CHAIRIWI WOLFE: A brief response to what, now.

17 MR. SCHIliKI: Well to the extent that Mr. Schuessl'Ir

to has expressed a concern that we haven't already addressed, and,

;s I'm not sure that he has, but if he's concerned about on-site

20 j storage, I have a very briof response that I could make with
|.

.

21{ regard to analysis that's been done on on-sita storaga which
:

i22 he may net "ce far.iliar with.

J 1

n] CHrJ 2"JJ: McIJ2: .ul righ:. ~i

h
g; " :17.. 2CHr.':C : 7:r purpenas of annlyzing tha

25 effects of normal operation - in ter as of normal operation
I

'''8 029 -
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ID IP !j f 1342umn,
arb/agbl0 of the spent fuel pool, Mr. Schuassler, in Section 5 of the

FES and FES Supplement we analy:ed the doses resulting fromy

3
operation of the facility and conpared those to the critoria

P 4
in 10 CPR Part 50 Appendix I, which sets forth dose limits''

5 which are permissible under the ecmmission's regulations.

G
Those deco calculations ine'ude deses from spent fuel pool

7 opsraticns.
.

O In ter=s ot accidents, in Section 7 of both the

9 FES and the FES Supplcment, a fuel handling accident was also,

30 analy::ed in terms of radiological impact.

II So that the Staff har analyzed both normal

12 operating releases and accidental releases from the spent

13 '

fuel pool.

14 MR. SCHUES3LER: -T'll have to read that to really

15 und,arstand ito Dut tha'.k you.
I

16 IAt any rata, my prinary concern wes that Cen:ention.

17
~ i

Number 7 might ver'f wel:. he dirnissed as being out of bounds

IS in addressing the waste issue only which it was not intended
.

19 to be, but I will adait that the way it's written that certainly
7.0 cculd be understood to be.

,

21 Contention Nunber 8 regards radiation exposure
Il at Icu levels. The Staff statas that I contend that any

23 ' relsace of radicactivity is unacceptable because of the pct 31- '
24 bility of cell injury -- the pos.libility of cell injury -- and
25 genetic lefects. ,

1 ~' ' 8 0 3 0
~
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.

! wrt,/agb11 The contention refers only to possible releasei

j 2 of radicactivity, not possible cell damage. I learned this

| 3 week that these apparently minor differences seem to be.very
i O- 4
| important, and I'm gcing to try to play the game s4at way,
;

5 so to speak.

6 This is a significant difference, though. The

7 possibility of cell damage, as Staff says, I would refuto on

|
-

8 the basis of testinony I found in a book hora of testimonir at ,

9 a federal trial. Let me just read the words here, it'll go a,

10 lot quicker.

i 11. The possibility of cell injury and genetic

12 defects I find unacceptable. The contention refers only to

] 13 possible releace of radioactivity, not possible cell danage.

14 In my contention, I am careful to state the injury from nera

15 radiation is definite. This is based on testimony of .,,

16 Dr. John W. Goffman, M.D., Ph.D in test aany at a hearing

17 cn October 2, 1978 in the liashville Unf sd States District .,

18 Court. And if I might quoto -- or if that would be usaful,
.

19 I have the bcoklet'here and I could quote testimony, it is

20 only two or three paragraphs that I refer to.
,

May I do that, sir? The reference is found in a21 --

22 book c.111ed Shutdo;cn.

23| .MR. C OPU~ .WD : Mr. Chairman, I'm not objecting cc

24 this gentleman reading this quota or whatever he's going to do,

25 but I really don,'t see how it's relevant at this point to i

''"3 031 :
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,

wrb/agb12'I
| Staff's and Applicant's resporise to this contention. Tho

,

E Staff and the Applicant accepted the contention as being ans

v
: 3 allegation that releases would cause call damage."

.

4 I think that our point was that the comission's

5 regulations set limits on releases. We're going to meet those

6 limits, and Mr. Schuessler has not chslienged that in any
7 way.

8- And absent such a challenge to the Commission's

9 regulations,or a demonstration that we won't conoly with the
.

TO Ccamission's regulationn, there is not much to the contention.

11 I think he knows in his own mind what he is doing, but I
12 think he is really off on the swrong trail.
13 CHAIRMAN NOIJE: .Ta I understand your contention,

)
14 Mr. Schuessler, your contention is in substance that you are

,

15 concerned about even the slichte'it irradiation,. even though
.

16 it falls well within the Corrnission's ceiling or standard for
17 such anissions, is that cerrect?

18 MR. SCHUESSLER: Yes, sir. I think than covers it

. ig very well. The point I was making here is the Staff rangence

20 seemed to say that my contention discusses possible call danace
.

p.
~ -

21 The cell damage, from what thi-a expert here says, is cartain

22 if there is radiation, thera is a degree of cell damags.

23 That's the primary thing. I v<nid like to say thoro's no

24 gesti:m about it, based en that testimony. ' -

g Eut I would not insist on read..ng that, thin maybe
I

.
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1

Iwrb/agh 13 is a faulty - you know, a poor thing to do. I assene that --

s) E C11 AIRMAN WOLFE: Let ne interrupt there, Mr.

U Schuessler. Just tell us, the thrust of that testimony is to

0 4 the effect that even small amounts of radiation, well within
3 Nuclear Regulatory Commissi'on standards, are still dangerors
6 to one's health and safety, is that the thrust of it? -

'7 MR. SCHUESSLER: Yes, sir.
.

8 CRAIRMAN WOLFE: I don't think there is necessity<

. S then for you to read that. We will understand your argument

10 to that effect.

11 MR SCHUESSLER: All right, sir.

12 It follows then assuming --,

D 13 MR. LINE1 MERGER: One mcment, please. '

14 (Thu Doard conferring.)

15 MR. Ln'ENBERGER: Mr. Schuessler, in an attempt
~|

,

!6 to fully understand what you're getting at .2nd pr( vent your
.

'

I l

17| becoming a victin of some of the arbitrary constraints of

la rules that guide us sometimes5. let me ask you"a couple of 8

-

19 questions here:

CO Are yca aware of the fact that the so-called. -

21 | National Environnantal Policy Act requires, among other thingsh'-
i

2.2 's . hat the Applicant for a construction permit for a nuclear.

U
,

\13 ,1 pcwer plant ba rcquirad to anho a, what's called in an
i

. I
24 ' environm ntal context, a balancing of the cost or the impacts

25 from that plant against the bene. fits that would derive from tha b'
.

,
p - -
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Iwrb/agbl4 plant?

M9. SCIIUESSLER: I think generally yes, sir,
(

3 7,m aware of that idea, yes, sir.

| O MR. LIliE!TDERGER: In any way, do you feel that4
, v
,

5 your contention 8 lies within that context or, in your mind,

6 *

is it health and safety?

7 !!R. GCHUESSLER: I wculd :say it's related, yes,

8'

sir, we're in the same area.

9 MR'I.:"JtiDERGER: I guess the question we have
.

10 is what do you see as the baces, the reasons why this conten-

11 tion.shculd be heard in the context of that area of considera-

12 tion, the balancing of benefits and costs with respect to the

13 plant?

14 MR. SCIIUESSLER: tiell my logic or my thinking is,

15 I think -- could be stated thia W.y, I'm restricted hera,
.

16 I believa, to cening before this roard and getting involvec

17 Jn thin issue, and I'm restricted very tightly. I think, tc

18 defending my interests.

- 19 Thrs environmental energy requirements that yet

20 just referred to do not address my interests, they addreas
.

21 this problem or this question in a very broad and general way.

22 And I gucan I'm arguing with them at least to

23 the excent that, as you say, this requirac the Applicant te

H 2.ake a survey to balance the pluces and minuses. And as I

25 said earlier, there's a risk involved.
o

.
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Iurb /abl5 And my Togic is if there is an:- radiation at all,

2
) according to this doctor -- this scientist's testimony, even

3i the slightest radiation does as a matter of fact damage

O 4
cellular structure or damage cells and clanges them; that therev

5
is, I think, what I have heard refe red te as general normal

I'

low-level radiation or scmething, you know, in regard to these

7 plants which the experts and the engineers and technicians

0 find acceptable. I do not find these acceptable.

9
And since I'm required to addrass myself on.ly ,,

10 to my narrow interests here than that's all that I shall

11
'

address. I simply am saying that regardless of whether this

12 plant meets these other standards, that they in turn do not

13 address my particular interests, they address the penerals

'

14 thing here. And I find it difficult to find anything.to

15 balanca against my interests herw.
.

16 If I were faced, perhaps, with the prospect of
,

17 doing without electricity because this plant were not built,
la ' then I'd have scraething to .Dalance againsu it. Balancedagainst -

~

'having this plant here are all the things that I find19
.

20 very negative which, perhaps, I shouldn't even go into here.
.

Eut as far as my narrow interests are conce::ned, this is a !21

22 ~ no-win situation, no matter how wellthe rules are complied

23 ''with. Th u's ny contention, sir.
.

24 DR. CHEATUM: May.,I make a comment here tc) see if
25 I understand Mr. Schuessler and understand the problem of ,

-

.
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Iwrb/arbl6 the Applicant and the Staff and this Board.

2 The substance of what you're saying is that you
34

do not believe the standards which have been sut by the

O 4 Commieston for 11mits on radioective re1eaees erom the stand-
!

5 point of health and so forth, ycu do not bellem that those

3 are s;1fficiently restrictive to guide your health and safety,
7 is tha. true?

.

6 mn scnugsstan les sin I think so.

9 DR. CEEATUM: Okay.,

10 We must adnit that this is not: the forum for
iI this contention, becauso we have no authority -- this Board
12- has no authority to set standsrds with respect, or changes
:3 in the standards which have a1rea6y Mc ::t:b:.'.4h2d by the

14 Co= mission. Thic Board can only catisfy itsa12 the.t the
C1 5 Applicant in this case or any case, through hic design of his ',

15 plant ar.d his safety sy: stems to protect the integrity of
17 safety in the p1 ant, meet all che requirements of standardt.,
1B rules and regulations which have been established by the

.

19 Commisuion. So it is really futile to contest the standards

20 before this Board..
.

!

21 That's the way it 13

= !
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1 The Commission and the Congress are the bodies

shich these matto s basically are settled in, not this2

3 Licensing Board..
,

..

|O 4 " *"** *" $""* * " *"* '"*' ' "*"'*" * ""**' """
|5 to be sure that you understand the limitations of this Board.

6 in relation to this contention.

7 MR. SCmESSLER: Yes, sir, I think I appreciato

O that.-

9 I can see the probicm here. I can see whers, you
-

10 know, rules have to be rather general.

3y My problem is simply that I'm not allowed to be

12 that general. If I'm going to make a point and look after

13 my interests, I have to be specific. And these rules, to be

14 air, should be equally specific, but they're. not.

a 'n just de poht I want to make.'5 o eve
'?

.

g But, in summary, the real point here is that if

g there is radiatien, my point ic simply that thero is no

ghquestionthattherewill60 cell damage. The results of that
damage may not ever appear. Chances are if it does, it mayg,

.g[ appear in 20, 30 or 40 years hence, based on this info;mation
! that I have.'
'

21
1

j Therefore, any radiation is not desirable.

Contention number 9 relates to how -- or that,

M .
Allens Creek harms my financial interests. I believe this

6
,

I

contention clearly relates to my financial interests, as(
25 i

; '

j :" 8 037 -
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.

1 provided in Rule 2.174,' titled " Intervention." The basic

2 rules here.,

G'
3 I beliova it is a . s- which ie litigable in

O 4 tai = ==tte cor the e re coa = e corta ia **e == 1
.

5 arguments of netitione aryan Baker M support of his

6 contention number 1.

7 I realize, in observing yesterday, that there i

'

8 some disagreement as to whether this is appropriate or nc.%

g for ma to do this. I would not dwell on it. This is what
.

39 I put down yesterday morning, in trying to finish up my

j; preparation for this thing prior to that time ,and I would

12 not insist upon that.

13 But my thinking is simply that this is infomation

g that relates to my contantion that I would trust the Board

33 would taka into acccunt, regard.". ass of whether I am the
.

16 source of that or whether I present it, or what.

But I think that the overall period would be

useful.g Itjs more of a reference, I guess.
MR, COPELAND: I have a real problem with that,-

99

g Mr. Chairman, in this particular instance, because Mr.
.

, Daker never at t.ny tima argued :tr. Schuassler s personalt

financial interests.

23,| liis two contentions, as I recall, vere related
to HL&P's ability

24 to finance the plant and arrors in our-

projections on capacity. And without some specific reference

'

''"8 038
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i by Mr. Schuessler in the context of what part of Mr. Baker's

y) 2- argu.nonts he's relying on, I think this is very difficult to
3 figure out, what he's talking about.

O(.s 4 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Wa_got into this area yesterday,

5 Mr. Schuessler, and ultimately the Board ruled that if a

S petitlener for leave to intervene did rely upon a prior

intervenve's bases in support of a prior intervenor's7 ,

.

S contention, if a subsequent petitioner did so rely he could

s not just do it generally and incorporate by reference, is,

to what Mr. Copeland is getting at.

g1 If there is scmething in Mr. Baker's presenta*:13n

12 to this Board, you must on your own specify exactly what it

13 is, what statement -- or sentence, for that matter -- that
g_ you're relying en in Mr. Baker's presentation.

I

gj Would you do that?
*

n
i

g jj MR. SCHIT3SSLER: Well, not having it as a :aattar
i

77 | of record, I could not. I listened to a large part of it,
I

'

g; and I falt at the time, is all I can say in absolute truth,
.

39 that he was arguing my case, that he was proving my point;

23 0 my p int being, sir, that --
-

ti

gf CHAIRMAN WOL73: Well, is there anything that -

,g over and above what you've told us today -- that you.

apacifically wa-.t us to understar.J as also being your
'

93
-

argument? Anything that you haven't covered, now, today?24

MR. SCHUESSLER: All I could do, sir, would be to2s i

n!!
'

1"8 039
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1 explain my intent, what. I was trying to get at in thin

2 contention, if that would be permissible.
L

3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well, we're not so interested in,

h 4 that, in your intent, as your fully exhausting your oral
I
i

5 argument on the base: for the contention, and anything ycu

6 want to add to that or ar.ything t'aat you uish to add in

7 rebuttal to Apolicant's or Staff's objections to your
'

contention. Anything at all. Yo2 will have frae rain.g

MR.'SCHUESSLER: Well, let me just read the9
.

g .cesponsus quickly, here, and see. When I wrote that, I

thought that to be sufficient.gg

I (Pause.)12

. g Okay, in the Applicant's response it says I raise

g a question flowing from petitionar's economic interests as a

ratepayor of the Applicant, a matear not corni2sble under
.

URC rules P.nd precedent.

ilell, again, I've run i.nto somo rulas here that

I have no knowledge of.

- To sum it up, I think if Allens Cre4x were not
19 j

i built . . .
20 '

. > \

| (Mr. Baker handing notes to Mr. Gehuesslar.)21 ;

(Mr. 3aker conferring with Mr. Schuassler.)
t'

! Yes. This is tha point that he rem'.nded a.o cf ,",
I

here, that I really h 16 cvarlockad. It' not : now pint .:o

se, and I neglected to raise it earlier. That is tnat. in ,

.

9

1" 3 040
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1 the Staff's response they state that for thcne and . . .
|

) 2} (Pause.)

3 MR. SOEINKI: Just to save time, Mr. Schucaslor,

4 our response was essentially the name as the Applicant's,

5 to this contantion.

6 MR. SCHUESSLER: Yes. Somewhere in Lere, what
i

7 really got me on to it and led me to believe that it would
.

S be acceptable was -- and I complately overlooked it hare

, 9 this morning - is a reference in here by either Staff or

10 the Applicant, in either this contention or another similar

g; contention, where the words ar'e, I think, "for these reasons

12 and thosa cited in response to Mr. Baker's contention number

g 1..." --

g MR. COPELAND: Sir, you are - that is nownere

g' in the response by either the Applicant or the Staff.
,

43 MR, SCHUESSLER: I beg your pardon, sir?

p (Mr. Baker confarring with Mr. Schuessler.)

g MR. COPELAND: The Staff's statement concludes
.

g that it believes there is no basis upon which to admit this

-
contention an an issue in controversy. That is their

. 3,9 |.-

21 rosponse to your contention number 9.

MR. SCHUESS.~2R: Right. It's a double refsrence.gg

It's a stop precedure, right. They refer ma to Mr. Doggett,. . , ,
u

.-

and then Mr. Doggett in turn -g

MR. COPELAND: No, sir, they do not. I'm sorry, I, ,

,

'" 8 041:
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1 hate to interrupt you, Mr. Schuessler, but I think if you

2 would quit trying to read the notes that Mr. Daker hands

3 you and just say what it is that you're trying to say, I

O 4 ehink you d do.much eeteer, sir. Ho s seekine you very

5 mixed up, because he's giving you some bad information.

6 MR, SCHUESSLER: Well, sir, this is not based

7 on what Mr. Baker just gave me. It remindsd re, of it, but
.

8 it's not based upon that solely.

9 CHAkRMANWOLFE: Maybe the Board can help you,
.

10 Mr. Schuesslar.

It What's the problem? You don't find Staff's

12 response to your contention, or objection to your contention?

13 (Pause.)

14 MR. SCHUESSLER: Chay.

15 C ntentics 13 is similar to this. I'm sorry to
.

16 jump ahead there, but this is where it cones from.

XII. COPELAND: I cbject, your Honor, there is37

18 nothing whatsoevor similar to cantantion 13 in contention 9.

'

gg They'ra just entirely different contentions,

20 Contantion 9 is a str.tement as to this gentleman's
.

21 interests from an economic stnndpoint, from his standpoint as
i

!22 a ratepayer.

I CHA m W1 WOL?E: YGs. Let Ite try to assist you,i23

Mr Schuescler.y,

" " " Y "# " *" " "25 i

.
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1 you're stating -- or that you're concerned 'about, as a

a ratepayer, that due to the tremendous cost of the proposed
' 3 plant that you will have to pay unnecessarily high electric

Q'

; .,y 4 rates.
,

.

5 That's it, pur-ly and si:nply, isn't it?

S MR. SCHUESSLER: Basically, yes, sir.

7 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right.,

.

8 Now, would you address the. Staff's objection to

e this contentio$1? They cite several Appeal Board cases,.

10 meaning the NRC Appeal Board, for the proposition, or the

11 decision that econcmic interests of a ratepayer does not

12 fall within the zone of interests protected either by the
g3 Atomic Energy Act or the National Environmental Policy Act.

14 Do you want to address that, or can you address

.
15 that?

16 MR. SCHUESSLER: Well, if that's simply the

17 mling thing, then it simply does not take care of my

18. personal interests.

~ '

Once again I'm restricted to dealing with myig

: interests, und it's another instance that is very discouraging23 .
,

'

2I cora in here and find that somebody has just got a rule.t

| I understand the rule. I have no quarrel with22

g3 the r'lle.. That does not directly bear on the question of

'thathar Allona Creek or any other nuclear power plant should3
i

'ae built. B'ut it does - the building of this plant does25 ,

.

1" 8 043
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1 affeet my inters ta. Aad in this regard the present setup

) 2 is - and again, listening to the media, my source of

3 i information, I aci led to the inescapable conclusion that

h 4 when HLsP pleads that they need to have highsr profits in

3 order to attrar.'.t investment from the investment community

S or this plant ' rill not be built, what they are saying is,

7 in effect, that I've got to kick in to their fund to build
,

8 this pltnt. And I don't feel I need this plant.

3 ?here:! ore, if they'ra allowed to build thin plant,

13 they will naad this monay, and it w!.t.1 be pass ad thrcugh to

it me and put on my electric bill.

i

12 That is my financial interest. And I think that's

g what I'm suppossed to be allowed to come down here c

34 , discuss and have considered. And that's really whern I'm
t

.
15 *

g3 CHhIMGli WOTE3: 'les, sir.

37 We're not rt. ling on the admissibility of t'u
contentien today. W3 will hear your argument. We're justgg

'

g trying to assist you in formu;.ating what you're atter.pring

to stata in your contantion.y- , ..

|
.

., . ( All right. You may proceed.
_: I

i
8 MR. S('HUESSLER: And as far as citing Mr. Baker a8y,

__ ! ,

., y testimony, I would sti.'.1 say that these tfo inaues -- or thct
!' this 1.au a very definite hearing on ny contention 9. Ig

think if it were conaidered, it would be of help.,

c5 !

,

: '.^"8 044
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1 Now, Contention 10 considers interconnections as

| 2 an alternative to Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station.,

.

3 Now, the notion for that comes again from the
.g |i --

4| media. This is not a novel notion I have come ..a with.,

i *

5 Her6's an article in the Houston Post of September

s 30 - fairly recant:

7 "HL&P faces tight situation. Increased denand on
'

.

a generating capacity is straining reserve."
~

9 And they quote a former member of the Public
,

10 Utilities Cormaission here, who usys that they, HL&P, "...had

ii better be out seeking other sources to buy electricity. I

12 i don't know of any utility that is that close to reserve
.

.
~

f3 Capacity as HL&P."
.

g4 "HL&P confirms talks on plant. Houston Lighting
i

;3 5 Power confirmed Tuesday it is negotiating to buy a
!

'

g coal-fired generating plant near Athens."

;7 .
And hare's one of 9-27:

gg " Texas Utilities Company, which has excess
~

;g generating capacity that a utilities consultant eays

20 , costs rat:apayers $50 millien a year, is trying to
.

21 soll surplus power ..."'

l
22 ' MR. COP 3 LAND: Excuno me, Mr. Schuessler. Is it

23 your argument that we are not connected with the Texas

!

3 Utilities Campany? Is that your argument?

ttR. SCHUESSLER: Not specifically, no, sir. I'm25 ,

.

l'"8 045 i
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g not knowledgeab?e enougn of the affairs of HLs? or anybody

V 2 to be that specific.,

3 But -

O M. COPEkMDs So yon ' don't' even, knew who we're
'

4

5 interconnected with now, is that correct? You have no idea

Se who the companies are that we're interconnected with?

7 MR. 3CHUESSLER: No, sir. I can't say that I'm

e eXFert or really familia:: with what your interconnections are.

9 I have been under the opt rion from news articles.

to from soma considerable timo back that caused .Te to cenclude

gg that HL&F, .for purposes of staying out of the intecatate

12 Price c::ntrols, resisted or refused to interconnect with

other people. I think this came about during the time ofg

g the big blackout in New York, and the gunstion of whether

it c uld happea hera.- 15

16 n eed, va Md have a bromu: or

scmething aitar that.g

u e We n N UP at dat Mme, and as I18
.

g recall it at that time - whether it's changed or not -

u my Prasshn was dat EEP did not hava dese ine20-

connectiona. 3ut I think HL&P stated at that time in

response to the question, that a browncut or a blacicut

could not. happen here, despite the fact that t.tey wara

relativaly independent from out-of-state utilities.

MR. COPELAND: Sir, I don't understand the !

'" 3 046
'
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1 relevanco of your argument about the Texas Utilities company,

y; 2 unless you're contending that, we're not interconnected for

3 purposes of your contention.

4 201. SCHUESSLER: My contention, I think, could be

3 summed up to say that interconnects that do not exist would

g be a feasible altornative to exploro, which might very well
y reduceorapiminatetheneedforthebuildingofanuclear

.

O plant near Houst.on.
.

, 9 MB. COPELAND: Sir, with whom . . . well, I

10 suppose that you're going to address the questions that we

t) raised in our objection to this contention, if that's your

i 12 contention.

13 MR. SCHUES3LER: Yes, sir, I have some notss in

14 response, and I'll get to them, and we'll get through this

contention.
15 {.

16| !!R. COPELAND: Thank you.
t
1

37 MR. SCIIUE03LER: In rasponse to Applicant'a

18 comments, I would point out that Contention 10 intends
.

gg primarily to stato that amounts of power needed by Applicant

20 nay he readily availabic from other utilities in this area.
.

'
21 A equate apprai. cal of these possible alternatives may

22 reveal th t Allona Cronk is not needed.
i

It dcac .ct intend t:0 go into intanc or motive.a,,

of the negotiations menticned. The companies mentioned wereg

merely eant to suggest possible sources for the purchase25 r

.
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1 of power.

2 Again, I can't actually do the work for you, and,

v
3- I don't kncr,t'-- I'm not familiar, I'm not the engineer, I'm

Q 4 not the export. I an merely trying to ses that this

'5 alternative is given consideration as a passible alternative.

6| MR. LINENBERGER: Mr. Schuesslar, on that point

'l of r.he fixamples you've given of ccmpanies chat might ce

8 brought int's such an intortie with HL&P, the last sentencs*

9 of the first paragraph of your contention 10 identifies
, -

10 there example companies as companies -- quote - that havo

11 power to sell to HL&P - end of quote.
.

12 Now,.that's a significant point, and we're not

g3 asking you to discuss the marits of your contei1Eion here.,

14 But do you have a basis for believing that ccmpanf.es such

15 as the ones you have identified here havs encugh excess,
.

16 unnended power that they would, indeed, be hcppy to sal'. it

17 to Allens Creek if they have such a high reserve that thay

18 can turn loose of that much energ~y to replace the A11ans

gg Creek plant?.

20 I say, do you have a basis for thic? I don't
.

g waa.t to know what it is. I don't want you to argue tTat,
if it's so. But do you really have a reason for believingn

that it is 307g

21 SE' SCHUESSI:ER: I think that the names came up

25 in a news article that had to do with the negotiations or
I

'''8 048 -
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1 something that was going on here. But that would be the,

2 only source.,

v'
.

3 As I say, I have no first-hand knowledge of excess
; p~v 4 power they have.
; .

'
5 MR. LINENBERGER: Righ t.

S Now, see, there are more than one reason for

7 wanting to consider or not consider an intertie. The

availability of nurplus energy is not always the overriding8,

g reason here. Reliability of the grid, for example, might
'

to be a reason for wanting to cae an intertie, which does not l

1 mean that the companies that HLLP would tia into would

12 necessarily have excess energy that would obviate the need

13 for the plant.
3

14 Go, all I'm saying is, when you read these

articleo, kind of lock for the kind of thing that supporrs15
.

16 your argunoat. Their argunents for an 'ntertio may have

had nothing to do with sutplus energy availability.17

18 And if this contention, for example, is admitted

and the Staff has, I think, not objected to its admission,-19.

20 prepare yourself along that line, to gat at your thrust.
-

The intertie accomplishes nothing that will serve you,21

unless it's a means for bringing a block of surplus energy22

that's not going to be needed anywhtre else, into your23

y cc=munity.

25 S I'm o faring you this as guidance fer the

'.
.

.
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1| future hera, if --
i

e

2I MIt. SCHUESSLER: Yes, sir, I appreciaco that.
(. /

undUEL13[ Thank you.

m 4Q, To go on to Contention number 11, this ccncorns
,

i

", the possibility of coal or lignite as an alternate pcrier

j source.
I

7 Again, I can claim no expertise in these Intters.i
i

3'~

Zut all thsse anargy sources hwe problam. Coal and lignitoC3

3 tco have probidms.i

1
-

10 7. gain, according to news stories -- and thero'u

11 been quite a lot written, this has been quite a hassle ~~ the

12 question of bringing coal or lignite in from the west, or

13 something, the pipeline slurry question, and all this Ims

I
14 I beon givan broad coverage f.n the newnpapers.

I

15 , I try to be reaccccbly informd, but not
-

1

16 | technically axpert.
I

17 ,
,

We are told in tha area of energy sources that

i
is ! we are sitting on -- you knew - an almost unlimited supply

-

19 of coal. The only reason it is not being used as a viabla |
i

- 20|!
alternative is becauce of the environmental probicms.

j
21 | MR. COPSLAND: 20cuse me, Mr. Chairman. I must i

n : !
Ir; chject. This argument is going far, far a ield. Id

! i

11[ 1:r. SchnecJ '.tr's centeni-icn sca specific, in that I
1

p, " '.a is dia-4 2g >: hat our enalyau cf cha coal vorous nucla : -

25 comparison is comehow inadequate, because we failed to taka
I

.

4
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1 into considaration advances in the technology of scrubbers.
2 |ife pointed out in our response that our analysiss. .

3 did not rely upon, in any way, the cost of scrubbers,

C , because we assumed for purposes of.the analysis that we were4

5 using western icw-sulfur coal. That's our ancater. ife don ' t
S underctand . shat Mr. Schuescler is now going into, and I

7| respectfully raquest that the Board ask the gentleman to
,

6 address his co;Itents to our con.:nent.*

9 CHAI'EG.M WOLP3s Mr. Schuessler, wc understand
*

10 | your contention. Woald you now proceed just to address
.

<

11 Applicant'n and/or Staff's objections to your contention */

12 MR. SCHUESSLER: Ckay. The contention provides
. 13 one e:'. ample of the progross that's been mado and is baing

14 made. Efforts ara being made in the use of coal and lignite,
i

15 in solving the environ:3 ental problems.

16 Much of this hac ocenrred,. I think, since tae
,

37 original planning for Allens Creek.

1S MR. COPELAND: Sir, your contenticr, as I read

.

39 Q ,. is not an argument about the environmental differancoa,

It's an argument relating to the cost comparicen. And if20
.

21 it's construed as being an argument relating t: the

g environental compariscn, then I think ycu'd bret addrets

22 yourcol! to what the. Staff has aaid in responet to scar

contcrti:ni 9hich is than you hr.va done nothin3 to crl. tic Lu,g

r in any way suggest, that their analysis on onvironment.tl25
,

l'" 8 051,
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1 matters is r eng. And I gather from other comments you've
2 made here this morning that you haven't even read that,

3 analysis.

O 2 MR. ScuINxI:. Mr. Cheir-n, I xuid uxe to unow

S whether th Schuessier has examined the Staff analycis.

6 MR. SCHUESSLER: YEs, sir.,

7 MR. SOHINKI: Then you're aware, for exampie,
~

with specific regard to scrubbers, that this discussion in8

9 Appendix D of the Supplement to the FES considers the uso.

10 cf scrubbars?

t ') MR. SCHUESSLER: No, I can't say I'm aware of

12 it. I have not sean that, sir.

m g3 MR. SOHINKI: No, what I was asking you before,
p' Mr. Schuesclar, was not whether you had road our responso,

15 but tshether you had read the Final Environmental Statement
.

16 that was prepared in connection with this application,

g| MR. SCHUE3SLER: Ho.
I

18 MR. SORDIKI: Thank you.
~

gg CHAIRMAN '40LFE: At this time, Mr. Schuessler,

then, you ara unable to respond to Staff's objections to10
.

21 your contention?

22 (Pause.)

23 tiL SCHUESSLER: No, sir. I'll just let that

g centention stand as written, sir.

25 CHAIR.C.N WOLFE All right.
#

' ~' ' 8 0 5 2
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I s (Pausa.)
.

2 MR. SCHUESSL3R: Contention number 12, again, isG
S getting into a rather technical area, but figures that I've

C _ been able to coma up with.seem to add up, in regards to the4
,

!; alte.rnate available power sourcers which might preclude the

6 need for Allena Creek.

7 On the basia of t. hose figures, for what thny're

a worth, they atmngly auggest that the size of Allens Creek,

perhaps could b'e reduced if it's not corapletely eliminated.9
.

10 As I said nar.'ior, the question of balanca comes

11 in, and balancel against all othar considerations, enviren-

12
.

raental costs, tnd so forth, I would like to sea ma::imum
P

g3 consideration,given to alternative power sourens.

14 Maln, I'll let that contention stand a<a it is.

15 h!R. COPELAND: Mr. Chair an, this may be
.

16 inappropriato, but :since we wrots our taspense I have

t '' discovsrod accetning that we really should have notod fcr

18 the Board's own adification in our response. And if '.t's

-

39 appropriate I would like to just point out that at page

Sll-0 of the Supplament to the Final 3nvironmantal Irpact20
.

21 Statement the Staff not.3s that Cection S.C.3.2 of their

22 analysis han been revised to inco:porate the Applicant's

plan: to purchase 500 magavatts frem the City of Austin in23

1 00 and 1901,24

25 N w, had I remembered that that was in there when
,

.
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1 I wrote thic response,.I would have put it in there. And

2 I think to make a complate record, it should be noted to
u

3 the Board.

C 4 MR. SCHUESSLER:. Contention 13, Applicant's.

5 financial integrity.

5 This contention is similar to my.ccat:ention number

7 9, we were on awhile ago, which got us into the Baker thing.
-

a MR. COPELAND: I respsctfully disagreo, sir, with

9 that characteribtion. They are in no way similar, in my1

.

10 reading.

11- MR. SCIT7ESSLER: Well, they're similar in that

la ULaP is financ1 Lily unable to do this without my centributing

3 13 to the capitalization. That's the shailarity. And it's

34 closely enough r31ated, I think, to be a litigablo issue for

the same ree. sons, again, sat forth in the argumencs of Bryan15
.

13 Baker.
I

~

7, i; This .fs the'inntanca, incidentally, where we hr.ve

is that step, the relationship.

39 MR. COPZLAND: Sir, ngain, I would ask that you.

3 j. identify specifically those portions of Mr. Daher's argumants,
1.

2 if you can, that you're relying on. Because I don't thin't

gf that his contentien is the same as yours.
I

y [ MR. SCHUESSLER: Thsy are specific in that -- I
-p

g( don't kncu that his response to Staff and Applicant on hia

Contention 1 are all that lengthy. I don't think we're2a.
!

.

''
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1 talking about - it's a aIrly confined part of the ricord,
2 CHAILMAN WOIF3: Nevertheless, it's been ou"

(.

3 ruling that you do have to pinpoint what you are specifically

O. . .
4 retvine. on.

$! HR. 3CHUESSLER: There's no way I can do that,
t

S| sir. I don't hr.va that testiaony.
I

7; (Pauso.)
I

'

O Again, for tha recorn, I would aay thct :: de

9 believe ': hat tsjs would be an appropriate thinge sinca the
.

10 Staff statos in responso to my contesntion:

11 "For these reasons and thoso further developed

12 ' in response to 3aker Contention 1, the Staff boliavas
'

33 that thers is no basis uoan which to admit thin

14 contention as an issua in controverny,"

15 ; Now, the Staff has raferrad to 3aker Contantion 1.
I.

16 I think it's entirely appropriate for me, in turn, to

37 refar to Mr. Bekar's response to Staff.

gg (Pause.)
-

39 CHAIRMAN X0IJ?.s Well, I uculd note in your

20 suggestion indicatinc that Staff somehow or another adverted
.

21 back to the Ba'ter cortention, they were merely adverting

22 back to their own response

3 Now, do you find somathing difficult or ..n er:cr

y thern, in Otaff's doing thati

25 MR. SCHUESSLER: No, sir. My point is simply that
,
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'

3{bh NI in response -

2 CHAIR E WOLFE They were merely adverting back

3 to their cwn response. They waron't adve:: ting back to

O 4 s=e- erse s re nse. I ainx that dieung ashes whee

$ we request you to do from what Etaff has done here. There

6 is that distinction.

7 MR. SCHUESSLUR I sce a direct relationship
.

t*2ere, that I think should be censidered. It's up to you8

9 to make the dec"ision, of course. But I make that poiste
.

10 CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right.

11 MR SC3UESSLER: Contention 14 Again. that was

12 closely related to 6. I believe I can say that the

13 ' Pplicant and Staff uld I would agree that that is ground

14 that is pretty well already covered.

15 Contention number.15 -- and my last one ~< concerns
.

16 aesthetic impact.

g7 While I have not sean a nuclear energy facLlity

gg first-hand, I am not unfamiliar with their general appearance,
*

gg and I believe I would recognize one on sight.

20 L bolicrie their general appearance to be
.

21 displeasing, and oven ugly. I don't doubt that any roal

n estato - I doubt, rather, that any real estate developer

9.3 in Planning a developnent overlooking scenic Allens Creek

24 Genera".12g ;3tation.

25 This contantion is rcised for reasons that in
,

.
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1 trying to get a picture of the function and the purpose of

2 these hearings, these types of hearings, and the responsibil-
'

3 ity of the Nuclear Regulatory Certmission and the Atomic

O 4 Ener97 Commission, ehe sueeeton arose in mr mind as to how

5 many applicat. ions for. construction and operation of nuclear

6 plants have been rejected?

7 Through hearsay it's my understanding that there's

'

s cnly one that has ever been rejected. I may c.tand corrected

9 on that. I hade no reliable ocurce. But the reason for
,

to that'was aesthetic reasons.

11 So I was hopeful that if my understanding of that

12 is correct, that the aesthetics of this thing are significant

s e and important enough to constitute the only grounds for

g4 otrer rejecting an application, that perhaps they would bo

15 91ven full consideration in this matter.
.

16 This is not intended to be at all facetious, or

anything.
37

CHAIRMAN WOTEE: Yes. ,gg

19 Mr. Schuessler, do you have any retponse to the-

20 Staff's and/or Applicant's objections to your contention?
.

MR. SCHUESSLER: Well, let's see .. . . what did21

g the applicant say in this hyperbole, or something . . .

AR. SOifINKI: I'd ~.ihe to ash Mr. 5:huestlerg

whether he's read the analysis that was referenced i:.24

either the Staff's or Applicant's --g ,
.

'
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1 ! MR. SCHUESSLER: No, sir.

2; Once again, I had no opportunity, not possessingu ji

SI those. And I would have to think too, really, not having
C, , 4 read it, just from experience here, I would have to think

5 that my approach to this question and that of the Applicant
I

ti i and Staff, might be from two entirely different directions.
I

1 I don't kncv.

-

8 MR. SOHINKI: You did say you had t.ever saan a

9 nuclear plant personally, Mr. Schuessler?
.

TO MR. SCHUESSLER: Not first-hand, no, sir. But I

11 think we're all familiar with their general appearance.

12 CHAIRIGN WOLFE: All right, Mr. Schuesslar.

13 Is there anything more that you would like to^-

14 add?

15 MR. SC3UESSLER: Just a general obcervation, sir.
.

16 As I say, I come here as a layman. I'm attempting

17 to protect my interests as I believe the regulations provido,
tg not as an expert, either legal or technical.

gg I'd like to think that I need not be an e:gert.-

20 3 I don't think I have to go through medical school
1

'
3 to know if I'm sick.

22( I don't think I should have to be a lawyer to

3 h understcnd what j2stica is.
.;'

4
24 And I don't think I need to be an arpert in the

field of nuclear energy to recognize that nuclear energyg
,

.
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i presents many, many problems that ccn:- en me greatly. And

2 progress in solving some of thane problems seemo to 1:e,

v
3 moving very slowly, if at all.

.

C _
And ;" come here simply concerned about the whole-4

,

5 program. But, again, I'm restrictec. I cannot raise an

6' issue about proliferation of nuclear energy. I've got to

7 he restricted to this plant, which is another handicap.
-

3 ' Basically, my concern is with tha entire progran

9 and thero it's' going.
.

10 Thank you.

it CHAII3iAN WOIES: Thank you, Mr. Schuesslor.

'I We'll have a 10-minute recacs. Meantime, wottld12

13 Mr. VanSlyke and Mr. Scott get togethor and decide who is

14 going to accommodate whom in going first?

15 (Mr. Scott pointing to 16. VanSlyko.)
.

13 I take it that ye':,, lir. VinSlyke, vill proceed
first. All right.37

18 W cces.) j
ud 2-

gg

' 8 0 5()20
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fiEL/3,

I wel/abl C4 I CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right, the confbrence

2 is resumed.w

3 ,' Mr. Doherty advised that he'had something to add..

'

4 I'm not aware of .what it was, but we'll hear from him.
3, ,.

5 Yes, Mr. Doherty.

'
S MR. DOHERYf: With regard to Contention Number 19,

' 'I don't think you need to hunt for it - of my original sub-7

~

3 mission.- I have been advised by HL&P technical staff that the

9 material which they are going to construct the collett retainerI
.

10 tubes of the control rod system' is a material called ASTM 3511CP.
'

11 And on the basis of a letter in NUREG 0479, pages
12 51 and 52 from Mr. Yppilito to Mr. Sherwood of General R1ectric ,

m 13 I'm going to stipulate that the contention is no longer valid
~

14 because that material is one recommended in that contention
15

.
as a way of ccmbating cracking nin the collett retainer tubes

16 of a control rod system.

17 So at that point Number 19, the Board need not
^

13 consider it. And I appreciate the Applicant's cooperation
*

19 on getting that information and av forth, it takes practically
20 a dictionary to figure out what a metal is now.

'

!
.

21 MR. COPELAND: Excuse.me Mr. Chairman, I need

22 ; to check with my technical people and see if that got r
i
'23 t trancmitted correctly.

24 - MR. NEWMANs Mr. Doherty, I don't believe that

25 changes the conclusion reached on Contention 19 but I'm not ,

-

.
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I
} wel/agb2 sure you had the exact designation correctly. It's ASTM-851

2 Grade CF-3, also describad as ASME-SA331 Grade C5-3.

3 MR. DOHERTY: You ccan CF-3 or CS-37

C 4 MR. NEWMAli: I'm sorry, CF-3.

5 MR. DOHERTY: All right. But I talked with

6 Mr. White who has assurad me that chese two materials are the
7 same. So apparently we were seei.ng a sort of abbreviated

*
8 version of those numbers in one of my research items, so I'm

9 convinced that the retainer tubes will be of a material taat's>-
t

10 recommended at this point as a'fix on the collett retainer

11 tubes. So at this point I do not feel that there's any point

12 in having the Board consider it any more and I note your

3 13 agreement.

14 MR. ImWMAN: Yes. I think that's right.

15 CHAII"W1 NOLFE: All right, then, your Contention
.

16 19 as amended is withdrawn, is that correct?

17 MR. DO!!ERTY: That i.s correct. " hank you.

18 CHAIPRAIT WOLFE: All right. Now, just sc 'thatt

*

19 we can proceed with scheduling,'re are nou. going to hear fren

20 Mr. Van Slyke.
.

21 I understand that there is a Mr. Perez. Is ne

22 in the audience?

23 MR. VNI SLPXE: I spoke uith Mr. Perez earlier

24 this morning, Mr. Chairman, he indicated that he would be

25 here :-his afternocn, I believe.
,

__ -
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vel /agb3 Also, I've heard from Dr. Marlene Warner, who

2d does intend -- would like an opportunity for cral argument

3
but I don't believe she will be here today, I believe she will

O .4
~

'

3. here tomorrow..
.

.
..

5 CHAIRMAN NOLFE: Tomorrow morning?

O HR. VAN SLYKE: Yes.

7 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well, let everyone be advised,
-

8 as our order indicated.we would proceed through 5:00 p.m.

9 tomorrow evening, if necessary. so everyone is on notice that,

10 they should be in this conference room and available prior
11 to termination time. And we vwould t ust that they come in

IE as soon as possible, advise the Board that they do wish to

] 13 rake oral argument so that, ibturn,wecanmakearrangements
~

14 with the_other individuals who certainly are entitled to be

15 heard as well.
,

16 Yes, Mr. Doherty.

FortNebenefitofscheduling,17 MR. COHERTY:
s.

18 Mr. Perez indicated to me that he would be here at 1400.
'

19

2o ''" 8 062' '
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1C CHAIRMAN WOLFE: You're Mr. Van Elyke?
; W?.Bicom/wb1 I

fic Landon HR. VAN SLYK3: Correct.

s.

V CHAIRHAN WOL7B: Mr. Van Slyke, we have some
3

i

| problem with the ques: .2a of your interest anc/or standing,
i 4
'

Staff and applicant have raised certain objections to not
5

only your standing and/or in urast but to your contentions
6

4.080 as wall.
7

Would you address bot:h the objections to your
- 8

interost and tho objection to your standing?
9 -

MR. VAN SL''.KE: Yes.,

10

I would first like to address the NRC staff's
11

responso to my contentions and, following that, I think I
12

would like to address the applicant's response, which is

basically similar.
14

CHAIP. MAN WOLTE: Wculd you please address first,
15

or perha?c yo'1 have indicated you would, your interest and/or-,

16

standing, and taen go to your contentions, if you would.?
17

'

MR. VAN SLYKE: Objections to my interest and/or
18

standing?

' **

,

MR., VAN SLYKE: Okay.
21

The NRC staff's responsa to my petition Z beliaie
?2

concedos that I do lie within the geographic zona of intere.st,

23 ;
r, or I reaicie wi:hin the geogrephic ::ona of intarest. I be- j

% '

lieve I stated in my petition taat I reside nhout forty-five

25
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WRE/wb2 1 miles from the site of the Allens Creek plant. And I stated

2t g further several other allegations of standing which don't
i

3 need to be reper.ted.

; 4 I believe the objection is directed specifically

5 to my interest. The NRC staff's response states that,

6 "Mr. Van Slyke makes alsar that his

7 interect in this proceeding is chiefly cs a vehicla
,

B for complaining about alleged harrassment and-

9 political spying, and for determining whether there
.

10 will be threats posed to his civil liberties by

11 issuance of the proposed construction permit."

12 ! I would state additionally -- and I would refe.r
i

13 the Board to my Contention No. 2, and I guess it is sub--
3

14 paragraph (f) in which I also objected to the potential for

15 an unwarranted violent response to peaceful c2.vil disobedi-

.

s once or protest at the site of the -- at the constru:: tion

17 sito of this plant.

gg MR. LINENLERGER: Excuse ms, sir. But can you

(9 identify what page of your submittal?.

20 MR. VAN SLYKE: Page 9 of my petition, Contention

'

21 2 (f} .

2 MR. LINENBERGER: Excusa me, Mr. Chairman.

3 .\ra us discusaing his standing or his conte.nticns?'

,3 ER. VAN SLY'S: We*re discucaing mf inttrest, I

25 believe, as ona of the elements of my standin.J. And I thin't

I

,,.g'064 '
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WRB/wb3 1 I need to point out preliminarily that I get the impression
S 2 from reading the staff's responses that the concept of civil-

3 lib rties is sonewhat a vague conceptr that, as the Board
O '

4 has acted in the uetion l.tawyers a=11d retition to inter-
5 n

I
vene earlier, which was denied, that this is the wrong forur,

6 to raise civil liberties insuas.
7 What I would like ta make more specific is, my

-

interest in not a vagus interest directed toward civil3

liberties, it is an interest that's directed toward my health9
.

and safety and toward the health and safety of the public,10

which I believe are regulated and protected' by both taa11

Atomic Energy Act and by the National Environmental Protection12

13 Act.
And I htink that some of the acts which I have detailed

in my contentions, particularly political datantion, use of14 '

unlawful force against people whopeacefully oppose the use of15
.

nuclear power whether at the construction site or in other;16

forums in which the protest is directed against this construc-:7

tion site,. do risk -- run the significant' risk of injury togg

-

jg their interest and their safety and health. And I have

attached ' numerous exhib.ta to document those contentions.20
.

21 So that I would argue that my contantions ara not

the same vague contantions that vers addressed in the Barawell22 ,

l
33 ; case, in particular; it's not a vague fear that I have. Eut1

I would arguo that the activities to which I am objecting3

here are' activities which do have.a direct and injurious impactg
i

.
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WRB/wb4 1 on the safety and health of the public.
2. I would also remind the Board that this concept
3 has been, I guess by way of explanation, to some extent

OV 4 . confirmed.in-the Karen Silkwood. case in Oklahoma, in which

3 the verellet in the Silkwcod case did not deal with Karen
G Silkwood's death but it dealt with injuries to her civil

7 libertiaa, it dealt with issues of mental anguish which are
|
I

*

a common in personal injury lawar.its. And the damages awarded I

there were for,' primarily for a conspiracy todaprive her of9,

to her civil liberties, not for her death. So that -I think i

11 those are real interests that are protected by the Atomic
'

12, Energy Act and by the Environmental Protectio *1 Act.

13 MR. COPEIAND: Sir, I suggest if you'va got any
14 basis for a lawsuit that you file your lawsuit. We'll deal

15 with you there.

16 MR. VAN SLYKE: I':n not nuggesting a basis for a

lawsuit. I'm trying to draw an analogy by way of-- '37

g MR. COPELAND: It's a' lousy analogy. If you have
1

'

39 a lawsuit, file it. Ws'll deal with you there. This case

.
20 has nothing to do with Karen Silkwood.

21 CEA"RMAN WOIEE: May I have the reading back of

g Mr. Copeland's otatement, please?

g (Whorsupon the Raporter read from the rt::orci

y as raquested.)

g CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. Copeland, I have to address s
.
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WRB/wb5 7 your argrment once again. I think I had to cell yoi. once

?- about your comments with regard, I think 1 was to Mr. Baker'.

v

3 I or Mr. 31 shop. But we don't wish to hear assessments of any

O. P individuar e - enz -eer, =g-es. zut a f- tw

5 Board to decide.

6 If ycu wish to addrnss a quastion to someone

7 presenting oral argument, present your question withouti
i

~

8 embellishment.
1 .

9 MR. COPELAND: You're quite right, Mr. Chairman.
.

10 I did comment on his argumsnt. And that was improper, and I

I1: apologise for doing so.,

U,. I do regret my statement, but I do believa 1:!

13 he argues that he has a basis for a lawsuit that that is~

u; inappropriate and it's going beyond the scope of his :on-

| 35 tention in this caso.

; ?S CIL&IRMAN WOLFE: All right.

i Had you finished, Mr. Copeland, with pur queu-g

;g) td.oning of Mr. Van Slyka?
.

19 MR. COPELAND: Well, you know, Mr. chairman, I

20 don't how if it's appropriate or not, but I think there's a
.

T.1 very real question whether this q,i..'tleman has any right to be
,

a here now under the Beard's notice of intervention of June 18th-
o! Ee has filed and signed a form, as I understand it, and raaybe(j.3

i

,
!; I'm reading the wrong form, which we have questioned in our

3 filings. There is- I think the Board is familiar with that ,

.,

' ''' ' 8 0 6 7,
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: WES/wb6 1 form. There have been a number of parties that have signed

2 that form. And we raised a question as to whether that form3

u
3 was a sufficient basis for satinfying the June 18 notice.

O 4 And,.to ,articu1ar, with respect to Mr. van alvke,
.

5 I have great difficulty 2nderstanding his late filing, since

6 he was in fact nn attornay with the National Lawyers Guild

7 5? hen they filed in this case back lar.;t fell, and we heard

8 ~irgument and we heard the petition o'f the National Lawyers~

9 Guild, and I tiiini. the Board known and recalls that these
.

10 'were exactly the same contentions that ware prasented by the

l
11 National La.wyers Guild. 'And I think there is a very

12 " serious questien here aa to how tir. Van Slyke has now come in

13 ,.with a late filed petition, having been the r.ttorney for

(m
,

.

y a party who previously attempted to intervenu under hhe

jg Board's prior notices of May and September of 1978.

16 CHAIRHAN WOLFE: Well, we'll take one thing at a

17 time.

18 You say late filing. You don't mean that

*

19 Mr. Van S!yke filed after the due date of July 18th?

20 MR. COPELAND: No, sir.
.

21 CHAIRMAN WOL?E: By late filing you maan, what?

n MR. COPELAND: Let ne bac,k up.
,

The National Lawyers Guild int 3rvened pursuant ton ,

y the May and Geptenber notices o.? 1972, raising exac.ly de

3 sana contentionc that Mr. Van Slyke is raising here. How
o

,'8 068 -
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WRB/wb7 1 It. Van Slyke can then come forward and say * hat he failed

2 to file a petition to intervene on his own behalf raising

3 exactly the same contentions because of the restrictions in

b' 4- those noticos leaves me completely at sea, Mr. Chairman.

5 CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: All right.'-

6 Will you answer that, Mr. Van Slyks?

7 MR. VAN SLYKE: Yes.
.

.

8 First I would like to correct a misstatement.

9 I'm not an attorney.- Mr.' Allen Vomacha was the attorney for
,

10 'the Lawyers Guild, and still is the attorney for the National

11 Lawyors Gulld in this proceeding. And it's my understanding

12 that he has requested to make a limited appearan e statament

7 in this proceeding subsequent to the denial of the Lawyers73

i
14 Guild's oetition to intervene.

15 I was going to respond to this matter later on,
.

16 but parhaps I can do it now.

MR. COPELAND: Sir, just for clarification, were)7

la you a member of the National Lawyers Guild?

.

39 MR. VAN SLYKE: Yes, I was. As a matter of fact

20 I was the Freedom of Information Act coordinator for the
,

21 National Lawyers Guild at that time,

MR. COPELAND: All right, sir.n
~~

Wh3ther he was an attorney or not is stil.'. ir-
P.3

relevant to the point.g

MR. VAN SLYKE: I think the othar point I would ,,,

<5
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WRB/wb8 1 like to make is: there were, I believe, nine contentions
2 raised by the National Lawyers Guild in their petition to,

G
3 intervene. I have raised three contentions in my petition

Q 4 to intervene, which are not identical to those contentions
_

5 raised by the National Lawyers Guild. And I don't see hmf
6 they could be construed as such.

7 I would further say that any individual who

8 timely filed his petition in this preceeding pursuant to the-

9 Board's order,*as I have in this proceeding, should be
.

10 considered on an equal basis with any other individual who

[1 filed his petition, regardless of the organization ha may or
12 may not be a member of. And I think it is illogical to sug-

13 gest that I am in some way bound by a prior determination as

14 to the National Lawyera Guild merely because I am a member

15 of the National Lawyers Guild if I desire to intervena in
.

16 this proceeding as an individual.

17 MR. COPELAND: Sir, I think-- I shou 3ddirect

18 my comment to the Board.

19 I think, Kr. Chairman, that the question is, How-

20 is it that a mamhar of the National Lawyers Guild at the time
.

21 that their petition was filed can now come before this Board

and say the.t he was inhibited from intervention, and raising22

23 exactly the same contentions that his organizetion raised

24 ptrauent to the very notices tha.t he now c'.ain.3 he wa 3

25 inhibited by? That's tlus question.
o

1" 8 070 -
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wRB/wb9 I CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Why don't we ask. that question

2 of Mr. Van Slyke?
s_.

3 MR. VAN SLYKE: Yes.

4 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: The question I would address to

5, you, or series of questions:

6 You were aware that the National Lawyers Guild

7 had filed a petition for leave to intarvene and contenticna

*

8 pursuant at least to our notice of September lith, 1978; is
.

9 that correct?-
.

10 MR. VAN SLYKE: Yes, I was.

11 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: You were aware.

12 Well, why didn't you, then, file a petition for

m 13- leave to intervene separate and distinct from that petition

14 for leave to intarvene filed by the National Lawyers Guild

15 which had been filed pursuant to either our notices of
.

16 May 31st and/or September lith, 1978?

;7 MR. VAN SLYKE: Because it was my understanding

18 at that time that the only contentions which could be raised
*

19 in this proceeding were contentions htat addressed design

20 changes in the Allens Creek unit from the original two-unit
.

21 staticn to the present one-unit station.

22 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I cce.

r || MR. SCHINKI: Mr. Chairman, that's true with
~

p '

o
u '; regard to the Mz.y 31ct notico, but not with regard to the

25 Saptember lith notice.
,

'"'ig Q/] .
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WRB/wbl0' 1 . CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Were you awara that the

2 Septer.ber lith notice, September.11, 1978, also expanded the
,

L
3 scope of the contentions to not only include design changes

4 but also was extended to include any new information or

5 evidence that had developed since November 19757

5 MR. VAN SLYKE: Yas, I was aware of that. I was

7 not aware of any new evidence at that time which had

8 developed since December of 1975.
.

g CHSI? M WOLFE: And so because in light of both

'

;o Of those notices and the limitations therein, you decided

g; not to file purcuant - to file a petition for leave to

12 inter'rene pursuant to those two notices; is that correct?

13 MR. VAN SLYKE: That's correct.
\

g MR. COPELAND: On that point, Mr. Chairman, I

15 would point out that the petition filed by the National

;5 Lawyers Guild, or in a pleading filed by them on November 17, .
{

\
.I

gy j 1978 they have several attachments, all of which presumably
!

gg fall into the category of what they consider to be new evi-

dance. They have dates on them. There's an article,gg,

20 Exhibit 2, an article dated May 1973; there's an article

3; dated 70bruary 24th, 1976. I can't read the date on the next-
i

i
one. All of which suggest.: that the Guild itself felt that-

.y

I.
~

3 ;iev had sulficient basis Lar latervaninJ at that tima....
a 1 - ;

2 !
"

I thi.2 the record is vary unclear as to hcw |
,.

mi n

l'
,

Mr. Van Slyke, as a ma h r of a group that did intervene, and25
I
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90[R OR GF:.ILWE/wbil 1 who was an officer, or who had some spec a unction with

. 2 that group, fal like he personally could not raise the same

3 issues then that he is now raising because his group raised

4 those issues.,

5 I just don't undersrand how he can possibly sit

6 here and make the argument that he was somehow inhibited

7 from raising the same issues that hic grcup raised when he
,

8 was a menbar of that group and was active in running the

9 group. By his own admission he was the Freedom of Information.

10 Act coordinator for the group. And, in fact, one of the

11 exhibits to the petition I mentioned references his name as

12 being the Freedom of Information Act coordinator.

g3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Are you saying, Mr. Copeland -

14 I'm trying to grab what you're caying. You're saying that

15 the National Lauyers Guild when it filed its petition for

16 leave to intervene and its contentions, did not feel that it

77 was bound -- and, indeed, was not bound -- by the limitatior.s

gg in cur crders of May 31st and September liti, 1978; is that
.

19 what you're saying?

20 M. COPEWID: It's obviously true, sir, because--
,

CHAIRWOT WG.'JE: I just wanted to get that clear.33

22 So -rou'ra auggesting, or asking Mr. Van Slyha to

g es: plain uhy, since he was aware that the organization o:.'

which you were un officer or menbar cidn't feel it was restric-g r

ed by those limitations, why did you feel you wore rastrictedg i

.
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WRB/wbl2 I MR. VAN SLYI2: Wa u I can say that the sum total
i

2t of the National Lawyers Guild knowledga at that time was not

3 even of my knowledge. And in fact I wrote a letter, a

O 4 1reedom of Information .Act requese 1etter, at Mr. Vomacka.e
,

5 request, to determine if the National Lawyers Guild could

S find additional dccumants to support its petition.

7 As to the National Lawyers Guild knowledge of new

S evidence at that time, since they're a party to -- pardon mer

~9 a 1.mited appearance, I guess intervenor, in this proceeding,

10 and t cy're represented by Mr. Vomacka, I think that they

11 would be the proper party to answer that question.

12 I told you what I know as of the time'those
!

1.3" notices appeared and as of the t the deadlines for filing

14 ' the petition were filad.

!g CHAIRMAN WOLF 3: Any other questions to be

!s directed to Mr. Van Slyke regarding interest and/or star. ding,
.

17 . or- It's up to you, if you think you have answered all the
.

18 objections, the written objections, you may proceed to your
.

19 . contentions.

'

go Go ahead.
,

2; MR. VAN SL'fKE: A further clarification I would

q; lika to make as to my interest or standing is: I think the

23 contention that I mentiered earlier, Contention 2(f) en

g4 page 9 of my petition, objects to the use, or the ris.t of the

,q3 use of deadly force. And I consider that a threat to the healfa ,

.
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~

1
arb/agb1 or safety of the public. So that I think it differentiates
51wswbl2 2

e my petition from the interest advanced by the American Civil

3
Liberties Union in the Barnwell case.

MR. COPELAND:. Sir, I would just point out that

5
in the document which I mentioned the National Lawyers Guild

6
argued that the attachments to this petition constituted nev

7 information and quoted from cne of them saying that:
-

8
"The government will seek to prevent

S
nuclear theft and sabotage by watching groups,

to
thought likely to carry out such actions."

II
I think unless Mr. Van Slyke demonstrates to this

12
Board that he had absolutely no role whatsoever in making

I3 the decision on behalf of the Iawyers Guild to intervene,
I4 knew nothing about the petition itself, that he is bound by
15

, that petition, being an officer of that organizatiop.
16

CHAIRMAN NOIEE: Would you like to addrens that

I7 line of argument, Mr. Va.n Slyke?
18- MR. VAN SLYKE: Yes, I would.

I9
CHAIRMAN WOIEE: Go ahead.

20 MR. VAN SLYKE: Frankly, I'm a little nonplusaed
9

21 by that argument. I don't see how the concept of standing
22 can be used to deny standing te an individual who's a member
23 cf an oarganization which orgar:ization alleges stanr?ing to
24 represent its members is subsequently denied standing in a
25 proceeding. And an individual who brings his own petition i

.
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1arb/agb2 raisin new conrentions which are not identical to thosa
) raised by the organization can be excluded from the proceeding

3
solely because an organization of which he's a member at one

4
tiac filed a pleading in this proceeding at' an earlier stage.

5
MR. SOHI2TKI: I'm wondering whether - sincs

6 Mr. Van Slyke mado representations with regard to authorizatio,

1

7 to represent the organisation, whether that doesn't include --
.

6
CHAIRMAN KOLFE: You mean Mr. Vcmacka?

lbt.9 SOHINKI: Mr. Vomcka-whether that doesn't,

10 include Mr. Van Slyke as a member of the organization.
11 MR. VAN SLYKE: I think it certainly doeu as to

12J contentions that were raised by the National Lawyers Guild
I3 last year. But I'm talking about the three contentions that
14 ars in the petition of Glen In Slyke today and I thought,

15 ve were to address thoce..

16 ] MR. COPELAND: They are absolutely no different

'7 ' in scope.

(6 ! MR. SOHINKI: In any case, Mr. Chairman, I think
*

1S that the interest which Mr. Van Slyke has caarified -- to
I
i

20 '

the extent he has clarified them this morning - are alli
t.

f subsumed under the category of civil liberties, and the21

t
II 4 Staff believes that its response would not change after

!!
a

T ', her. ring Mr. Van Slyhe's additional conments. We don't think: ,

24 I those interssta come within the zone of interest protected
25 by the Atomic Energy Act.. !

n| ^'"8 076 -
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'"

vrb/agb3 CHAIRMAN WOL?E Whilo you're here, we will

(, proceed. We, an I've indicated, have reservations en the

3
question of standing and/or interest. You're here. We will

O 4
proceed now to hear your contentions. 'Wa will rule ultimately

5
in an order upon your interest, if we #ind that you do have

6
interest, and s:anding, and ws will proceed to consider

7
whether or not your contentions are admissible.

.

8 All right, Mr. Van Slyke,

9 MR. VAN SLYKE: Thank you..

10 As to Contention 1, the NRC Staff's response

II indicated that the contention is total.1.y speculative wit:h

12 regard to its allegations of perceived possible responses to

13 peaceful protest.

M Of course we all profit wit.h the benafit of

15 hindsight, but I didn't have the avanta of the weekend Of.

16 October 6 at tha Seabrcck Nuclear Power Plant site to

17 attach as an e:c11 bit to my petition at the tina that I

18 filed it.
d

19 MR. COPELAND: I object to this line of argument,-

20
, it has nothing to do with Houston Lighting and Power Company.

21 MR. VAN SLYKE: What I was trying to --

22 MR. COPELAND: We con't own tha Seabrook Plant,

23 for your inforuntion.

M MR. VAN' SLYKZ: I think what I was trying to-

25 demonstrate by the attachments to my petition is a pattern 7

' '" 8 0 / /
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1
vrb/agb4 or practice in the utility industry in this country.

2
MR. COPELAND:. I object to that characterizationt

3
unless you establish a basis for a pattern by Houston

O 4
uehtin, and >-er C-ganz of dune -tha, a e e reeard.

5
MR. VAN SLYKE: Well I thought I was given an

6
opportunity to make oral argument hora in the progeeding today .

7 If you'd like to respond to my' oral argument in another
O*

pleading before the Board rules, why --
E

CbAIRMANWOLFE: I don't know whether you under-.

I9 stand the ground rules, Mr. Van Slyka. What we would like
II you to do is to in a very succinct short manner, perhaps in
12P le a sentence, to set forth the thrust of each of your contention a

U This is more to advise the audience of what your contentionw

I4 is because actually we, the Board and the other parties,
15 have obviously your contentions before them.

.

16
So af ter sumnarizing your contention, then proceed

II to rebut, if you wish, any objections by Staff and/cr
M Applicant.

19*
All right.

20 MR. VAN SLYKE: Right.
-

21 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right, now the first

22 contentien la what? -

23 MR. VAN SLY.tE: My first contention is not that

24 the regulations are inadequately defined en the term
25 " industrial sabotage,' as both the NRC Staff and the Applicant ;

.
.
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.

wrb/agb5 have argued, my contention is that the Applicant's security
2

plan inadequately defines the term " industrial sabotage" ore
' 3

the proper response to industrial sabotage so as to insure

that the on-site physical protection systeta.and security
5

organization will respcnd in a proper manner to any peaceful

G
1egal protest at the site of this constructica site.

7'
My objection is not that the regulationc are too

O*

vague, but that the Applicant's security plan is toc vague

8 and contains no guidelines by which we can judge whether the
.

10
response to any such gathering will be approp;iate.

II MR. SOHINKI: So you are withdrawing your

12 contantion insofar as it complains about the description of
13 -- in 10 CFR Section 73.55(a) (1)?,

14 MR. VAN 3LYKE: No, I'm not, because my complaint
15 is not about the definitinn in 10 CPR 73.55(a) (1) .

.
.

16 MR. SOHINKI: The plain language is: "Such a

17 deceription" -- referring to the description in the regula-
18 tions --

* I9 -MR. VAN SLYKE: What I'm objecting to it the

20 fact that the Applicant's security plan has nat defined what
-

21 in fact the term " industrial sabotage" indicacas or how the
22 Applicant attempts to identify incidents of industrial

23 sabotage to that those incidents will be decl7 with in a

24 dif.'erent saannar than a peacsful legal protesu.

25 MR. COPELAND: Is it your contention, sir, that a ,

.,'8 0/9
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wrb/agb6 peaceful legal proteut is industrial sabotage for the purposos

of 73.55(a)?u

3'
MR. VAN SLYKE: No, my contention is a peaceful

C>., 4
protest is not industrial sabotage, however, the Applicant's-

,

5
security plan providas no guidelines by which we can dis-

G'
tinguish -- or by which its security perscnnel can distinguish

7
industrial sabotage from a peaceful legal pro *2su at ths

8'-

construction site.

3
MR. COPELAND: Have you read the statutes of

,

1.0 the State of Texas that govern that?

I t'
i MR. VAN SLYKE: Pardon?

12' MR. COPELAND: Do you know what tne law of the

13 State of Texas is, sir?

I4 ' MR. VAN CLYKE: Which statute are you referring to?

15 MR. COPELAND: The laws of the STata of Texas
- j.

16[ that cover peaceful protest. Both we and you, sir, are bound
!

7I by those laws.

18 ~MR. VAN SLYKE: Well I'm not diracting my
*

19 objection to enlawful protest, I'm directing my objecticn to
,

20 lawful protests, which would not . fall within the purview
'

f
El of the criminal statutes of the State of Texas.

" ,i MR. COPELAND: Arc you alleging, sir, that we
l

E f teculd violate the laws of the Stata of' Texas or tha Atcmic |
e

M Energy Act or the Commission's regulations pursuant thereto,

25 is that your a!1egation?
. f

'" 8 080
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wrb/agb7 MR. VAN SLYKE: No, I'm contending that the

2
App 1icont's security plan is inadequate for the Board to

U
3

make a judgment as to whether the Applicant can distinguish

O an act of indueeria1 sadoease which hou1d de grevenced and
#

U
which the thrust of the Atomic Energy Act is de' signed to

5
prevent, whether the Applicant's security personnel can

7 distinguish an Lncident like that from a lawfa1 protest that

8 might occur at the construction alte durir.g the hims this-

9 plant is being' built and before the final cecurity plan is
,

10 ever filed for the operating 11 cense, at that stage of the

II proceeding.

12 Going on to Contention 2, I'm con:anding that

-
13 the Applicant's security plan for compliance with the physical
14- securiuy organization's requiraments of 10 CFR is not

15 adequata to insure that security personnel for the Applicant
.

16 will not engage in illega1 survaillanca and intalligence

17 gathering against individuals and organizaticas merely becausq
18 they are opposad to the construction of A11eam Creek Plant,

19 including myself and other members of the Mockingbird*

20 Alliance.
. .

21 MR. LINLIBERGER: Sir, on that pcint I have soms |
22 confucien here. |

23 i Thera ara, separc.te and apart frem what the

Di NRC re Julaclons say, legal -- trithin the frac 2werk c .* the
. . . .

25~ State of Texas and the cou'nty and the cito and so fcrth,
I

-
*

''" 8 081
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wrb/agb8 legal restraints that would prevent the personnsl of any

2
organization from engaging in illegal surveillance and intelli -w.

3
gence gathering,to use the words of your contention.

C' 4
Now in it the thrust of your contention that the

5.'
laws of the state, county and ccz::munity are not' going to be -

6
are notadequatein that respect. cad therefore you're looking

to the adequacy of the Commission's regulations to protect*

*

8'
you in that respect?

8
, MR. VAN SLYK3: My contention -

MR. LINENBERGER: Sir, I intentionally phrased
'

.-

thatquestionsoyoucouldgiveaye[ornoanswer.H

12 i!R. VAN SLYKB: Is it y contention that the laws

U'

are act adequate?
,

I4
MR. LINENBERGER: With respect to illegal - with

15 respect to illegal surveillance.

16 MR. VAN SLYKE: No, that's not my contention.
.

'

- d7 MR. LINEN 5ERGER: That's not your contention.
'

;

18 'MR. VAN SLYKE: No. However, my contantion is

Ik that the potential for violations of the law which may be
'

2 difficult to detect because of the nature of the activities,

21i about which we are comp 1nining and because of the documenta-

22i tion that I've attached which indicates that mmbers of the
23 ' law enforcement community may ba involved in these same

24 operations themselves, that that is a proper subject of inquiry
.

25 '

before this Licensing Board. ;

8 082
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1

wrb/ agb9 Also that these illeg . acts - or the potential
2

for illegal acts may not be brcught to the attention of law
3 -

enforcement authorities because of the security apparatus
pd 4

around the Allena Creek Nuclear Generating Station. These
5

acts would not necessarily be ci nf.tted on Main Street at
6

high ncon.

7
2Aflwa As to Contention 3 -- nell, summ4'g up, I guess,

8.

2A C5 my discussion about violations cf Texas statutes in

9 *

Contention 2 and my concern about the potential for those,

10
violations, I would point out that there are 11so laws in tra

11'
State of Texas which prevent, for instrnce, pollution of Te=ns

12
water resources -- we nave a water resources code here.

~

However, it is also the function of the Board to dotarmine

14"
to what extent this plant will perform in conformanca with

15
those statutes. And I think it should also be the function.

16'
of thia Board to determine to wilat extent this plant will be

17 ablo to function in compliance with whatever statutes might
18^

prevent illegal surrsillance and harassr' ant. .Mid I don ' t
"

~
'

think that's an unfair analogy.

20
There are overlapping jurisdictional laws in the

.

21
licensing of any nuclear power plant, but the fact that another

22 agency might have regulctions to prevent infringement of
23 those laws dosan't preclude this Board from cansidering that
"'4'

possibility.

O MR. COPELAND: Mr. Chairman, for fear of treading ;

.
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1
'

wrt/agblo on mischaracterization of the petitioner's argument, I must

d point out that he is simply wrong 'about this Comission's
3
'

authority to enforce the water laws of the State of Texas.

O
'

4
"

Likewise, by analogy, ae is therefore wrong about the
5-
*

authority of this Board to enforce the criminal statutes of

a
~

'/ the State of Teras. *

,

7
i Again, sir, if you have a violation that you

-

*
0

l*
clhim has occurred, I suggest you take it to the District

9 '.
7' Attorney's office and we'll deal with it there.-

10
*- MR. VAN SLYKE: ' Weill'I'm not suggesting that the

i1
Board enforce the criminal laws of the State of Texas, I am'

12
merely suggesting that the Board consider the standards of

'

13~ conduct or the legal standards by which this plant nhould
14

be measured.

And I notice that in the application for this.

16
plant, for instance, there's a certificate from the fish

and Wildlife Comission that says we've examined this plant
to - and we've determined that it complies with all the applicable'

*

19
Tazas statutes that govern fish and wildlife mattern.

'

.And I think it is interesting and it is laudable.

21'
that the Board was conoorned with tha Applicant's compliance

~

with those laws, and I hope it will also be concerned wit

'

the Applicant's compliance with the United States Cot itutier. .

And I think that''s the thrust of my Contention 2.

O-
Contention 3, I think the Applicant.'and the '-

.
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1
*

wrb/agb11 Staff have both correctly pointed out that the safeguards
2

contingency plan will net be required to be filed, the final

*9 safeguards continrJency plan, until the operating licensing
m. 4'(.' stage of this proceeding. And that in fact....If I could go

5 to my contention hern, perhaps I could point out the part
6.

of that contention to which I objected.

7' Yes, I objected to the inadaquacy of the Appli-
8'

cant's plans for cocplying with the licanso cafeguards
-

8 contingancy pin.2s which are not required to be filed until
.

10 the operating 11canno staga of this prcceeding.
11 Ecwsvar, I would ask that the Board consider

12 the insdaquacy of the Applicant's preliminary analysis and
D' ' evaluation of the design and.performanen of a cecuritym

14 system of this facility.
.

15' And I think that af reference to Se license
.

16 safeguards contingent:y plans womd also includa the i.nductrial
17 securicy plan which ha. aircady bean submitted by the Appli-,

18 cant in the Preliminary Safety Analysia Reports and sub-
19- sequant reports.

20 And I feel that tha NRC's raeponso to those

21 plz.no is inadequato. I feel that, for instancs, in the

22 3afety 2 valuation Egort that was published in March, 1979
23 at Part '13.5, . industrial Security, I think th at the mare

'!
24 assert?.on that: i

i

25 "The Applicant has provided a general
,

'

.
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1
wrb/agbl2 description of the plans for protection against

,

2
accidents and acts of industrial sabotage. The-

V
3

Applicant has demonstrated a general unders+-Hng
n 4,
t- of.the regulations...," and those are the two sentences,

.

5.
upon which the NRC concludes:

G'
. "We conclude that the Applicant's
|

I'
arrangements for protection of the plant against

E*

acts of saboidge are directed toward meeting the

8- requirements and are satisfactory for this stags
.

to of the licensing process."

I I' Well I must say I disagree with that conclusion

U and I think the plan should be a little more specific at this

U stage of the licensing process because I do anticipate as

N lot of problems during the construction of this plant, given
15 the history of nuclear power plants around the country.
16 Lastly, I would li.ke to say that I also contest

17 the NRC and the. Applicant's obinctions to my being granted
IG discretionary status as an Intervenor in this proceeding.
M*

I think, without rimning down the laundry list
20 of considerations that need to be considered, I think the

t-
.

21 ; items of standing that I demonstrated in ny petition show
i

22 | . that although it may be that this is the wrong forura for my
i

2| concerns with civil liberties to be aired in - and I'm not'

M conceding that - I think that I've raised concerns bayond

25 mere civil liberties, I've raised concerns that do affect
,

'
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wrb/agb13 safoty and health.

I

UI And I'd liko an opportiinity to more spectfically

3
particularize those contentions. I'd like an opportunity

O. 4
v for thosa concerns to be represented in this proceeding.

5
And to my knowledge, no other petitionar has raised these

6.
issues in this proceeding and I think it would be beneficial

7
to the Board to have my partici%ation as an Intsrvenor in

0~*

this proceeding so that those issueu can be ennsidered,

9'
Because I thizhc that no other Intarvenor has raised contentions..

to about these concerns.
II'

MR. COPEIAND - I beg to differ, sir. Ycur

12 organization did and they were thrown out.
U MR. LINEllBEPGER: Mr. Van Slyke, I really want.

14 - to understand as fully as possible, especially with respect
15- to your contentions 1 and 2, the thrust of them and so I

.

16 need. to ask you somei:hing here.

17 I can read Contentiona 1 and 2 -- and believe me,.
18 I'm trying to develop an undarstanding, not to be critical

19*

or unfair or anything - but I can read contentions 1 and 2

20
to say that yoit would like this Board to assure itself that

.

21 the Applicant will do evorything possible to protect the
22 rights of peaceful demonstrators, peaceful and legal demon-

'

23 strators so that they can prevant the Applicaat frcm doing
M his joi).

25 Now that's s.dmittsdly an unfair ensracterization - ,

.
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wrb/agbl4 maybe it is, maybe it isn't - but that's a reading I can
'

make from the thrust of your first two contentions. You want

/ to be sure that peaceful demonstrators are not interferad

O / 4-
a th the way industria1 .atot.ur. re . thae by e reue of

5'
their being allowed to demonstrata they can' prevent the

-
E Applicant from building the plant.
-7: Well I don't know whether he's going to build
8-

the plant or not, I don't knew whether we're going to let him.
*

That's beside the point. I have to look at the thrust of.

16 ~
your contentions.

II Now have I characterized it properly or not?
12 And, if not, explain why or how.

!

13'm MR. VAN SLYIE: Wel1 I think what I'm trying to)

14 ask the Board to do - I can see that there is very little
15 motivation for the Applicant to be concerned about the safat.y,.

16 health and civil liberties of people who arc peacefully
17 opposing the construction of their plant. I Icean, this is an

18 e w ic equation.
*

19 But I would hope that the Board, as an agency of
20 the Federal Government which is charged with protecting all

.

21 the citisens of the United States and, particularly, the
22 citisens in this area, would be concerned that the Applicant's
23 , security plan is inadequate in cartMn respects in that it's
24 iaadequate to warn the security personnel of the Applicant
25 at which point the line ha's been crossed at which a violent I

~ . . .
. _ ... . -

,
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1

wtb/cgbl5 response is in order.

2
, I think thare are no safeguards, there are ao

3| standards, there are no guidelines not in the 4;surity plan

{ ~

.to tell security perr.onnel of the Applicant This is what you
4

n~
do when thin happens. There seems to be no guidelinsa by

6
which to guide the pr.ople's conduct whatsoever, and I think

' 7' that's what I'm conecrned about. I'd like to sac secun

*

concrete guidelines to naka sura that the use of fcrce will

8 '

not be unwarranted.
.

10
MR. LINENBERGER: Okay. Thank you, air, that

U
helps. -

CHAIRMAN KOLFE Anything else?

m, (No response.) "

14
I noted - This is not directed to you, Mr.

'S'' van Slyks but directed to prosent parties and any future
.

16~ parties -- that when a pa.-ty filos a motictri nay', fer an
E oxtension cf time, that should be a separate notion. It

I8 should not be incorporated into or made a part of any other
U*

pleading.

9'0 I'm not being critical, you're noc a lavyar,
.

21
j Mr. Van Slyke, but I do want to point that out. You did,

E at i:he beginning of ycur supplement to your paticion, irdi. cat

3 !. taan you wanted -- o: you indicated what -- yv:.were criti. cal,.
'

lM I tcko it, of .:he Bo ard's order and sa?.d r. hat you htd a r:.gne
,

25 to filo up until 15 days before the holding of the special ,

.
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2
MR. VAN SLYKE: I did appreciate the NRC Staff'

'

3
treated that as a motion, but it should properly have been

formed as a separate - filed as a separate motion.' '''

5 .

When the Board receivesCHAIRMAN'WOLFE:'

6'
submissions, unicas it is alarted - unless senathing alerts

them to the fcct that it is also in the form cf a motion, we
*

8
- don't act on it. We didn't treat this, then, as a motion.

In any event, it is denied orally because it has
'

-

to
been mooted in that, in the first place, you didn't fila

11
anything anyway by September 30 and, secondly, it was mcotod

,

to i

bytheAppealBoard'sdecisioninALAB565ofOctober1,1979.|
3 13' So diat's that.

' -

74
Anything more? j

' S' 'i' ; (No response.)-

;
i
'

CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right. Thank you, Mr.

Van Slyke.

18
It's now 12:30, we'll recces until 1:30.

.

I '' I understand Mr. Perez is going to be here at

20' 1:00. I trust he will recognize that we'rs still in sessicn.

21
and, in any event, if anyone sees him tell him we'll be back

22
here at 1:30.

I

23
Olhereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the hearing in the

!

M
above-sntitled matter was recessed, tar recenvene

25Landonf1ws at 1:30 p.m., this same day.) I.
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(1:40 p.m.)
L

3 CHAIRMAN WOLPE: Mr. Scott, would you come forward,
4 please?

5 MR. SCOTT Okay, Scott is ready for TEXPIRG.
6 As has been earlier mentioned, many of TEXPIRG's

7 contentions have been dropped and stipulated to.

8 So as I mentioned yesterday, to briofly mantion.

,

9 some considerations that I think apply to :nany of these '

.

to contentions, in order to try to expedite this one of thee

11 things that has been raised is whether or not a contention

12 can be dropped because it eculd have been rairad at some

earlier - as a result of some earlier order, like the May13,

14 or Septanber - October - I forget the exact dates.

15_ CHAIRMAN WOLFZ: Are there any such objections
.

.

16 to one or more of your contentions?

17 MR. SCOTT: Yas, there were. -

18 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right.

19 MR. SCOTT: And wherover possible I will try to-

20 explain that, within those rules.

'

21 I just want to mako it clear that I think that

22 there's really no -- that it's improper legally to have to

n go through that process. I th:.nk that at taia proccading

24 there's no harm to anybody. There's no inposfadon, 23causa

of other parties being allowed to raise thinge, or peopleE5
,

,

t
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1 who were somehou involved earlier not to be ablo to raise

2 thcua.
s

3 That's within your discretion, and : think to not

{. 4 allow that would be an abuse of your discretion. I woa't

5 expound upon that mere.

6 Secondly, objecticas that keep being raised by

7 both Staff and Applicant to these contenticus is that thsy

, g keep saying, "What's your basis for that statement?*

g If you go further and give a basis for that, then
*

10 they cay, "What's your basis for that?"

g). And the end result of that type of lawyerly

37 tris.;ry, basically, in to have to prove Jour ca.se at this

13 stage.
3

y And, as you carlier properly explained, this is

a t the point to prove your case. It's only the placa to15
'

.

16
pr n3n a spe c so dat de Bo d , de

Applicant and the Staff can know what you're talking about.;7

-18 on e the case is proven that much - I mean,

there's no need to go any further, '

gg.

I.think the Appeal Board in thenir rncent memorandumg
- essentially stated that, in that they talksd that at some

point still further down the road there'd be chances for

summary judenent after discovery. and whatever. ~

And that at thic point all that had to be axplained

was that there was an understanding of what the issue was, and

' ''' ' 3 f) 9 2 .
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I that it was not relying on the face of the issue.

2 Thirdly -- well, actually, it's actually a
s

"

~3 continuation of the second one here -- I would refer you to

C 4 the United States. Nuclear Regulatory Cnmmission Staff

5 Practico and Procedures Digest, in which, on this issue, page

6 37, in the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation versus

7 NRDC casa, April 3, 1378, it's stated that the court held

8 it was incumbent upon intervenors who wished to participate*

9 to structure their participation so that it is meaningful, so
.

10 that it alorts the agency to intervenor's position --

t1 MR. NI!"dMAN: Mr. Chairman, excuse me for inter-

12 jecting at this point.

3 13 I know of no objection to anything that Mr. Scott

14 has said or is planning to say that warrants this type of

15 legal argumant at this point.
.

16 I think thatshan the matters which are of concern

77 to him as a matter of law arise, should they arise, that's

18 the point at which to have legal argument.

gg Right now tie're engaged in an abstract discussion-

20 of legal principles totally unrelated to any specific
.

-

21 contention.

22 MR. SCOTT: In response, I'd only say that -- as

23 I've already said -- that I'm trying to explain, in erder to

24 save tine and not ha'ra to repeat this every time it's baen

mantioned. It's been mentioned over and over en these25 ,

.
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1 contentions, and -

2 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right, Mr. Scott. YOu mar..

3' ' reply, but these are objections that Mr. Scott is meeting

O 4
, now in e genera 1 wey withoue having to go through them

S contention by contention.

5 All right, with the understanding that all theso

7 arguments are addressed to specific objections, if.you're
a 3 just generalizing at this point, it's allowed.

9 Go a' head.
.

10 MR. SCOTT: Good.

1.1 In fact, the next sentence says that:

12 "The Court found NRC's use of a threshold est

m . 13 requiring Intervenors to make a showing sufficient to

14 | '

require reasonable minds to inquire further to ha well
i

tg , within the Agency's discrotion."
*

I

16 ' And I state that because it is another Appeal
'

1, - C urt decision that stated that not even the threshold test
tg , had to be made.

39 One further point that's mentioned many tires is-

I

g( that the 1975 partial initial dccision had considered this
t.

3 issue, and so you're foreclosed from raising it.
14

0 That's only a partially correct statement, and3.,

-- G
.!

,g 'i I'm sura you all know this. But the Appeal Beard decision
:

g ; described it in ter.ma of it was roasenable to prevent

g relitigaticc of issues that had in fact been thoroughly
#

I
|

1' '''3 094
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r considered and findings had been found and listed in the

'

a partial initial decision.

3 And that's a two-step process. They inquired

4 oven in a later sentence - do you have that docision?

5 In any case, the doe" ment will speak for itself.

6 There's another sentence that states that facts

7 that were not thoroughly considered ~ you know - could

definitely be re-raised.8,

g And even decisions -- issues that were thoroughly
*

g considered in pa..t of the partial initial decision can still-

g be raised if based upon new evidence and changes in the p? ant

design.
12

MR. SOHINKI: Are you implying, Mr. Scott, that iN

the Board did not give thorough consideration to its sita

suitability findings?

-

MR. SCOTT: To come of then, yes.

Okay,1f nchody has any further questions at this

point, it might be - otharwise, I'll proceed into el
contentions.

19--

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: May I interrupt just one zoment,
Mr. Scott?,

21

Mr. Cohorty, do you happen to have Dr. Warnar's

: hone n=bor? Do you know her personally, or does anyone

tnew iter personsily, in tae audience?
24

I would appreciate it if someone frcn Applicant or25
I

,
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1 Staff, or if one of the petitioners or parties knows where
2j she can be contacted, if she could be called and -

v

3 MR. SCOTT Sir, I do have a phone number of

C- 4 where she worx=, ena z'il 9tve thi= to - -

5 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Would you mind calling her, Mr.

J Baker, and -

7 MR. BAKER: I'll call her, yes.

3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well, just a mcment. I want to
*

9' tell you what to tell her.
.

to would you tall her that we are continuing until

11 5:00 this evening, and if at all possible ~ would you
12 advise her that we would like her to be here at 9:30 in tha

.. 13 morning, so that we could hear her oral argument? Because

14 it may well be that by .mid-morning we will have no other

15 business, no other oral arguments, to conduct, and we may
.

16 just conclude the special prehearing conference.

17 So we suggest strongly that she be here at 9:30

18 in the morning, at the latest. Would you do that?

gg MR. SCHINKI Mr. Chairman, I was going to say
-

20 that if it appeaud - and it may appear - that we could'
.

21 finish this evening, I certainly would have no objection to

22 90139. a little later than 5:00 o' clock in ordar to save -

23 N IEMAN WOL7E All right. Would you put the

y question to her this way, then, Mr. Hakar? Would you first

3 ask har if she can make it this evening by 5:00 o' clock,
,

'

''"8 096
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1 before 5:007 If she cannot, we certainly expect to see har

s 2 at 9:30 a.m. in the morning. Ask her if she can make it at
-s

3 5:00. If she can't, then say most certainly the Board

Q 4 expects her to be here by 9:30 in the morning.

5 Would you do that? I'd appreciate that.

6 E. EAKER: Yes, sir.

*

7 CHAIRMAN WOLFB: Thank you.

}' 8 MR. SORINKI I raisod that especially in view of

g the fact that she only has a single contention.
,

10 N N Wo m : Yes. Sank ym.
.

11 S rry to inteu upL, Mr. Sectt. Go right ahead.

12- MR. SCOTT: No probismo

g The reference that I mentioned earlier as to a

g basis for dropping contentions at this point is, in a memo

that I just mentioned to you.in the Appeal Board of October
.

1, 1979, at the bottom of page 9, states:

"Of course, if.the acntention la inherently

lacking in merit or has some other facial deficiency,
.

it can be dismissed now.".

19

And as a further just general overriding - in
*

fact, probably the guiding light, the purpose of these type

of proceedings, namely, construction permit proceedings for

nuclear power plants, is Section 2239 of 42 U. S. Code 2239,

in which, a.3 you know, if anyone asks for a - I mean you

have to have public hearings for construction permit
.

p
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t preceedings, whether or not any people want to participate.
2 And further it states,

s.

3 "The Comnission shall..."

O 4 there'= =o "==v" -

5 " ... grant a hearing upon the request of any
6 persen..."

b10-210fi!Eidldl
n D "f

'

7 not am.e people -

8 "...whose intarosts may oe affected by the proceeding,'

and shall'aduit any such parson as a party to such9
.

10 proceeding."

11 That's awfully strong words, I beliave, to

12 indicate the guidoline that th rules and regulations and

12 the Boards should uso in deciding whether or not and what

14 standards to hold petitione.c3 to, to htervano.

15 NN: as tc Contantio:n AA4, which wha original
d

16 Contention 26 rewritten, it is in sunmary fashion described--

g CHAIRMAN NOLFE: Which one was that, now?

18 MR. SCCTT: AA4.

- jg CHAIRMAN WOIEE: AA4?

20 MR. SCOTT: Yes, amended additional ntriber 4
.

21 (The Boas.d conferring.)

2., MR. ECCTT: Is anyone having ciifficulty in

findinc it?, , , ,
u -

l

g CHAIFMAN WOIF3: Go right ahand.

MR. SCOTT: O'tay. I think tha first sentance,25 ,

,
.

O
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1 ir. summary fashion, describes the contention:

i 2 " Applicant is not financially qualified to
~.

3 construct Allens Creek."

O 4 rin ocia11y eue11fied is as descrised within the

5 rulca and rogulations. In particular, Section 50.33 (f) of

6 10 CFR, describos - and, once again, I'm not reading

7 exactly - I can somebody wants .ma to - it states that
'

'

g the Applicant has to show that it has the money to comply
~

9 with all the Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulation 3
.

10 Further, that they have the money to cover the

11 satimated construction costs and fusi cycle costs.

12 So that's . . . and also this would be canaidored

3 33 to some extent in the just general overriding purpose of

g,g the Atomic Znergy Act and NEPA as to whether or not they

33 , will be able to protect the public health cnd acfaty and
.

" * "# # "* " D *16

Essentially, it's been cbjected that the Staff

has-
la done an update that I suppose obviously we had not

-

read.;g It turns at I got the mntendon from dat @te,
- |

ifIremamhefcorrectly.20
1

.

In any case, I had read the prior information,
i

Section 20 of the Safety Evaluatien Report, and, in numreary
'

fashion, I beliave the informaticu contained therein is

,

grossly inaccurate.

.

As some examples, if you'11 look at - in order
,

8 099
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1 to staad things, I won *t read things from it, I'll just give

2 yen .the citacions, and if somebody wants them read directly,
.-

3 ;*11 do that.

{} 4 Page .'10-6, Tahlo 20.1,. does not in any way account--

5 a/d thin is in the Second Supplenent, updated Earsion -- does

6 not La any way account fer the increased cost of the South

7
.

Texas plant, both those that have been known about fcr over

8 a year now, and those that were announced - tha cost.

9 increases that 'were announcad roughly four mon"As age and
.

10 last month.

11 In the last three months there's boon an announced

12 additional $300 million cost overrun as comparad to shat

. 13 was announced three months prior - a; proximately three

14 months prior.

15 n. IECWT: Mr. Chairman, as a point cf
.

.

16 clarification -- because I an unabla to understand the

17 centention without the citz. tion - can you identify fcr me

18 the figure in Table 20.1 which you contend is inaccurate
-

19 because of the increase in cost in the STP project?
s

20 MR. SCOTT 4 Well, it would be most of them, br.t... i.
'

'

21 (Pau.Ta .)

22 Well, for example, icok at 20.5, and you cen see

23 uhat the headi.7gs are, 3hoving which years are undar thich
,

y liner, and on 20.6 tLera are construction expe:1ditures for

M 1979 wh'ch shows that construction eroendituren for nrclear25
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I power plant to bo 238 millions of dollars. And the subject

'- 2 rreans 'Allens Creek Ncclear Power Plant would have expendedv

3 0161 million.
OG 4 It's very hard for me to believe that a power

3 plant tha. don't have a construction licence is expending

6 approximately two-thirds of the total amount being spent

7 on nuclear powcr plant construction for HL&P, when we kacw
'

s that they'ro constructing two units of comparable size at

9 the South Texas location.

10 MR. NLVMAN: I'm not sure I understand, Mr. Scott,

gg how chat relates to the South Texas project.

12 could you show me the number that's affectad and

7 g some basis for indicating that the number 13 wrong, based

14 upon the construction expenditurn pattern at STP?

15 | MR. SCOTT: Wers you nsking me a question t. ten?
-

i
fMAN: I'm sorry. If you didn't hear,I'll16 .

repeat it..
"

.

tB I asked for you to - you referred me to page
*

3 20-6 and Table 20.l and you nsked me to look under thef

20 : column that reflects 1979 expenditures. And then you
*

ji
g. .; descri. bed certain numbers as being wrong because of

, . . .
;

| cxpenditura'1 necessary in the South Texac project.,.
e.u,

,

,

And I was wondcring'if, for the hensfit of our,.
_ _ .

understanding of your contantion, if you could identify theg

number which you allege is wrong, and some basis for v.1y45 4

,

i

.
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i rou bolisva it'n wrong.

2 MR. SCOTT: I thought I'd just dono that.

3 In fr.ct, I thcught I'd menticned the nt mbers.
O
s 4 I am not at this peint contesting that there's

5 $238 million being spenu on nuclaar power planus for

6 construction, but I am centocting that Allons t'raek h .d

7 $161 mi!.lict opent on it in 1979; na=oly, that's whera I'got
.

8 the apsroxi:tately two-thirds,161 over the total of 248, and
9 161 millions of dollars percent..

to And these same -- that same so.-t of logic follows

it for later years, going up to years 1985.

12 Now, .his chart dcas not account for the recently

a announced -- not even rocently - it's the lasu year or two -

14 cont overruns and expected times of completion of the

g South Texas Project.

16 RR. IMAN: Tihat I an asking you to do, if you're
i7 eble to, in to identify the number that you be;.iove is in
ja error v.d some basis for it.

.

19 I'm not aching you te provo a cace. Jus t---

a tiR. SCOTT: Nall, the Public Utilit. cenmission's,

tantinony - thia was last menth, in Austin, HLSP annruncsd.2

that they -- the", their construc-ion work in pmgress forg,

n Ecuth Traas uns over $300 millic:2.

1R. EmMAN: That, a I understnd :.t, is the
,,

u.

25 t tal construction expenditure to date.
I

'
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1 can you identify for me - I hate to keep cming
2 back to it, but we really have to find out what is the
3' basis of the contentica, not to prove it - which number

'

O 4 do you allege is wrong in the chart? And if so, just statev
5' a basis for it.

6 MR. SCOTTs I am saying, in summary fashion, that,

7 most of those numbers on this chart are wrong. At least
,

'.

8 under the heading of construction expenditures. And I've

9 alraedy given ycu tho basis for those. I don't see any..

! 10 point in reading all the numbers on that page. I'm basically

11 saying they're all wrong.
e

12 MR. NEWHAN: I guess we'll.just have to leave

13 the record as it stands, Mr. Chairman.
;

1
'*

14 I an unable, and I don't believe the Board is

15 able, to datormine from what's been said the nature of Mr.
.

Scott's assertien with respect to financial qualificacions.16

17 He's pointed us to a chart. He's suggestod we

18 look at it. But he hasn't identified for me, at least,
.

jg in what manner that chart is incorrect.

20 I'm not saying thers may not be a bania for it.
.

21 I'm simply saying that he hasn't expressed it.

22 MR. SC.OTT: Is thore any confusion on any of tho

23 Deard Members' mind? I

j
y I want to hoop pursuing it until you're cer.vinced.

- 25 CHAIRLtN WOLF 3: Well, you're in charge of your f

'
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1 own argurw d , Mr. Scott.

2 MR. SCOTT I also don't want to pursue it if
Ns]

3 you already understand it.

4 CHAIRMAN WOIJE: That's your judgment. If you

5 think Mr. Newman doesn't understand your argument or what

6 you nald - you're arguing to the Board, but you have to
,

7| satisfy the questions put to you by counsal, too.

' '

I'm n.::t about to tell you that you'ra over a,8
_

g cortain hurdle." You have to make that determination yourself.
.

to We will detsrmine, ultimately, whether you've hurdled it.

I1 MR. SCOTT Lat me make two points on that.

1g rirst of all, I was informed during all these

g3 words that were flying around that the $300 million figura
1

'
14 that I raentioned for South Texas that was mentioned at the

15 recent Public Utilities Cont 213sion hearings in Austin, Texas,
.

16 that I t.entit.,ned the term $300 million, and supposedly the

37 Applicant says that was the totti expendituras to data, when

18 in fact it was not. It was the expenditures this last year.
*

gg MR. ITR? MAN: I' a sorry. What I said, I believe,

20 is that that was total construction work in progress.
.

21 i MR. SCOTT: Okay.

22
' "8 iOtt

2a
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I
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I MR. SCOTT To rebut that, it's just come to my

2() attention that that figure is really over some $500 million,
3 not $300 million for~ total construction wor!c in progress.

O 4 A1- I m vuune - you e-el-o c n -d
.

5 page 20.6 and what I'm saying will be obvious to you. I don't

6 think I have to pursue that any further,

7 MR. SOHINKI It's still not obvious to the Staff
.

'B what the basis for his contention that the numbers were wrong.
9 MR. SCOTT Okay. For example , this ought to.

10 make it clear q it has been announced that South' Texas,
11 I mean that the Allens Creek facility will not be completed

..
. , .

12 until 1987. Okay? And yet we 'show that as of 1985, only
~

.

C6 13 $28 million wilg be spent and none is shown for 1986 or 1987.,

v
, ,

14 Now I somehow have to believe that if the plant is not complete. 1

15 somebody's working on it and money's being spent. -

.

. 16 MR. SOHINKI: I understood what you said. I
.

i7 don't understand how it impacts on the Applicant's financial'

.,18 qualifications to construct the facility.
. _

9' MR. SCOTT: This is just evidence, some evidence

10 to prove the total point. It just shows that the numbers used.

! p

.] indicate lower expenditures than, in fact, would have to beat

22 spent.,

I
?.3 i MR. SOHINKI: I still don't understand hcw that

if
24 impacts on financial qualifications.

: r.
25 MR. NEWMAN: Let'us assume that the coat is t
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I=el/agb2 30 percent higher or 60 pere:ent higher. How does that relate

2() to your ultinato conclusion that the Applicant's financially

; 3 unqualified, what's the nexus between those two statements?

4
| Because financial qualidications is obviously a

5 combined consideration of a number or. netters, the money market

6 and things of that nature, and I just don't understand how one

7 can pick out one number, even if he's correct, or double that
.

8 number and relato that to an ultirtate conclusion . hat the
9,- Applicant is not financially qualified.

10 MR. SCOTT First of all, Applicant said that-

11 as'I explained e.irlier before I startad -- and I will try
12 to expedite things instead of proving my case today, I was

,

. .
'

.

13
.

going to mention some evidence, enough to get interested people

dve further; I think I've dona that, but I am also.

pl.: t x ores, anting a lot mora. And, you know, I can pursueu.
,

i J ith. It's obviously --

'
CHAIRMAN WOLFE If you pursued it at length,

.

~ imately would you answer what is troubling Staff and
.

Applicant, namely that these figures, even if assumed to be

_.' erroneous, do not give any indication at all that tl.a Applican :..

'

would nei De able to afford to construct Allens Creek.'

Now, do you have to go through evarythir.y thatu.

you intand to say or tre you going to reach that righA. now
li
I and give us the basis?.r4,.

sf
25 MR. Sco?rs I can give the shorthand basis right i

,

el
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(). A
.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. Good.

3 MR. SCOTT Basically other things that I was

O 4 .

: I going to mention, you know, go to. prove that point or to

5 indicate further evidence of that point.-- I'm not proving,

6 my point today -- namely, on page 20.7, the natt page, there

7 are assumptions which the Staff used to come to their conclu-
,

8 sien that the Applicant was financially qualified, in there
,

'

9 they assumed long-term interest rates, on line three,

10 8.76 percent, short-term debt interest rate of 6.25 percent.,

%

11 If I remember right, the prime. interest rate now is about

12 15 percent.

13 MR. NEWMAN: Isn't that for new borrowing? This
.

s.

14 relates to the Applicant's debt equity structure with respect

15 to sunk capital. He hasn't embedded that..

16 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: For example, Mr. Scott, everyone' s

17 affected by inflation, right? Everyone is affected by higher

13 interest rates. What can you tell us to indicate that'-1
,

19 Applicant will be even more significantly disadvantaged.by

f.c the effects of inflatica and the higher intsrest rates which-

21 would ultim tely result, as I understand shat you're trying

22 :o say, that it will be unable to construct - or if it's

23[ able to construct the plant, that it will r.ot he as, 2 take it,
'

24 as careful in constructing it well.

*

25 Now what's the bottom line to this, why won't '
.

.

4 , '
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Iwel/agb4 'they be abla to meet their obligation?

2g MR. SCOTT Fall as I said before, since I'm

3 not proving the case today, all I can do la keep giving you

; O 4 - re evidence to that peine.

5 But recently it was announced other utilities.

6 who are strong financially-as I would admit. this Applicant

7 is,corgarod to :nost utilities, a fairly strong utility--other
.

8 strong utilities have announced that they are considering going
*
.

B to coal-fired plants to replace previously announced nuclear.

1C plants.-

11 Thia Applicant has made testisony in front of

12 the Texas Public Utility Commission .in the last couple of

13 weeks indicating that if they don't'get the rate increase

14 that they're asking for they just won't be able to preceed with
15 the construction of these plants, nuclear and non-nuclear,

.

16 that they say they've got to build. That's an admission

17 against interest which would win my case right there.

18 Maybe I should add the further stcp that the
.

19 Public Utility Commission staff has indicated that th:y think
20 the Applicant should not receive even half of 'that ti.ay've.

21 asked for in the way of a rate increase. In fact, I telieve

22 it was about a t'aird that they should gat.

23 Instead of counting o100 percent of the

24 construction work in process, the Staff is recommending --

25 the PUC Board has not yet ruled for next year and the year p

,

'''8 108 .
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.

b IWel/a<1 5 after - Ycu see, I can't prove my case because it hasn't

2Q happened yet.

3 All I'm saying is the analysis that- has been

O 4
3 ,the Sta,,to prove their ca,te i,wron,, so it.. . s 33ect

5 of further consideration. That, in cummary fashion ~, is my

6 bacis for this contention. '

.

'

7 MR. NEWMAN: Mr. Scott, again I have to inquire,
.

8 you hnve referred now to testimony of the Applicant and positio :a

9 of the Staff and the PUC. Do you havo - can you identify for-

10 the Board even when that testimony was given, who gave it -

11 can you furnish a reference, sir, that the Applicant may at
12 least have an opportunity to review the material and likewise

13 the Board, should that be necessary? Who was the witness?

14 MR. SCOTT Mr. Chairman, I can answer that in a

'

15 somehwat convoluted way by asking my, expert hera - I'd,

. 16 - appreciate your using the rules, if you can, to just let him
'

17 answer directly in order to save time...

18 MR. JOHNSON: I'm Clarence Johnson.
.

'

19 Since I did attend the Utility Commission

' hearings not this last week bt.t the week before that, since20.

21 TexPIRG is a party.in those hearings also, I would state that
'

22 the testimony of Mr. Ledbetter and Mr. Meyer of HL&P would

23 tend to be substantiation for tha statement he made about
.

24: Houston Lighting and Power's -

25 ; MR. COPELAND: No, sir. Mr. Johnson, Mr. Scott #
,

.
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j
Iwel/agb6 said very specifica11y that Mr. Ledbetter or somebody said

'
2(j that if we did not get the requested rate re11ef in a11 forms

3 requested that we could not afford to carry forward and bui1d

O 4 m s Creek. now did Mr. zedbetter say that agacifica11y,
.

5 sir?

6 MR. JOID! SON: Wel1 I'd say -

7 MR. COPELAND: The answer is no, isn't it,
.

8 MR. Johnson.

9 MR. JOHNSON: I wou1d prefer to be 'abia to.

10 explain, if I can, that is, Mr. Ledbette?, as in in all utility
11 rate hearings, has to talkiin terms of what can be dcne in order

12 to preserve the financial integrity of thu company. !nd that,

13 of course, is the issue that is befors the Utility Ccmission.

14 They were stating that this~ construction program

15 for HL&P -- which is exceptionally -large for a gti11ty,

16 company -- that. construction work in progress was needed at

17 tha 1evel they had deemd in ordar to maintain their financial

18 integrity. And they deemed that amount to be 100 percent,

49 . I believe, subjhet to check later, I believe that
~

2C Itr. Koon, for the Public.
..

21 Uti1ity comission Staff was the witness with regard to the

22 ax.ount of conctruction work in progress that needed t o be

22 included.

24 MR. NEWIGiNr Mr. Johnson, was that tne pcssition
,

25 of the Texas Public Uti1ities Commission? ,

1 ' "' ' 3 ] ] ()
,
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Iwel/agb7 'MR. JOHNSCN No, he stated that was not the

E
{i case, that's the position of the Public Utility Constission

3
Staff.

O 4 MR. NzWMaN, So re not = ring -r sud - nt

5 of the Texas PUC.
8 MR. JOHN 3ON: Since they have not ruled yet,

7 that would be impossible.
.

8 LIR. NEWMAN: Right.

9 CHAIRMAN WOLFE No other questions?.

10 ~ Mr. Linenberger?

11 'MR. LINENBERGER: Well I just wanted to

12 understand the identification here. You idantified this as

13
~

) additional amended Contention Nurber 4. You indicated that,
J .

14 I believe,that it was similar to, or oise equivalent to or

15 related to original Contention 26, is that correct? -

,

16 MR. SCOTT: Additional Contention 26, meaning

17 Number 26 on our last 50 that we filed at one time in response
18 to the --

.

19 MR. LINENBERGER: Okay, additional Contention 26,

20 right..

21 Now then comss the question does this replace

21 additional Contention 267

23 MR. SCOTT: Yes.

24 MR. LINENBERGER: So we're withdrawing z.c!ditional

25 Contention 26. i

' ' ' 8 -1 1 1
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wel/hgb8 I
MR. SCOTT Yes.,

'

MR. LINENBERGER: Thank you.

3
MR. S0HINK.t.3 Mr. Chairman, I have a report on

i O 4
Mrs. warner. And if x indicate earthine in ccurat lv, I'=

5 sure Mr. Baker -

6 CHAIPMAN WOLFE: Well why don't we let Mr. Daker
.

7 gi a the report?
.

8 MR. BAKER: Dr. W;irner says she'll try to be

~9 here this afterncon. She hts classes to teach all morning,

10-

tomorrow and will not be able to make it tomorrow. If she

11 'makes it by 5:00, it'll be very close to 5:00. I told her'

12 you might go on be.: cad 5:00.if she can be here after 5:00

13 and she said 'she'd notify you, Mr.. Wolfe, or Mr. Schinki,

v -
.

14 through tLe Holiday Inn desk as soon as possible.
15 CHAIRMAN WOLPE: Well we plan to adjourn at

.

16 5:00. Did you ao tell her?

17 MR.. BAKER: I told her that's what you wanted to

18 do is have her appear by 5:00. She said she'll try and make
.

19 it by 5:00.
,

20 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. Thank you.,

21 MR.wBAXER 1 I should also point out she said

22 she's having difficult, she has a busy week this week and it's

23 hard for her to make it. '

24 MR. LINENBERGERt Ab M go through, Mr. Scott,

25 whezever you come to a contentien thut 2.'splaces we prior ,

''~3 Il2
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Ivel /agb9 worded version, if you can let us know whether the prf.or one

2 is withdrawn this will help us with the structuring of our
(_ -

,

order on these contentions.*

4h HR. SCOTT: I think that'll be the case in every

5 case whera -- '

3 MR. LINEUBERGER: ifall, but please make 2 point

7 in identifying what it replaces. Thank you.

~

8 MR. COPELAND: Sir, I think I have a lisb of

0 those that we we.nt over when Mr. Scott and I were wor.cing on |
-

t

10 the stipulations.

II MR. LINENEERGER: We know which ones you stipulate :L

12 to.

13 MR. COPEL1ND: No, sir, what I'm saying.is I

14 double-checked with it. Scott for that very purpose in going

15 through cod talklag abcut the stipulations and I have a list

H . of the uo-enlled addicional contantions that he droppcd as a

17 result of his amanded amended contentions, or lis amended

t': additional contentions..

*

19 MR. LINEN 3ERGER: I think you read that into the

20 record as I --
.

21 MR. COPELAND: No, I'm talking about the additiona.L

22 contentions that were dropped by Mr. Scott as a result of his

2;- additional amended -
t

2- | MR. LIMJEERGER: That came into the rer3rd

2- earlier this week, I have them listed in my notes. I have a
1.

.

i| ' '" 8 1 1 X
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.

wel/agblo' I list of contentions that were dropped.

2s MR. COPBLAND: No, there are two things, sir.

3 Cne is - what I 3 read was the ones that Mr. Sc.ott has agreed
, ,

4 to drop as a result of the stipulations which ye've rencM d.

5 MR. LDTENBERGER: Oh, thank you. I see. That's

3 the list I have here.

7 .MR. COPELAND: That's the list you have. What
"

8 I was saying was 'that I have a list of those contentiens that

9 were dropped as'a~ result of his tlater amendment.
,

10 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Would you care to read those

11 into the record?

12 MR. COPELA*TDs All right, sir. That's. additional

13 Contention 2, additional Contention 3, additional Contention -

14 MR. SCOTT: Encuse me, I just want to make
.

15 sure so I can check this, what are you reading in now?-
.

1G MR. COPELAND: Additional Contention 3 -

17 MR SCOTT: ITo, what's the list maan?

~

18 MR. COPELAND: These are the ones, Jim, that
..

19 - fall out as a result of your additional as:: ended Contentions

20 1 through 6. These are your so-called additional contentions

21 that were subsumed by the later amendrwints.

M MR. SCOTT: Okay.

23 MR. COPELT3D: I have additional Centention 2,

24 3, 6, 8, 16, 25, 26 and 42.

25 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Ecw would you categorize these,

,

'~'8 114
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P00R ORGEL d
Iwel/agbil Mr. Scott, in your words?~ Do you agree that these should he

2 withdrawn -- or you have agreed that these should be withdrawn
(3/

3 in light of stipulations arrived at with Applicant, is that

4Q / correct?

5 MR. SCOTT: In fact, I could go frrther. I've
6 ltried to be careful-and I've written down several columns of
7 Contentions here, one meaning staff has accepted, another that

Applicant haa $ccapted, others Tas:PIRG has agrced '.to drop
'

8

9 '

in agreement with Applicant, combined contentions and our last
,

to list meaning cententions that are now left.

11 (Laughter. )

12 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well -

13 MR. COPELAND: I think that the numbers I
)''

14 read off are clearly stated on the face of pleading, I don't
15 think you'll have any trouble figuring that out.,

.

16 CHAIRMAH WOLFE: All right. Fine. Go ahead,

17 It . Scott.

18 MR. SCOTT: Okay. Since, as you earlier stated,
.

19 you're not going to tell me when you're satisfied, I will
20 continue en with a little more indications thnt this Applicant

'

:
i21 is not financially qualified to build this facility. '

22 Very recently, October 13th, General Public |
4

I
*!tilitiac has aancunced thera's a rnal and dist nct pcssibili':y':23 : i

, 24 /) th3y're going to bgo ban'crupt becaunse of thia Three Mile
. -

25 Island accident.'
, ; I.. ,

,q.q ,

)'

.v
,
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wel/abl2 1 There's no need for - This Applicant could have
E,; an accident, too, and that possibility is not figure <.1 intou
3-

the calculations to show that they will be, in fact,

iC i 4 financially -

5 MR. NEWMAH: You're suggesting that a proper
'3 financial analysis would include provisien for the complate
7 destruction of the Allens Creek reactor?'

"

B !G. SCOTT: I didn't say that.

9 MP.. NEWMAH: Then in what way la the Applicant.

10 not qualified financially? What's the relevance of the GPU

11 situation to Allens Creek as we know it today?

12 MR. SCOTT: When this study was done, Incaning

Supplement 2 to the Safety Evaluation Report, Three I!ile Island |
13

"
14 had not yet happened.

15 I maintain, at leest this is what the 1;owspapers
-

,
1G tell me, wo have a new world now, things havn changsd, se have i

17 to admit that big accidenta can happan. Uti.~.ities are --

18 banks, in fact, are weighing that in their conaiderationof
'

19 whether or not to loan money and at what rates to utilitien -
20 ! I kind of hate going into all tl.is stuff becauae I arnwre

;
-

'
,

2i - I'd '.ike you to just take judicial notica od all that, |

22 T assume you already kr.cv all that.

To take it aal e a little nere concrete, I vir.1 :b23

2-, read *.that the Applicant's witner. 3 at the ?tbli; Ucil:.ay '

25 Commission hearing recently has said, this is tithest Mr. Sherwi:i,:

'''8 116
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wel/agb13 "From the point of view of cost of

2Q capital, there are several aspects to the

3
consequences of Three Mile Island. Number one,

h 4 it has rained the cost of equity capitial of,

5 companies that ara engaged in nuclear generation
8 of power and it ,is unlikely that investors'
7

concerns can be allayed in the foreseeable future.
.

8
" Number two, it will probably raise

9
'

the cost of debt for those companies that are.

10
'

now engaged in nuclear ganaration or are con-

II structing nuclear plants. It is not yet possible
12

to quantify that impact.

13 "Numbor three, it nas created an
a

14 ,' increased awareness that as accident cauaing tin
15

. outage of a plant may necessitate the pu hane of

16 pcwer from neighboring utilities at an increased

17 level of cost that may not be automatically pas sed
i

18- on to customers.
,

. .

' '

19 "Even if the adverse effects of the
20

,
recent nuclear accident on the cost of cnpital,,

21 may be t timately overcome through appropriate-

22 regulatory and governmental action, the increased

23 awareness af tha 14apact of physical risk on financial-

:L
24 8 viabjlity resulting solely from the concantration

25 t of capital is likely to have,long-lasting upward '
.

,

Y

' '' ' 8 1 1 7
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.

,

wel/agbl4 pressure on the cost of capital."
':

2C, In that regard -

0 MR. NEWMAN: Mr. Scott, did Mr. Sherwin, the

4 witness, conclude that therefore the company would be financial 1.y
'

5 unqualified to construct the Allens Creek plant?

6 .MR. SCOTT: I'm not sure what he Satermined.
7 MR. NEWMAN: Did he say that? Yoa have the

.

S testimony in front of you.

* 9 MR. GCOTT: I'm not reading that :.estimony.

31oomf1ws 10
,

0001BUlR\l-
"

12

13
w

14
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\.nc
2B WRB/wbl. 1 MR. !!EUMAIT: What are you reading, then?
''Uloom fis*

1 . ndon 2 MR. SCOTT: ' I'm reading part of that testimony.AI
3 MR. !IEWIWl: llave you read the entire thing?

Q, 4 MR. SCOTT: I have.

5 MR. HENMAN: You have?
. -

g MR. SCOTT: Yes. .

7 MR. NEWMAN: And did Mr. Sherwin conclude any-
~

thing with respect to the ability of IIouston Lighting and8

9 Power to finance'the Allens Creek station?

10 MR. SCOTT: No.

11 MR. NEWMAN: Did he say we couldn't? -

12 MR. SCOTT Mr. Johnson tells me he can answer

g ,that for you.

'-

g4 MR. JOIINSON: When I cross-examined him on the

15 p int of whether or not fears of the Three Mile Island acci-
.

dent were rational or irrational he said fears of the accident16

77 rational in the minds of investors, however it was notwere

### "" " """ "9 "" **# E "*# E "" ** I "18
*

gg his conclusion is that these factors have been raised as

20 reasons why additional rate relief was needed.
a

g MR. NEWMAN: I have m other questions on that

g score, Mr. Chairman.
,

k07 |
g MR. SCIIINKI: Did I understand Mr. Scott to |

i

g say he was going to continue talking under the Board was
i

convinced he was right? j, , . -

,

* ~
g,

' ' ' 3 ) } () .
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WR3/wb2 1 MR. SCOTT: No, until I was convinced the Board

2 was convinced.

3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: You're not going to get any

;Q 4 ' indication from us whether we'ra convinced on this point

5 or not. What I'm caring is you have to make up your wind to

6 that, Mr. Scott.
I

7 MR. SCOTT: Since I want to zaalously defend
'

8 my client I want to give you all the ovidence I've got.
9 C i PPM WOLFE I'm not asking for all the evi-

.

to dence you'v2 got. All I'm asking from you is-

'
11 MR. SCOTT: - all tae bases I have.

12 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Ye3

MR. ' SCOTT: I might note that since this analysis13
-

,

''
14 was performed by the staff, and since the information

15 that was sent to the staff for this enalysis was done, there

have beennumerous, in fact almost daily new stories cencerning16

17 construction problems at the Souuh Texas facility. I'm not

18 raising that to talk about at this point, to talk about the
.

19 competence of the people to do engineering, but to point to

20 the fact that all those problems are leading to increased
.

21 sts, which is going to impact adversely upon the capability

22 f this applicant to build Allens Creek properly, as I've
k- g ,) carlier described it.

:,

yo MR. SCHINKI: Mr. Scott, you are planning oa

25 getting at some time in the course of your discussion to the
,

'

'" 3 120
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WRB/wb3 1 crox of the staff's objection to the contention, aren't you?

2 MR. SCOTT I think I've a'. ready done that.

3 MR. SOHINKI: You understand that the staff

4 recognizes in the Safety Evaluation that conditions change?

5 MR. SCOTT: Yes, we recognize that.

6 MR SOHINKI And that financing plans will

7 changs from time to time in order to meet changing conditions?

6 MR. SCOTT: Sure.-

MR. SOHINKI So what I'm Waiting for is to hear !9
.

10 the basis for your conclusion that the applicant's financing

3g plan is not capable of changing to meet changing conditions.

12 MR. SCOTT: The fact that the staff make3

g grandmother statements, apple pie statements, that conditions

14 will che.nge, that does nothing to affect your analysis, W e
N 8 * ' ^^^ I" 8 "# ^ ""' * "98 #15

*
* ## # *

16

Proving this point will be reserved to farther
7

proceedings. We have shown the, I believe we have shown ag

basis for indicating that perhaps, maybe this applicant will,

,9.

not be financially qualified to build this facility. Muchg
*

of its prior experience indicatea that.

MR. SOHINKI: Mr. Chairman, the only thing I

would say in response to that is, the Staff's evaluation

incorporates Comnission preceden: whi.ch clearly recognizes

that financing .a nuclear facility is a matter that goes en
i

.

. .-) <
.-y

J f
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WRB/wb4 I over the course of a number of years, and that conditions

,

2 change and financing plans change in order to cope with

3 conditions over that pericd of years.

O 4 I haven't heerd a sing 1e seneence fr - ar Scott

5 which would cast any doubt on the ability of the applicant's

6 financing plan to cope with changing econcnic conditions.

7 MR. NEWMAN: I would add to that, Mr. Chairman,

8 that in terms of the financing--

g CHhIRMAN WOLFE I would seem, Mr. Newman, that,

to by this time if you think Mr. Scott hasn't made his point

t1 it would be in your best interests not to pursue it. You

12 keep pursuing it and he gives you more bases.

g3 We're listening. Go ahead. Continue your

14 questioning. I'm not going to call a halt to it.

15 MR. NEWMAN: I withdraw the question,
.

16 Mr. Chairman.

17 MR. SCOTT: Further I will state that this analysi a

18 that we've been talking about on page 26-5, Table 20-1, the
.

19 Second Supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report, assumes,

20 indicatos far into the future, namely, 1935, that applicant,

21 will ganarate only about a fifth, in fact 133 million dollars

22 fr m external sottrees, namely, preferred stock, long term

23 debt, notes payable, contributions from parant net, and other

24 funds, cad that they would have :.nternally generated funds of

25 s me 575 million dollars for 1985
,

'" 3 122
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WRB/vb6 1 Their experience in 1977-78 indicates that only

b 36 percent of their funds were internally generated, as opposedx 2

'

3 tostaff's aasumption, not only for 1985 but for other years,

Q 4 as you.can see on that chart yourself, instead of being only
5 like i third, instead of it being like three-fourths or four-
6 fifths internally generated, would only t>e, in 77-78, 36 percenn

internally generated, which means they've got to go out to the7
'

.

8 cold cruel financial world and borrow money. And I don't have
,' 9 to explain to you what the interests rates are and where they,

to are projsetel on going.

33 The bottom line is, the analysis to come to the

12 staff's conclusion is erroneous.,

g CHAIRMAN WOIJE All right. * lou may proceed toa

j4 your next contention.

15 MR. SCOTT I will go on to Contention, I call it.
.

16 AAS, Amended Additional Contention No. 5 That was Amended
7.120 Contertica No. 3. Additional Contention No. 3, the one I call17

'

18 No. 3, the one everybody else wants to call Additional Con-
.

19 tentien No. 3 has been dropped. It is now Amendad Additional
Contention No. 5.20,

g I think, once again, a short summary of this

g contention is succinctly described in the first sentence of the

contention.. , ,
-.

"The Partial 2nitial Decision did not
examine the water temperature of the Allens Crook

s

]
.

. , ,3 3770 IcJ
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wrb/agbl I cooling lake and the effects upon gaste fish in
flwswb6

1 depth or with accuracy."

3 I think bound up in that statement is the fact

O 4 that we are contesting the adequacy of not only the Partial
5 Initial Decision determination, but also the present analysis
6 cf water temperature and, in pardcular, its vertical distri-

' bution of tereperature within the cooling lake because that7

~

B analysis has not changed since the Partial Initial Decision -

' there has still' not .nen any suudy or considerat!.on of the9
.

10 vertical temperature distributien effects.
'

11 Essentially Staff's arguraents seem to go to the
'

12 fact that - they disp'ute the facts on that issue. And onco
-

13 I give some basis for that, that point can be discussed later.
14 Applicant basically says Hey that was basically

!' considered in the Partial Initial Decision.15 And as I've already
.

16 stated, once I've given you a basis for that we can get into

the facts later during discovery and motions for summary17
'

18 -judgment and finally on the hearing on the merits.
.

19 I'll also try to show you why I feel that the
.

Partial Initial Decisicu'did not consider that sufficiantly.20
.

21 And I :ould do that right news they didn't consider it se all

22 co you can't have considered it sufficiently.

23 By %st- I don't mean to say ycu didn't consider

24- at all temperatu.~J effects in the lake, ycu did. I feel

25 insufficiently, but you did some. There was just no
,

I

j
'
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1
wrb/ab2 consideration of the vertical distribution of temperature

C effects.

3
And they were -- On top of all that ue'vs got the

fact that instead of having two units and a certain ' sized lake
3 we new have one unit and a different aized lake So.it cu.

6
be argued there is a change in plant design and whatever,

7
you could turn the argument right around on me and say why

.

8 didn't you raise it last October? You knew, there haa got to

9 be an end to tho:se kind of arguments sometime. Ist's look.

10-

at the facts and try to decide what's best for the health
11 and safety and the environment.

12 I'll now provide you with some bases.
13 Not only did they not considar it, but it has,

14 a considerable effect upcn the fish and ocher life that vot'1d
15

.
he in the lake.

16
. You should know that as the temperature of the

17 water increases, the amount of dissolved oxygen in it is
18 going to decrease. And, you knew, fish breath oxygen just.

19 like averybody else and they die if they don't get enough
20 of it. And that happens fairly frequently, both natu:: ally and,

21 in artificial lakes.
E I night add I've get some personal backg:1:ound

21 j :.a thi.2 sort of :hing- my father is a, he c.hir_'ts,. nz ..ionally-
i'

24 };nown mass fisherman. I would say known throughout A.;_kanst.s.
'

2E , And my mother ties fishing tack 13. Aad I was essenti.lly raisad'
i

( '
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Iwrb/agb3 in a boat fishing, so I feel that I can qualify as an expert
2Q on where fish line to live and how they grow and proeper and
3

when they'll bite and that sort of thing.

O 4 -

.xa. SOaINxI= Cou1d the chair direct Mr. Scoet
5 ' to go to the Staff's and Applica.nt's objections to this
6 contention? I appreciate the information about his family

'7 tree, it's very interesting and I'll be glad to talk to him
'

S about it during a recess.

9 CHhIRMAN WOLFE: How about it, Mr. Scott?
'

,

10 MR. SCOTT: Fino.
~

II I thought I was ler. ding into that when I dis-

12 cussed or mentioned the fact that hot water doesn't hold as
13 much dissolved oxygen. It turns out that ff.sh need at leant,

' five milligrams per liter dissolved oxygen to thrive and14

15 ' prosper, and they need -
"

16 CHAIRMAN WCLFE You are now addressing an
17 cbjection by the Staff or Applicant?i

*
18 MR. SCOTT: In the general sense. They have

.

' claimed that this was all sufficiently considered previously.19

' And I am giving you facts to shov that any conclusion that20
,

' vertical distribution of temperature effecca was sufficiently21

22 considered is not true.
23,| CHAIRMAN 'r?OLFE: 1(cat you're Stating new are factsi
24

'

that were either not presented to the Board o'r considered by
~

25 the Board which resulted in their findings, is that correct?
,

,

e
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Ivrb/agb4 MR. SCOTT: I can say that that's tres also

2 because I happen to have read the complete tranceript of --
3 not only have I read the complete Partial Initial Decision,

g 4 *

7 eve read the ccmplete transcrip,: of your teo-day hearing in
5 Wall'.s in 1975 and all the testimeny that seas submittad. ar.d !

l
3 that is not there.

7 MR. SOHINKI: Mr. Chairman, I thini we could

-

8 cut thrcugh this if we just find out whether Mr. Sc'ott hca a .
~

9 ~ basis to believe there will be thermal stratificatica in the
. -

10 ' cooling lake.

11 MR. SCOTT: Fine.

12 The short simple answer is all the other -- I say '

13 all, all that I havo looked at -- other local lakes exhibit
B

''

14 that phenomenon, that is, stratification of oxygen and tem-

15 ' perature in the vertical direction in the water in the laxc. '

16 MR. H5 FAN: May I ask, Mr. Chairman, if there is

17 a citation of authority to that or whether thart were investi- !

18 gaticns actually performed by Mr. Scott and reported somewhere?
.

19 Are there documented observations supporting your statement,

20 Mr. Scott? !
i-

21 MR. SCOTT: I'm getting to those. I'm trying to

22 let people know where I'm going by telling you.

23 MR. IIDG1AN: Procecd on.
F- - ,'

2.i IE. SCCTT: In pcrticular, in tha erfornanca

25 report as required by the Federal Fisheries cad Fishery
,

i
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""

'wrb/agb5 Reshoration Act published April 1,1976, for those who are
'

) interested in now and old information, on page 26 of that
3

report it discusses the water quality data in Lake Livingston
Q 4 cud it has two charts, one depth and the second chart dissolved

5 oxygen.
.

6 And in that it 9 tarts off dissolved oxygen at

7 the surface is 5.7 nilligrams per liter. And at one retar it's
-

8 5.2 milligrams parliter. And it immediately drops at the two

9 meter mark to (.3 milligrams per liter. And it goes on and
.

10 drops down ;o 4 milligrams per liter. And there's a drastic
.

.

dropoff between the one and two :neter mark.11

11 And the fishery experts, the EPA, everybcdy ccya

13 that you've got to have at least 5'nilligrarts per liter of -

14 oxygen or your fish are in grave problems. They certainly

15 won't reproduce and marri of them will die at those levels.
.

16 And in particular, the EPA watar quality criterin

17 for water published July 1976 lists criteria for all corts

18 of things affecting water: lead, hardness, dissolved oxygen
*

gg and whatnot, and describes minimum concentratien of dissolved

29 oxygen to maintain good fish populations is 5 milligrams per
.

liter.21

21 MR, SOHIIIKI Can I ask you, Mr. Scott, 'who ther

22 v. hat you have junt said about diasolved oxygen at one e ar

24. ncs anything to do with thermal atratificaticn2

25 MR. SCOTT: Yes.
,

.
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300R ORIGIRL
""

wrb/agb6 MR. SOHINKI: What does it have to do with thermal,

stratification?

I
[ MR. SCOTT: As I indicated -

O a. s=InxI: rour con = ei - do e deal with
4 '

:

ten:perature distribution. thermal stratification.

0 '

MR. SCOTT: And the effects that that has upon
7

the wildlife. And one of thcae effects is the effect of the
~

8
amount of oxygen, If you don't have the oxygen, the fish die

9 even if the water is not too hot to kill them..

10 -

DR. NENMAN: Is the study you're quoting from

II and ?. coking at, Mr. Scott, a study in a laka which has .1

12 vertical thermal stratification? Do you Anow?

13 MR. SCOTT: This lake, which is' Lake Livingston -
~

14
MR. NEWMAN: Is it a heat loaded 15ke?

E
15 MR. SCOTT: I'm not sure.

.

16 MR. hEUI4AN: is there a power plant on it?

17 MR.. SCOTT: I don't knou that either. It does

18 not have -- it is not very heavily affected widt power plants,
'

19 " I knew that, it's a fairly large lake.
' 20 MR HENMAth Well if it's a lake which doesn't.

21
~

have a heat loaded dischargo into it, whah's the relerance of
22 ' that data to the Allens Creek plant?

23
'

MR. SCOTT: The relsvance is thct all of the *.akes
24 that I've looked at in South Texas have this pha m _cn of

'

' thermal stratification at certain times of the year.25
,

4
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Iwrb/agb7 MR. ITDTMAN: I want au to tell us what lakes

() have the thermal stratiff. cation. You've not mentioned any
'

yet. The one you're look at, vou jitst told me you didn't

4
know whether it had thermal st;atification or not.

5
MR; SCOTT: This dda that I'n. reading will show

0
that.

7
MR. InM:I: That's dissolved oxygen. Mr. Schinki

_

U has already told you that you'r.s quoting from material that
8 deals with stratification with respect to oxygen supply and not.

to with respect to thermal loadingu.
11

'

MR. SCOTT: Uh-huh. The temperature of the

12 water will be warmer at the top and cooler as you drop dcun
13 in the lake.

..

That's a physical phenomenon, with the exception
14 of when you get freezing it turns to ice.

I5 MR. NEWCJi: You understand the.t both the.

16 Applicant and the Staff have exi: licitly stated that thermal

' stratification will not be a phunomenon in the Allens Creek17

18 lake?
.

19
' ''

MR. SCOTT: 'That's a wrong statement.
20 MR. N3:04M1: Ncw all we have to know is ' shy.

21 you believe that's wrong. Some documentation, some ratic7al

22 basis.

23 !G. SCOTT. All the lakas ir. nhe ame a::aa that

24 this ona is going to be located that I've lookId at exhibit
?5 that phonorunon. That in a sufficient basis to raise the '

:'"8 130
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Iwrb/agbit question as to whether or not this one is.

I've read clearly all the evidence you all
3 presented and you mado the - how do you normally describe it

O - the held statement thee te didn e exise.
4

5 MR.,SOHINKI: Mr. Scott, do you know of one lake

6 that is as shallow as the Allen's Creek cooling lake that
,

7 exhibits tharmal stratification?
8

MR. SCOTT: Well you have to understand that

9 nearly all lakes so from zero depth to a certain maximum depth.,

10 It's not relevant to talk about the depth at a pa'rticiar
II point'.' The important point is to know the depth at the point
12 the measurements were made at.

13 MR. LINENBERGER: It would be helpful to the Board ,

'~ ~

14 Mr. Scott, if you could answer Staff Counser's question.

15{ MR. SCOTT: Well I think that answer is at this
i16 ' point we have shown thermat stratification, dissolved oxygen

' problems at a depth of only less than two meters. That's
17

18 roughty six foot. -
,

.

19 MR. LINENBERGER: The lake at its deepest part

20 was only two meters deep?
.

'21 i MR. SCOTT: No, no, I'm not saying that. I don't

22 ; know how deep t5e lake was at its deepest point.
i

23 ,
-

MR. LIMENBERGER: All right. Weil it would

24 help the Board if you could answer Staff Counsel's question.
'

25
.

- MR. SCOTT: I think the answer would be yes, that ,

h
-
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Iwrb/agb9 these lakea at the point these measurements were made exhibited

2 that phenomenon at a more shallow depth.

3
MR.[SOHINKI

You see the problem with that,

Q 4 Mr. Scott, is th'at the three examples you cited in your

5 contention: the Blue Hills Reservoir is 67 feet deep, Laka

6 Livingston is 71 feet deep, Lake Conroe is 69 feet deep,

*
7 the Allens Creek cooling lake at.its maximum ic 18 feet deep.

~ '

Now I'd li:ce to kncw whether you know of any lake8

'

S that is simila'r to the Allens Creek lake in depth that
,

*to exhibits thermal stratification. If not, I see no basis for

11 your contention.

'

12 MR. SCO?2: That argument can't be used to keep

13 out a contention. I don't have to prove my case today, that's

~

14 the whole point. I can't go around masuring all the lakes

15 and, in fact, an Intervenor can t be requirad to come up witht

.

16 that kind of data at this point.

17 MR. SOHINCI You era using as a basis ----
.

~

18. MR. SCOTT: Maybe this will answer your question.
~

19 MR. SO3INKI I doubt it, but go ahead.

20 MR. SCOTT: I think it will.
.

21 I den *t have the title of this document with me,
,

22 but it's a book out of the Houston - the University of
,

2 Houston library tal' 17g abcut the interaction of temperature
i

24 ud aq ntic life, the the:=nal characteristien c,f lake.3, the

25 carrying capacities, whatever that magic biological tore. is
r

w

'
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.

wrb/agb10 to describe fisheries, it's one of those books.

[ On page 78 it describes what - I'm fully aware

3 -

what you're trying to get to, namely, wind-induced mixing'
O < -

_ stratification forms and with the less dense water remaining
5 -

on the surface, since the wind-induced mixing forces are
6 sufficient to circulate water only in the upper few meters,
7 ' the lake is characterized by three distinct zones.

.

.

8 '

,~ s ,. Surface zone: the surface zone is relatively

9 warm and extends vertically over only a small portion of the-

10 -

total depth of the lake or pond. The second zene is a

11 thernocline, characterized by rapidly dropping temperatures
12 with increasing depth.
U

} That's the boundary zone. And then it goes on.
._

14
The point is the Applicant and the Staff have

15 tried to argue that because this lake is relatively"shallov
*

16 comparad to some other lakes, that wind will cause mixing
17 to depths of si.x r.eters.

18 ' I've made a lot more showing than they have,

19 -that it won't extend that deep. So, you know, I have raised

20 a sufficient point to put this question in controversy to be,

21 ' decided later..

22 CHAIREN WOLPE: All right.

23 We'll have a 13 min.ite recess.
'

24 (Recess.)
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J

2C WRB/wblI CHAZRMAN WOLFE A11 right, Mr. Scott.

[ .7.385 2 MR. SCOTT: I'd like to make just one further

3 comment on the .'.ake ta:nparature problems. Preple can properly

C 4 .33ect if ie ia not .11 that reve1sne. sue 3asica11y I have

5 -- notes here of a meeting betwasn EPA and the applicant and

6 NRC officials concerning this problem.

7 The statement is made,
.

8 "Due to lack of funds the lake will
9 be surveyed only at eight-year intervals.".

10 My understanding of " survey" meaniag survey to

11 see how the fish population is doing in its mix of various

12 species of fish, and whatever.

13 I'd say that that irs not a terribly adequate
__

14 program to see uhether or not myself or applicant is correct

15 in our analysis of what's going to happen to the fish.
,

16 I think the point is, we had botter decide now

17 and get 6: done correctly instead of havir.g te wait eight

18 years to check to see.
.

19 CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right.

2c DR. CEEATUM: Mr. Scott, befora yea go on to your.

21 next contention., are you f'mi14 'r with the studies stich

22 have baan mado by the applicant 3 on the behavi3r of the

23 projected A11erus Cree:< ecoling lake in respena a to tm.p 3ra-

y ture, vind action, and ths flow of vater t.irouJh the plant

25 back ird.o the lake, consid.oring its depth, coruidering ;

.
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I
WRB/wb2 1 ; temperatures throughout the year, and the conclusions of

2 that study which indicated that there would be a top-to-bottoms

V /

7 =4v4my almost continually through that lake. S. far as '

Q 4 temperature is concerned there would be no stratificaclon,

5 and so far as oxygen is concerned-the dissolved o:cygeni

! %

! obviously uould be also mixed thoroughly froq' top to bottom.6
1 |

7 i Now are you familiar with those studies?
!

8f MR. SCOTT I have read, I asaume it is those
'

9 studies. I have read essentially the things you've said, yes.
.

10 I can't r - he whara I read them.

31 DR. CHEATUM: All right.

12. Now you have not indicated to this Board the

gy inadaquacies,wherein those studies were inadequate as a basis,

N
. ,,f, .y4 for arriving at the conclusion that there would be no signifi-

j3 cant. stratification in temperature or oxygen forsd.ng in that
.

16 lake.

17 > 'MR. SCOTT: I'm not sure ve're talking about the

18 same studies. But the reading I did essentially said those
.

39 same things.. They gavo no basia for the claim that you would

20 have the uniform n4 * g of temperature and.4issolved czygen
.

,,, , .. -

21 other than to say it was a long, low, wide, flat lake, and

22 that there would be sufficient mixing due to the vind, the

3 friction of the vizid on the surface of the lake. That's kind

g! of a bald statemant. They didn't make any references, thera

25 was no proof, no computer calculations or anything.
.

9
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WRB/wb3 1 liR. II3WMAN: Mr. Chairman, ' that's a downright

2 micropresentation of the record. The Environmental Supple-

3~ ment, pt.ga SH-129 discusses the vertical stratification

C; 4 phenomenon, references the modal used to analyze it, and

3 a study a:3 well with respect t:o trnnaient cooling pond

'6 ' behavior. All of it is in tha Environmental Repsrt Supple-

7 ment at that paga.

.

e' I wouldn't want tha Board to 1;e mitled on the

.

s record.
.

10 HR. SCOTT: I don't have that docuttent in front

11 of me. I don't know .that that's what I was reading. I think

1; it munt have been.

13 DR. CHEATUM: In other words, you'ra not prepared
''

at this tims to present a challenge to thosa findings?y,
g

i I

15 MR. SCOTT: I alraady have proaanted a chr.11enge. ,)
.

!
16 MR. IIEEtAN: Mr. Chairman, I would also like the

17 record to reflect that this is not anything that I'm pulling

;g out at the last moment. We informed Mr. Scott of theca facts
.

39 together with the referances on September 28th. So this is

;,e nothing that, you know, that we have sprung on him during the
.

gg j cource of this prehearing conforance. I believe it's the

a cecord tir.e we've argued it.

!'
3; MR. SCOTT: Septs:nbe:: 28th of what year? j

ji ;

y M R . II I C G N .: 1979. !1

fr

25 Have y u road our response to your :ontention, to
,
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U d Ull U lll LLWRB/wb4 I your AA57 <

2 MR. SCOTT Yes.

3 MR. NEWHAN: Well you'll find the reference there.

O 4 MR scors= ^= x eaid, z tai =k z've 1 reedy

5 rebutted or raised a sufficient basis to put that point it
G dispute.

7 CHAIR!BN WOTEE: All right. Continue with your
.

~8 next contention, then, Mr. Scott.

9 MR.' SCOTT That would be Contention, I call it.

TO No. 1. I think you may call it Additional Contention 1. It

11 relates to adequacy of the Environmental Impact State =ent,

12 in particular, I guess, to the Final Environmental Statament,

13 including its final supplements.
-

14 I think- I don't want 'anyone to infer from what

15 I'm going to say that I'm not lending heavy weight to this

16 Contention Zio. 1. Because, in fact, I believe it is probably

T7 the best ar.d most important contention that I've raised in

the whole proceeding. But r.a.lsd'think that the. contention as
~

gg
_ . , _ ,

.

gg written pretty much explains itself, the contantion as wrf.tten

20 prett'f much explains itself.
,

,

21 CHAIRMAN WOLPE: All right. Then do you want to

22 proceed, then, directly to -

.23 M. SCOTT: I muld like to add a few coments.
,g For example, unless there is some indicatica I should, I don't.

25 want to read into the record all these cases I made reference ,

'''8 137
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WPD/wb5 I to. I'm assuming you will read those. And that sort of thing.

2 This contention really, the first part of, the

3 segmented environmental impact statement part, boils down to

4 this phenomanon of making a study assuming there's going to

5 be one unit and studying to some degree those effects. And-

'6 yet it's addtted - if sceneone disputes tha:, I'll prova

7 it - that this lake is designed, af ter it has been ehrunk

*
8 in size, for two units, at 1 mast two units, noe one.

9
.

So wu have the probles, here of, you know, not

10 looking at reality. We're claining that there is only - this

11 environ:aontal innact statement only has to consider one unit

12 for some purposes, but for other purposes we'rs letting it

m 13 speak fcrtwo units, and, in reality, considerlag the ease

14 in changing the size of that lake,to handle ' cur units inscead

15 of two, nataely by just thL'cing a slight extenaion on one side

;5 and braahing acna other :::crriers that are built in t'rs lake,

17 making it carab1'; of handling four units. And I thirac the

is cases that I have listed there indicate when t.iere is
'

19 expected ito be a particular plan of development the !:otal
~

20 plan has to be considered. You cannot segmeat it up,
.

21 Some of these cases relate to auch thingy as

22 the Intaratate Eighuay Progran and studying ef 2ects ecly con

23 cert * segments of tha highway. and thing.3 1:.ke th.t.

24 That's just not allcwed.

~

25 I would thinic that there is corne-- In codeathg ,
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WRB/wb6 1 the point it really comes down to a matter of reasor.-bleress

2 in all these cases. There is some question in my mind
G

3 whether I can win in the Appeals Court on forcing you to

4 * ""***' '"" " ''"*" ' ' "" ""**"- ""* ' "''* * * ' " "-.O
5 sider the effects of two, certainly, since you know the lake

6 is designed for two. It's taking - it's destroying farm-

7 land because it's big eacugh to handle two units. You know,

8 if you're only talking about one unit,' if you're only going,

g to build one unit, then you hava to design for one unit.

' Otherwise the environmantal impact statement, the alternativeto

11 ways of doing things are just not properly considered.

12 I guess just to show that I'm not the only person

13 that has thought of this pha w nan, at the back of the
3

14 Final Supplement to the Final Environmental Sta+amant are a

15 couple of letters from the U.S. Department of Interior,
'

page S.E-3. They make the statament,16
,

"Although only one 1200 Mw unit isg

proposed for the power plant, the cooling lakeg

19 described is designed to handle twice the proposed-

-

20 plant capacity. The feasibility of a smallor,

:n dified impoundment should therefore be-

21

""- "''
300R ORBINA_

22

It hasn't been.g

MR. SCHRIKI: That has nothin to do with yourg

contention, Mr. Scott. Your contention is that it'e a legalg
i

.

9
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WRD/wb7 I requirem nt to discuss two units in the Envirenmental Impact

2 Stater.ent. That letter has nothing to do with that point.g
L

3 MR. SCOTT. I believe it does.

4 On page S.E-3, in the second letter, the U.S.

5 Depart = ant of Intericr nakes the com ent that,

6 "Although the applicant has prepared

7 an enviror:n.ntal asseesuent for one 1230 Mw unit

? thoro are :trong indications that the site can,..

9 and will be used for another 1200 civ unit with
.

10 little modification of the proposed facilities.

11 The extent of the project develcpment is an import-

12 ant consideration in assessing cumulative effecta

13 on fish and wildt.ife resources. We beliave the

14 applicant should either provide the additional
!

3i . cata needed to evaluate a two-unit power statica
.

16 ' or redesign the cooling pand to accouac.ane tha
i

i

17 cooling requiremunts of one 1200 Mw unit."

1s I think that, leastvays, is one of the things

19 that has gone wrong by 8. lowing this Environmantal Im:act-

2: Statensnt to be segmented. This is additional support, in

'

my view; unless 3ctecne di. agrees.2g

22 CH;IM!AN WOIEE. An'f other atatemento?
i

I13 : (Nc response)

2.; . All right. .

!

25| MP. SCOTT: Part 2 of that sama ecntentian relates.
; '

:
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WRB/wb8 1 r_o "c scPIRG's cinim that alto rnat. es o iciently
'

2 considered in the Environmental Impact Statement. And
'

3 essentlally the staff has agreed to that to the extent that --

O :4 ooe on1y the steff, une the Nac has, we.ve had ehe se,hrook
.\ . i. -

5 decisi.cn that tr.s-caused - J.t1a -not 'the ' original prior law

0 that indicated that, but the Seabrook decision Ims caused the

7 staff to do a further alternative site analysis. That analysi. :,

0 | 1s scill not in any inpact statement that I've seen. Still,
*

.

co far as I krlm, it has not ba2n given any agency ccament9

to and review, all of which is required.

I1 I've heard rumors that while I was gono that

12 somebody had made tha statement that there was going to be

.-[[ another supplement to the Environmental Impact Statement that'
-

'

14 is going to do those things, namely, get agency comment and

15 reviw.
.

16 I'm glad to haar that. Dut it doocn' t eliminate

;17 my contention or my concerns. It helps to allaviate them.
'

,

ga It does solve semo of those problems.

j dr, Basically, Section 102(2) (c) of NEPA requires that
'

20 a detailed statement on alterna-ives sufficinnt to permit
.

21 a reasoned choice of alternativas, so far as cavironmantal

22 aspects are concerned, is required as part of the Environ-

23 =cnt21 Impact State: cat. '

;g Soccndly, Section 102(2) (E) of the National
.

25 Environmental Policy Act states - you know, this is laws it's
,

'
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'.fRD/wbC 1 not even a regulntions

2 "An ngancy must study, develop and
'~

3 dascribe approprin' o alternatives.".

4 It goes on to--

5 MR. NEM4AN: Mr. Chair: nan, I think this is truly

C8 6 a digressioa~1nto purely apeculativo matters.

7 Mr. Scott's contention, TexPIRG's-:entention,

8 relates to tie question of tthether or not, in e raluadng
.

9 alternative siten, the staff took account of tTe poasibility
-

to of a core meltdmin. The other portion of hie. :entention

11 relates to a barga sito.

12 I seu no reason to have a general discuacion

13 about the proper scope of an alternative study unde !!BPA.
m

y We hava a particularized concention to which particularized

15 aaswers have bean given. And I thought his pu pose in appear--

'

16 ing traa to answer our ebjestions.

37 MR. SCOTT: I'1.1 be glad to do thst.

18 The answer is: Applicent's attornay haa nisread

39 my contantion. My contention is described in che f.Lrat,

20 sentenca,

-

21 Altornatives to the propoas1 action

22 have not hwan properly nor sufficiently lascrib3d

23 na required by N52A and its associated court

21 : facieions."

And than I go on to deccribe, as a basis, tiro of the Wings,,

to

I

i
.
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WRB/wb10 I that are not concidered. I've not limited my contention ly
2 giving part of tha basis for it.

U
3 MR. SOHINKI I beg to differ, Mr. Chairr;.tn. I

4 this when Mr. Scott uses the wcrds "in particular" that
5 we're entitled to assumo that those are tho aspects which he
e deans to have been inadequately discuss 2d in the ZIS, and

7 only those.

8 It doasn't say "for exanple," it says "in.

9 particular." *

.

to And uhile the staff does have a supplement to

11 the Final Enviren= ental Statement coming out with regard to

12 alternative siten, I can assure Mr. Scott that it will not
13 :entain any analysis of a comparison of core molt consequancesx

l'4 among those alternative sites,
,,

13 MR. SCOTT: It may still be defective.
.

16 Well I stand on what I said. L" hat contention is
'

17 written as a genoralized contention, one that is quito

to regulatory accepted in essentially those wcrds in NRC

FJ ' proceedings..

20 This afternoon it wocid be difficuit 'for .w. to go
.

21 run up all of the NRC instances where I found dat contention

22 ., listed. It's scother one of these lawyerly genes that is

23 sregularly playsd. It's being played again hera.
-

24 MR. SOHINZI It seems to me, M:: . 3dott, -|.;u'rs
, . . _ .

If the one who's playing the game. I think I'm entitled to rely
o

|
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,

ble,iwb Li on the plain Englich on the page. The plain English says-

% *in particular" these are the aspects of the alternative,

C L

0 |'! site analysis in which your concarn lies.
.

'
}

~l I don't t'11nh the staff thculd ha'is to keep

i [. tryir.g tc hit a xOving target. We'r3 presented with c.
.

h.
f 9 conte.nP.icn m1 the pr.g3 ind we're entitled to a asume tr.at

I
hat's your contentloa., ,

' ' ' C5MI3 TAN NO*SE: .ind I m'2st advis;o Mr. Scott,e
i

!

9' that this in do eray we rwad your contention, as we.'.1, as a
i

*

in partien~ ariation of th. ace three daficiencies.
I

i1 MR. ICOTT: I can' t haar you.

10. CHAIIMIJi WO.t2F: We read your contantion aa the

L; ! staff read your contention, that you had perticulariced what

N you des u:d to ba the deficiencit.s in the FESrIc no 2. ore, cc
q

li |' lacs.
|

|.

1; i MR. SCOTT: :: can' t say anything about that.

I:

g ij I' a scr.:y peocli interpruted it that way.
i

is I ma ntain thuc the first centsnee doaan't say --

es i CH72Iu!Jc! NCIEI;: We can read the Englich lang'.it.ge,

r noti. Avl vc ren it that way. And that':s the way sie're |

'

;, l Joing ta intarpr:a it, because hat' c the way ..t reads.
'

:)
. .! Ucw :our sfiorr. to expand it it no1 t:0 late.:

g

4

.: , c HR. ' CO M : 3311, I'a acrry that;e thE rs.sw you're

g 1 Pf. g , bnca.sc you h.#r, that to_W. ; to and t, I n.t..lg baJos,
*

!!

It scua bancs that r.rn given fer a contention, ha used t o linitt
., e

' ~ I,
s

l'
'l ,

t4 , e
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WR3/wbl2 I ':he scope of that contention when in fact you know that

2 '

point is not supposed to be reached until all the bases
,

s.
3 are to be presen':ed even later.

C 4 CHAIRMAN IDLFE You may give the basis for your

3 contention, . cut what we're telling you is you may give ad-

0
53 ditiona.. bauss, but as we road your contention it was parti-

*/ cule. rind as to ihsse three deficiencies in tha FES.
,

'l ( MR. ECOTT Oh, you' re- I think wa're talking,

9 shout two separate things.
i
-.

10 CHAIINAN WOLFE: I don't know.

I1 MR. SCOTT: You talk about three. You talk about

la the fact that I have listed Pointa 1, 2 and 3, m m ing 1

13 being segmontation, 2 alternatives, and 3 relegation of,.

1A sturV.es to later times. To that extent I'm willing to agree

it that that's the three points I'm using to e.sselt tho
o.

IC Envirczriental Inpact Statement is insufficient.

17 Dut on tha altarnatives questien, that waa meant
i

p) | as all alternatives, not just those two.

|
!9 j CHAIMAN WOIEE: No, it doesn't say that. You.

ao said "la particular," and then you listadtr.dar your subpart 2- -

f You s i.1 "In particular, the PES does not sufficiantly con-
'

2;

py, | sider a ternative sites, effecta on the people in the Houston
i

'

srea, th3 ccre Init, ecc., nor alternative waye to transportr.,

d the are.mura vos.;el, period."2

2c MR. SCOTT Ifell, eran interpreted that way--

i ./
,

I .

n

.! . , , 8 1 b,.

. .
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WRB/wbl3 I CHAIRMAN WOIEI:s All right. You must interpret
'

2 it that wcy, because t%t's the way it's written, .and that* s
s

3 the way the Board has read it. Andpu're not being fair to

O 4 '' *a 93 * " "' "*** * ""*"*"""*7"'="*"*"*"'*"S""*

5 contention when you proceed to expand the scopa of the

S contention. You have limited it to those three segments,
I
i

7 or three particulars. t

i

3 Nsw address yourself to staff's comnents or to !,

|
9 applicant's comments on your contention. j

to ! MR. SCOTT Well, Mr. Chairman---
'

11 CHAIRMAN WOME: Look, Mr. Scott, I don't want to j
i

|12 have to argue with you. I've told you how we want you to
|

13 Prcceed. Now proceed.
' T

14 MR. SCOTT: I'm trying to under:.tand.
,

i

15 TdAIRMAN NOME: I don't think that I'm confusing |
!.

.

16 anything at all. I'm being very diract in what I've asked

g you to do, hcv we understand the contention. I don't think

18 there's any room for argument on that at all.

jg MR. SCOTT: You keep mentioning the word "three,",

to and I don't see three descriptions, three bases given under-
!

'

. , , i necth the .uternatives cection. So I'm assuming when you '

-,

f

ni say "three" you're talking about the three big groupings
|

1
i

I that I hcyo-- '
.mw p

1 ;

4 s

22. LIMEN 223G3R: Mr. Scott, c::cuse me. 32t you |,,,

'
d seem te have a centinuing confusion despite the Chairman's

1

.

h '" 8 146
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i WEB /wbl4 1 explanation.

) 2 Let me have a go at it.
v

3 The three things that are being referred to reside
t

Q 4 in the second paragraph of your Contention A1, and, more

5 particularly, in the second sentence of that paragraph in
G, which you scy,

7 "In partiuclar, the F2S dcca sot auffic-

3 iently consider..." And then you list three,

9 things.

.

to That's where the three ares altarnative sites,

11 as the Chairman read; effects on the people of Houston, as,

12 the Chairman read, ways to transport the pressure vessel
'

13 reactor, as the Chairman read. Thoso are the throe things.

ja MR. SCOTT: Ckay.

33 MR. LIJENBERGER: You particularized thces. They
|

*

1G $ are not bases, those are the thrae ' ways in pernicular you
!

17 said tho FES is deficient. That is the context in which we

18 interproted your contention, and that's the en'y way we'rs

39 going to interpret it.

20| For you to defend it in any other centext is
i
!

-

21 not h31 ping us or you,

n, MR. |3COTT: Okay. You're right about that. I

23 thought I had 1 Lated only two things, that someone cl a hed

nentioned two. And so when you aentioned taree I therght the2,
I

(
25 other three was what you were talking about. Okay.

1

.
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WRB/wbl5 1 I'm sorry about thst interpretation, but it

(' Z doesn't really restrict the cc-ntention as a whole, because any

; 3' one of those three as a basis would be sufficient.

O "^2"*"' " ^'" : ^'" ' " =""*"* " "- " *" ****-

5 for the record?

g MR. SCOTT: For tLa rscord.

7- mMM WOLFE All right.

a MR. SCOTT: In particular, without limiting :nyself,

9 to what I say this time--

'

10 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: May I have that'agaTn?

37 MR. SCOTT: "In particular," I started off tha

12 sentence with "in particular," and because you interpreted
'

13 "in particular" up there, mamniN I can't expand'it, I was

g just going to say that I want to be able to expadd what I

n s gohg to say.
15

.

16 In Particular, talking about some of the responses

;7 applicant or staff, one, has said, that this contention is

18 asking that the same level of detail'of studying alternative

sites be applied to each of the alternative sites as was. 39

20 appliad to the applicant's propcsed site. I didn't say that.

I don't require that. I don't demand that. I just demand
*

21

g that increased, considerably more detail has to be shown

in the Environmental Impact Statement than is shown. In23

fact that has alraady been admitted to by the fact that the24,

( staff has in fact done additional studies since the EIS wasg,

to fla I

-,.g ;4g
1

- -
- ~



WRB/wbl6 I written.
.

2 I'm also not saying, as someone claimed, that

'
3 Class IX accidents had to be considered. I claim that, you

4 know, a Class IX accident is an accident that in reality is

5 not going to happens the occurrsace of that would be so rare

6 cs to not need to be considered.

7 My descriptien of core melt and steam explosions

8 does not refer to Class IX accidents. I maintain that those
.

9 are not Class IX accidents, that those are accidents that

to reasonably can be expected to occur. There han been many

11 studies of those type of accidenca, and sona studies af the

12 consequences of those type of things.

--
13 And if it couldn't have happened nobody would have

. . ,

1 -

14 been able to dream up or foresna that it might happen.

15 You know, there are physical principles that would allow

16 that to happen. And during the Thres Mile Island accident

17 I saw, and I think the general public saw, people around me

to have explained to me that they saw in the actions of

Mr. Denton and some of the later released conversations of19 -
,

20 the Nuclear Regulatory Cor:missioners them.>elvss, they were

21 afraid it was going to happen at Three Mile Island. And they'

22 can't be afraid of something thc.t's not going to happen.

23 On that point, we dt.n't have to wait for the

u Sinclear Regulatery Cotatior: ion ner Congessa nor anyone else

( ts define what a Class IC accident is and uhether or not that' s25
I

'
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WRB/wb17 1 going to change. You know, as new information becomes
,

2 available that is factored in to decide what has got a

a reasonable probability of happening. You don't have to wait

4 for a rulemaking to decide that.C;
8.150 5 Ckay.

6 Goiniy on to the third part of that contantion

7 which relates to the phenomenon of relegating difficult parts

8 ,of the Environmental Impact statement to further study, once
. .

9 again I think as written it explains itself.

I-

to Once again, I'm not limiting my interpretation,

gg od what that was meant to be. You know, the contention is
,

12 in the 'firstihence. The bases given later_on are not

13 meant to limit that contention.
G

14 The basis is essentially, as listed, court

dec5.sions, court decisions. It specified in particular3
.

16 cases further study had to be done and that it had to be in-

.

'

;7 the Environmental Impact Statement, you couldn't relegate it

a uture.
, f8

'g In particular, Environmental Defense Fund versusj
,

20 Corps of Engineers at 492 Fed. 2d 1123, page 1130. The

state:: tent is made,.

21

22 "The environmental impact statement
,

must be a self-contained document and must stand23

the test alone."g

3 That is also stated at page 728 of the;

r

_ . _ _
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WP3/vb13 1 Environmental Law of Mr. Rogers.

2 Other cases: Natural Resources Defense Council
\'

3 versus Itorton, 458 Fed 2d. 827, states that

4 "Later argument cannot sttisfy
'

5 an initially defective EIS."

6 Grcone County versus Federal Pcwer Commiscion at

7 455 Fod 2d. _412, states, -~

~ ~~~

8 "The testimeny of staff cannet satinfy.

9 that requiramont." -

10 NRDC versus Morton, 337 Fed Sup. 170 states that,
-

g "Later supplements to the en"ironmental

12 impLct statement crnnat satisfy ZGPA. "
,

I

g And, of course, the lasdt one is the one that
'O

y is directly applicable to- apparently the anncuncement

3j ' was nado yesterday. That's why I say even if in the num

t ta-

16 y s we'n got an EIS, until it is bound up in one unit

17 passed around to the agencies for comment cnd-reviewan

s an na o ed Me W .18

.: . I t! ink you undurstand the reasoning for that:, 79,

that is, tho environmental impact statement is a pinnning20

document..

g This is not some artificial process that wa go

through to comply with some law; this is r.culething that in

23 3UPPosed to ha used to make sure the envire.2:ler.tal inoact

of any project ic as sr.all as possible. Ant you can't. do that

( by using studies to justify what has already been decided.
I

'''8 151
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WRB/wbl9 1 Further, in Brooks versus Volpe, 350 Fed Sup. 269

2 it is stated that,

()
3 "The detailed study required by

4' 'Section 102(2)C cf HEPA must flow frcm research."

5' And in particular, someone asked, Kell what studie r.

S' needed further study? --you know, what aspects of the

7 onvironnental imoact statement needed further study? And I

8 draw your attention to statements at page -- we're talking,

9 now about the Final Supplement to the Final Environmental

'

10 Impact Statement, page S.5-13. The staff cays,

11 " Gas bubble disease , effects are not

12 sufficiently understood to make a decisic.n."

3
13 MR. NEWHAN: Sir, what were you reading

'T .

1.4 from? I missed that. Do you have the page numbeer for that?

15 MR. SCOTT: Yes. Page S.5-13.
.

IG- MR. NEWMAN: Thank you.

;f MR. SCOTT: Do you want to see the exact words?

, gg.
~

MR. NENMAN: I can find it.

MR. SCUTT: Okay.19.

2ry. A short version of that.is that the staff says

21 the effects of gas bubble disease is not sufficiently under--

g stood at this facility.

?3 At page S.5-16 the came statement is made as to

34 the chlorine discharge effecta.

25 At page S.5-20 a similm" statement is mado con-
1

'

^ '" 8 15 2
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WRB/wb20 1 cerning heavy metals.

2 At paga S.5-12, temperature effacts it says have

3 not been adequato addrescad.

O 4 At page S.8-13, effects of cousarvation. It says,
b

5 " Insufficient information is known.'"

6 I'm not limiting myself to those. That's things

7 I foundin loss stan five minutes without--

8 .MR. NEWMAN: Is it my understanding of your--
.

9 Strite that. '

.

,

-

jo Are ve to understand from your posi. tion that

11 before a project can proceed every envirentcantal detail in

12 respect to every economic -- every environmental impact must

g be discussed and resolfad?
q

14 MR. SCOTT: No, I'm not saying that. I don't

think that would be reasonable. ~

15

~

MR. NEWIM Beg pardon?16

MR. SCOTT: I'm not saying that. I don't think37

that would be reaconable18

. : a's a M e of reason, den;19-.

right?20

MR. 3COTT: Absolutely.-

21

MR. HEM 1AN: I guess the question is whether or22

not when you leave three or four spots opa.L, or a dor.eng

spots open, whet you talk about three or 3 cur .apacts in ag

ten-year construction project, your question in whether or not.i
g

I

'* 8 153 -
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WRB/wb21 1 it's reasonable for some of those to lay over for a while;

2 is that it? _Are you suggesting this is unusual, that this

'

3 is something that HEPA doesn't contemplate?

330 4 What is your prtilem?

5 MR. SCOTT: I'm saying this enifironmantal impact

5 ntatement-- I don't think NEPA goes to this. But the

7 Environmental Report that you submitted to the NRC, while

8 I don't think that's covered by NEPA, requires much more
.

g tdetail, more information, many more answers than you have

go given. And I'm not going to fall into the trap of agreeing-

gg to your first statement by saying everything has to be

12 finally detersined such that there's'absolutsly no contro-

g3 versy. That would be unreasonable. There is no liuit to the
s

14 knowledge that can be gained. .

15 As I think 1 clear way of illuctrating the point

'

16 I'm trying to =ake, scmething on the order of four or five

17 pages are in this environmental impact - comething of the

gg order of t: tenty or thirty pages, counting e.11 the charts,

gg and only a page or two, not counting graphs and charta,,

20 relate to the temperature offacts of this nuclear power plant

on the vatars of the U.S.-

21

22 In contradistinction to that, I just got through

23 s of an whomenhl Wact a6 tent relaWma

21 to the nuclear Pow:r plant in upstate New York, and they had

25 cg e e c. W m s on jus at poM. And dat'

I
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WRD/wb22 1 should give you an illustration of what can be done, and I

2 think should be done, and I'm confident is required or t ey

3 wouldn't have dono it up there.

4 HR. SOHINKI: Mr. Scott, are yt:rs saying che

5 environmental impacts of one project are tha same as dio

6 onvironmantal imi. acts of another project and, therefo c,- ase

7 much detail has to be discusced on every aspect of every

3 Project in the same degree?
*

.

MR.. SCOTT: No, I wouldn't say that.g

10 MR. SO3INKI: That was the impl'. cation of your
-

last statament.y;

MR. SCOTT: Well it wasn't meani to be. The12

g state:nent was that they have to do much mors than they have
7

done. In fact I have looked at-- And by "they" I don'tg

mean any of us te get personal as to individuala, but I haveg

looked at a lot of w h m en M hpact s M u nta on n u l m
-

jg

power plants, and I so far haven't found one ar lacking asg

this one that was produced in the time frame like within the
18

last five years. Not ths.t thickness is a total measusto ofgg,

the depth of one these things. And, in fact, that's one ofg

::rf complaints: people get drcwned widt words in a lot of- '

these things. But it's e.lso cne of the thianost ones I've
i

i ever soun.
23 }

MR. FCHIl1KI: That'n exactly uhy ycu have the

r opportunity to rr.ise cor.Sentions allaging inndequacies

I

,
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WRb/wb23 I in the analysis, Mr. Scott. And to' the extant you can do

2: that, supply the basis for your al' legations, this Bo ud will
V

3
| consider those allegations.

4' MR. SCOTT: Exactly. And I think you've hit upon

3' the reason for the phenomenon I've just been discussing.

F Texas hIas historically had very E W environmental-

7 ists, and the few we've had wereznt willing to, or not

B '- able to contest thase thirgs. Whereas- in New York,
.

1
9''el California, and so:ne other places I know, they've had a long

.

history of these things being contested. And the staff10-

11- takes care of their expected contentions to be raised
-

.h'L ..12 I later.
. . .

- -g.,

,
. . . . --,

13.<' CHAIRMAN WOME: I must say at this point the
'y.,._ J '

14 Board is not particularly persuaded by what's being said in

.15 oral argument.
.

16. MR. SCOTT: I agree.

17 CHAIRMAN WOISE: If anybody wants to go ont and

78 playPLng-pong they may, but not here.

19 Let's get down and get to the discussion argument*

20 directed to the objections, and stop this.

~

?.1 MR. 3COTT: All right.

22 CHAIRMAN WOIES: All right, Mr. Scott.
I

I2;t MR. SCOTT: Okay.

4 I think that covers Contention No. 1.2

25 The next contention is Contention No. 4, relating
1

,.9 35(
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WRB/wb24 I, to the use of once-through cooling at this facility. And
Ii

' 2' there's another contention here that's somewhat related,
3

u. '
3

; ; but I guess I won't try to combine the two. ~

4 Essentially this contention, as written, becomes'

5f a legal question. And the legal question ecsentially is

|
c! whether or not Section 316 of the Federal Cleaa Water Act

7 would allow a once-through cooling system at Allens Creek

a that has been designated not a cooling pond but_a ecoling lake, t .

; _ .--
-

9 And I think you probably understand the important distinction
'

to there; namely, if it's a cooling lake we've got to worry

11 about the effacts upon the little fishies. And the question

12 is whether or not, with this heat being discharged, it will

13 affect the protection and propagation of the balanced
J

14 indigenous population of shellfish, fish and wildlife en

15 that body of water.

. '!i..

, - 16 ' I understand the argum mt is that: Well I'm sorry,
. . . . -

17 Iir. Scott, but that's not our problem, that's EPAss problem,

t$ hey've already given the permit.18

19 Well, I disagree, for two major reasons: No. 1,.

20 ; N2C is the lead agency for this environmental impact state-
!

~

2: ment, co they, and only they, are responsible for the environ-

22 . mental impact statement, so that they have to consider the
i

23 [i offects, they have to decido uhsuhcr or not the requiremanto

a of Section 316 are going to be act. They may not have to

25 talk in terms of saying it's Section 316 of the Federal Clean
#

.. . .-

*
,n a
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WRB/wb25 1 Water Act, but they hava to decido whatner or not it's going
2 to affect the protection and propagation of fish. And, if

,

3 anything, they have admittsd that it willi And I say, Well,
~

4 so what?
,

EPk has alraady issuad a parmit. And I would say
5

6 that if you look on page 14 of 14 of that permit uhe EPA

7 issued, Parmit Mc. T:: 005 014, at the very last of that6

8 parmit, at the bottom Of page 14 of 14, under "Other,

9 requirenents" in the following statement
'

to "As a provision of this rermit the
11 applicant is subject to tha requirements of

12 Public Law 92-500, Section 316 (b),"

13 which says, Okay, we've given you a permit,m
.

but you still

14 have to ahow that the heat dischcrged into this facility will

15 not affect the protection and propagation cf the balanced

16 indigenous population of shellfish, fish and wildlife in and

17 on that body of stater.

18 So the issue is not dead. It has to be considered
'

ig in the 2nvironmental Impact Statament.,

20 CHAIN WOLF 3: Consider M by whom7
*

21 !!R. CCOTT: "he Nuclear Ragulatory Commincion,.

22 the :lRC.

g CHAI2 MAN WIFE: Is that what 11. ca7s in the

24 permit?

25 MR. SCOTT: No. The permit says that the it_ke --
I

'" 3 158
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WRB/wb26 1 the pernit is subjsct to the requirements of that section of

2 the Claan Water Act. In other words, it is not - they have
,

3 not approved it as to that point yet, it's still an open
4 question.

5 MR. COPELAND: That's just wrong, Mr. Scott.

6 That is a completo mischaracterization of the permit.

7 MR. SCOTT: The words stand for themselves. I'll

8 let people decida that.
i

9 MR..COPELAND: What your allegation amounts to,

jo then, in that the permit is illegal and that the EPA has-

11 issued nn illegal parmit; is that correct?

12 HR. SCOTT: EPA is waiting for you-all to prove

g to them and the NRC that that can be met.m
pg Further, assuming that no contest can be made of

15 EPA'S Permit, and assuming EPA has finally decided the
'

*

16 eguestion of whether or not the provisions of Section 316(b)

37 have been mot, this agency still has, as part of its prepara-
ti n

18 f a sufficient environmental impact ctatevant, has to

;g consider whether or not - they have to consider all the,

dffects upcn health and welfare of the public and the
L

g. environment, and that part of tha effects en the environment.

,

have not been sufficiently considered.g

MR. ESWMAN: You're back now to your old argument,g

g which is about thu effect of thermal dischcrge, aind in some

cases it was chlorine, and so forth. All these things areg

r

.,.3)g -
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WRB/wb27 1 factored in by tha NRC staff when they write the environmenta L

2 statement.
(.

3 I can only construa what you're saying as a

{, 4 collateral attack on the 402 permit, becausa tha NRC has

5 fulfilled the NRC's rarponsibility as that responsibility was
G. delineated in the Seabrook proceeding.

7 MR. SOHINRI It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that

a Mr. Scott has really digressed from the crux of his conten--

'

9 tion, which is that, in the last sentence: to the extent
.

10 that EPAhss not set appropriate water quality limits; to
iIrotect fish, the NRC has to do it.;j

12 ~0hr r6sponse to thit is'dimpli: ~-lo % n't have

g the jurisdiction to do that. And I haven't hsard anything
T

v
g4 from Mr. Scott that would negate that. Per M ps ho should

'

. 15 review the Yellow Creek decision and then coma back and talk
'

to us.16

g MR. SCO?T They have just misconstrued my

contention.
18

*

gg MR. SOHINKI: I read it almosu rerbatim.

20 n. S : I wrote it, and I rud it, too. I
.

21 ertainly know what is in my mind.

g CHAIMaN WCLFEr If you're sati3fied with your

23 mma , Mr. S att, proceed to lesr next contention.

MR. ;''X3GE?h Mr. Chairman, Mr. Sx t has agreed

to allow me to intarrupt his presentation. Do I have the
r

.
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WRB/wb28 1 Board's permission?

2 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Yes. All right.,

k
3 MR. DOGGETT: This concerns the issue of my

4 adopting as bases for arguments those bases advanced by

5 certain other persons who are attempting to intervene.

6 I have discussed this with Staff Counsel Woodhead

7 and with Mr. Copeland, counsel for applicant, and I believe

i 8 we have reached a tentative agreement on this ustter which'

g will solve the problem that had coste up yesterday.
.
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2E wrb/agbl ' In lieu of Doggett "ontention 4 and Cumings

contention 1, thers will be a substitution of Baker contention L

3 -

and the argurants which he advanced in support of his contentio.t.

C ' That artpunanc is given on transcript pages 870 to 888.
5 '

On Cumings Contention 3 -
~

MR. COPELAND: Excuso me a minute, Mr. Doggett,

7 I want the Board to understand clearly what is going on here.
8* -

CHAIN WOLFE: Thank you. It would be most

9 ~

helpful.
-

.

ID
MRr'~db?ELTdD: Mr. Doggett is withdrawing his own

II Contention 4 and Ms. Cumings Contention 1 and adopting

12 Mr. Baker's Contention as his own and as Ms. Cumings', Baker
,

13
-

Contention 1 and, therefore, is adopting all of Mr. Baker's,

''
14 ' arguments in support of that contention.

'

15
I want the Board to know that I explained to

.

16
'

' Mr. Dcggett my own belief that Mr. Baker's contc.ntion has a

17 serious legal defect in it, and he said he was villing to ride
18 ' or fall with that contention as it's' written rather than his

.

19 own contention.
"20

So on that understanding, altacugh I think there
.

21 is some problem with shifting contentions back and forth

22 like this, I'm willing to overlook that problem with that

23 rapresencation..

I
* '

24 CHAITRAN MOLFE: Anything furthar, Mr. Doggett?

25 MR. COGGETT: On Cunings Contention 3, which is
,

.
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' ~

wrb/agb2 basically a concern about health effects through the liquid

() pathway, wa would like to adopt aa bases the ar a nts advancedv
3 - by Mr. Bishop on his Contention 12 where he disc.usses contami-'

4C nacion of - eenifer ehrough zahe seepage.
-

5 -

Cumings Cont'estion 3 is concerned with, as ia

6 i
Bishop Contention 12 are both concerned with possible :ontami-

'

nation through water wells. In' addition, Cumings Contantion 3
' 8 '

is concerned with contamination of the Bra =os niver, which
'
Bishop Contantio 12 is not concerned with. However, we vould

0 '

argue tihat the sare arguments which Mr. Bishop made on his
11 ''

contention 12 support Cumings contention 3 insofar as it

I '

concerns contamination of the Brazos River.
I3 It is my understanding that Applicant'does not
14 '

agree with that analysis. However, we simply make that -
i

15
'

; take that position and allow it to stand as it is.
I:

landenf1ws 16 t
-
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t Bishop Contention 12 is discussed on the transcript
2

) at pages 900 to page 1010.

3' HR. LINENBERGER: Well, Mr. Doggett, what you've

O 4 sust said indicaeae how you would aggly undcrgianines to the
5' part of Cumings Contention 3 that relates to 3razca River

6' contanination, as I understand it. '

7 But what do you propose with respart to the other
.

8 part of Cusings Contantion 3 relating to aquifer contamination,
9 or is that going to stand as is, or as was?

.

10 M2. CODEL'LND: I think that's bachiard, Dr.

I1 Linenberger.

12 MR. LIUENBERGEn Do I have it the wrong way?

T

13 MR. COPEIAND: As I understand it, what Mr. Doggett
~.)

14 vants to do -- that is, with respect to thr: part of H3
;
f

15 Cunings contention that speaks to contaminaticn of water
.

wells, he wishes to adept that portion of M: . Bishop'n16

17 argument cited at the transcript in support of uhat part of

18 her contention.
i

.

;tg The part of the contention related to seepage into

the Brazos River, he recognizes is unsupported by any20
'

21 argument nr.de by Mr. Bishop. But he is arguing that you can f
fn extrapolate from his argunants to support the rrresinder of i

;.,3 her contantion. (
i

3 Is that correct?

g MR. DOCGETT: That's basically correct.
,

.

|
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i MR. COPELAND: Of course. we would dicagree with

2 I' that.

3 MR. SOHINKI: As would the Staff.-

O c' ' ""- " ' " " 5'*** c "**"** " 2' ""*"" i"

i a discussion of alternative energy re3ources, included in
'

6' that discussion is a comparision of coa).varaus nuclear.

7 And Conn Contention 1 is a contantion cencorning coal versus
* 6 nuclear.

.

We would like to adopt as a bases for Doggett9

10 Contention 1 and Conn Contantion 1, the baces arguments nade

11 by Mr. Bishop on his Contention 14, which is also a coal

12 versus nuclear contention.

13 Bishop's discussion of his contention 14 begins

14 on trcnscript page 1018 and ends on page 1024

13 If there are no problems with that, I'll proceed
.

16 to the following one.

97 MR. COPELANO: I understand.

gg MR. DOGGETT Lommer Contention 1, Strellein
*

19 Contention 2 and Weaver Centention 3, demographic calculations
.,

20_ These are the same concerns that are expreuned by Mr. Bishop
.

21 in his Contentions 1, 2 and 3 And to the extent that these

22 items basically address the same issue, we would like to

23 adopt as bases for L e er Contaation 1, Streilein Contention

24 2 and Waavor Contention 3 the bases argu:nents advanced by

25 Mr. Bishop for his Contentions 1, 2 and 3.
l
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1 It's ny understanding that the Bishop contentions

2 1, 2 and 3 are actually being consolidated and treated as
Y'

3 one contention.

4 The discussion of Bishop Contention 1 is on pages

5 907 to page 918 of the trnnscript.

6 IIis discuuulon of his contention 2 is on pages

7 934 to 938 of tho transcript.

-

3 And his discussion of his contantion 3 is on
g pages 944 to 952 of the transcript.

.

10 In addition, on page 956 of the transcript there

11 is a discussion about the consolidation of his first three

12 contentions into one centention.

13 MR. SOHINKI: Which three contentions, now, were

14 you talking about? Lemmer Contantion 1 -

15 MR. DOGGETT Lemmer 1, Strellain 2 and Weaver 3
~

16 Nw, ifaaver, as I underJtand it, it w33 dGcided

77 yosterday, would be treated as only making a limited

18
Appearance. And I'm only throwing his contention in in

*

gg the avent that the Board might reconsider that decision.

20 MR. SOHINKIs Could we go off the record for a

minute?g

22 CHAIRMAN WOTE: r /.

g (Discussion off the record.)

*dAIMAN WOME: Back on the record.g

* * ' * 9"25
?.
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1 MR. DdGGETT I would like at this time t0

2- furnish the Board with my properly drawn notica of3(./
I

'

3j appearance.
'

h 4 C!! AIRMAN WOLFE: All right. You will filo the

5, necessary mtmber of copies, obviously, with the Doc!coting
i

g,j section in trashington.

!

7- All right..

~

3.' off the record.

9 (Discussion off the record.)
,

10 CHAIRMAN WCLFE: Back on the ret;ord.

~11
I understand that Mr. Scott kindly has stated to

12 Mr. Perez that Mr. Perez can prcceed in his place at th &

13 time.
,

g MR. SCOTT: Could I nake just one last finishing

statement, and than I'll be thrcugh with tha': Centantion15 i
.

Number 4?13 :
I

! CHAIMU.M WOLFB All right. And then we'llj7

hear frcza Mr. Perez.18
.

MR. SCOTT: Basically, I have a doc;unent heregg

entitled "Interagancy 316A Technical Guidance Manual, Gylde
,

20

for Thermal Effects Sections of Nuclear Facilities Environ-21

mental Impact Statement." THis is dated May 1, 1977.22 .
~

It would requira impact statament studies to,3;.
i

gu show - well, a basis for denial, that*c of a 316 permit,

O 1
exists if important fish or wildlife are thermally excluded1

3
r
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1 froA the use of the habitat.

2 'l And I think the information supplied shows - in

3 the envircamer" si impact statement - that rue.ny of tha gane

O 4 51=a outa de x=1=a a tro= ause var *= or t'a t=xa-

5 Secondly, this documenu statas u.u.t a proparly'

6 propertd impact statenent would have -

7 MR. CCPELAND: Sir, what's the ralevance of this?

'

8 !Te he.ve a permit Cmu the EPA.

g MR. $COTT: I've already e:cplair.ed the relevancs.
.

10 The relevanca is what a prrperly prepared environmenta2.

11 impact statement would have in it.

12 That is, secondly, -

13 1 MR. COP 2 LAND: Sir, you're reading from a
3

g document that was cause for preparr. tion of en hopact statemenu

g3 related to a 316A permit, as I r.nderstand it. Is that
.

******tI16

MR. SCOT"'s This wari joinbly preparad by the37

18 Nuclear Regulator:y Commission and EPA.
.

gg MR. COPEIAND: 1That's the name of the documunt?

20 MR. SCOTT: " Interagency 316A Technical Gu'. dance
.

'

21 11 neal and Guido for Themal Effactu 3ection of Nuclen:-

22 Faci 1 M es Environm neal Impact Statanents."

" *23 ' # *" 8" * Y

nvironcontal impact stater. ant.24

CHAIRMAN WOLF 3 And why are yon reiding f'Ne it?20
,,

#
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I MR. SCOTT: So I don't misquote it.

2 (Laughter. )(s)

1 CHAIRMAN'WOLFE: I mean what are you attempting

C 4 to establish by reading from it?

S MR. SCOTT: That this environmental impact
6 statement in defective. fM OM O 11 |} tat M Ui1 b ft il.

7 It further states

*

8 "For isotherm plots required vertical temperature
9 profiles along the plume centerline extending to the

.

10 bottom of the water body at 2'C. intervals to within

11 1*C. of ambient in required."

12 That finishes my Contention number 4.

13 CHAIRMAN WOME: All right.

g| All right, Mr. Perez.

15 n MR. PEREZ: My name is Charles Pere:.
.

16 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Now, I don't know whethor you're

17 aware of the grcund rules.

la The ground rules here are that you lava submitted
.

19 contentions - or a contention.

20 MR. PEREZ: A contention.
.

21 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Yes. And the ground rule is that

22 you will su=narize what yoi.tr contention is ahm:, and then

23 directly proceed to argue in response tr f.bn 's aff and/orc

the Applicant's objections to your cent.gtion.21

(
25 All right?

I
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1 MR. PE REZ : Yes.

2'

CHAIPi M WOLFB: Go right ahead.

3 MR. PEREZ: I contend that the dryw311 area of

b 4 the containment structure should be pressure tasted beyond
31 the design limits.

.

G My reasons for this contention are that -
7 MR. NL"4 MAN: Mr. Chairman, I'm going to interrupt,

.

8 because I do not find that contention anywhora in what Mr.

9 Peres has written. I find no statement which suggesc3 that,

to the drywell should be testod to a pressure in excess of its

11 design limit. That's exactly what he's asserting.
12 I can't find it. And I defy him to find it.

13 MR. PEREZ: Can I continua?s

G
14 I just had limited information, not being a full
15 intervanor. So I had to rely upon things that I coul.d find

.

Ig coming across through tha public library here in Houaten.

17 And I don't have the moct up to dato infc:::aatian, bu I

have done some more in-depth study since I sent in my18
.

19 original contention, to rainforce -

20 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Well, one of the rulas here, Mr..

21 Perez, is that you cannot expand or asselet a n:w 'concattion.

22 MR. PEREZ: It's not actually a new contention,
I

n' so much, sir, it's just to reinforca it.,

24 (The Board confarring.)
\

2i MR. L"NENBERGER: Mr. Perez, just gstting to that ;

.
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1 point which you were making in describing your contention,
2 let's go to the sentence beginning at the bottcrs of the page( )''
3 of your September 20th submittal.

4 I don't know what date you actually nailed it, but
5 my copy has a September 20 stamp on it.

il { MRa PERE 3: It was mailed in ad'rar.ca cf that.
|

7 MRe LINENBERGER: Riciht. I'm sure :.t was,

8 because it doesn't get docketed until it's sat around for.

9 awhile. .

.

TO But wculd you read that zentance that begins at
51 the bottcm of that page, please, sir, beginning with the

.

12 words, "'dhis accident..."

13 MR. PERE 5: Okay.

b 14 "This accident may already have occurred in 1971..."

15 ' MR. LIMMTBERGER: No, sir. Excuse tc. There's
'

!6 a paragraph at the bottom of tho page of your latest

submittal that begins, "This accident type and its at: cumulated17

18 damages..."

-

19 I think you may be 1 coking at the ea'rlier one.

20 MR.PEREZ: Oh, I see. Yes, sir. Okay.
.

''This accident type and its accumulated dmages21

from heat and pressure shock are not sufficiently22

dealt with by structural integrity testing of the23
i

24 i drywell area at design prer:sure."

\ 25 MR. LINENBERGER: Okt.y. Now, ycu axplicitly say
I

'
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1 there, "at design pressure."

2 Now, were you just earlier saying that it shouldU,
3 be testad at greater than design pressure?
4 MR PEREZ: Well, the reason that I contend that

5 is to take into account the heat that would be generated by
6 means of a main steam li.2e break in a loss-of-coolant.

7 accident.
-

8 MR. LINENBERG2R: Excuse me, sir. ;sm not

9 asking the reasen why; I'm asking, in what you just said
.

10 a little while'ago, did you change the wording of what you

11 said in here? Did you change the wording to say it should

12 be at greatar than design pressure, as you told us about

13 itinyourownwordsht few minutes ago?
"

14 MR. PERE 3 The testing?

15 MR. LINENBERGER: Yes.

16 MR. PEREZ: Yes, sir, I did.

17 MR. LINENBERGER: Well, now, you sea, that's the

18 problem we're having here, with whether or not you may have
'

19 changed your contention.

20 Eo ycu think the contention needs to be changed
.

21 to say "at greater than design pressure," or do you think

22 the ccntention is okay the way it reads, " testing at design

23 pressurs?"

t24 3ecause that is what you submitted o us, and

't we're kind of bcund to live with that, rather than te let25
i

4 , 4 n j j <) ,
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1 you come in and say, "Well, for these and :hese reasons,

2 it ought.to read differently."
3 MR. PEREZ: Well, I think it's just a matter of

4 interpretati6n.

5' MR. LINENBERGER: Okay. Why don't you sort of

if explain that to us now.

Y MR. PEREZ: All right.

6>

When I'm saying that it's not sufficiently dealt
6 with by structural integrity testing of the drywell area at

,

16 design pressure, I'm just meaning that testing a't design
11 pressura, which I think is about 34 psi, is not sufficiently
12 taking into account excess pressure and heat in combination

with each other that would be generatad by a main steam line13

-

14 break caused in a loss-of-coolant accident...

15 MR. LINENBERGER: Now I understand what you're
~

~

16 saying.

/ MR. PEREZ: Yes, sirsgy

ig. MR. LINENBERGER: And you're saying the best
'

,that will be done under the reference plan of the Applicant79

20 twill be to test at design prsssure, and you think that's
.

21 * inadequate,.it ought to be tested at higher pressure.

Is that -22 ,

'

23 MR. PEREZ Yes, sir, exactly.

24 MR. LINENBERGER: Now I understand. Thank you.

( 25 , MR. PEREZs Thank you.
g 377 I4 , ,

O I/J
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1 MR. LINENDERGER: Now, I don't blow how this helps
2 satisfy Mr. Newman, or -

,s

V
3 MR. NEWMAN: I believe the contantion is changed.
4 I think initially the discussion related - the contention

5 related to a temperature transient of some type. But now

6- it appears to be a question of overpressurization of the

7 drywell.

8 And, Mr. Linenberger, I think in view of the-

9 hour and so forth, I think we just ought to let Mr. Perez
.

10 go on and hear what's on his mind.

11 MR. PEREZ* Okay. Thank you.

12 I feel that because this is a new design, the

13 Mark III, and there aron't any that I know of so far

'd 14 operating - there are two more under construction similar

15 in design in the United States - that it's necessary to
'

16 take as many safeguards and pracautions as possible to

17 guarancee that this design is as safe as pessible, to

18 guarantee the safety of the populace.

'

ig I've also, in studying more recent information

20 that I've come across, have brought reinforcement to my
.

21 contantions that hydrogen could be released into the

22 drywell region during a loss-of-coolant accident if the

fuel rods were partially uncovered, causing on di=ing of23

g the =ircenium cladding -

( 25 MR. NEWMAN: Mr. Chairman, I'm going to object,
I
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j and - I was willing, I think, to. accede'to a reasonable

2 explication by Mr. Perez of his position. But now we're in

3 the middle of loss-of-coolant accidents, hyd.ccon generation,

4 oxidation of fuel - we ho7e gone far, far away from the
-

5 contention that the drywell should be tested at something

3 in excess'of design pressure.

7 That's the nature of his contention He has 'ot

3 explain why it should be tested at more than.its design-

9 pressure.
.

10 As I read this gentleman's contention, he's

g cited by way of example experience of overpressurization at

g two other plants that hnve absolutely no relati.onship to

the All zas Creek plant.g

MR. PEREZ: At that time I did not realize thev gi

1:_1 extreme differences in design between the Dresdon plant andi

I

g ,I Allens Creek.

I'm not an ex p in this field, being paid ai ,r,, q

| salary to work en this. I'm just an individual doing thisis i ,

in my spare time, And as such,,as a concerned citizen, Is

feel like I have the right to bring up new information tog

Y rainforce my contention.
'

2r ,!
:| MR. NEW10N: You have the right to bring newEd

information i.o support your content. ion, but not to change
your contannien.

&

25 |j !!R. PEREZ: That's not changing my contention.(
!t
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1 It's just more reinforcement. If you would let me ccmplete
2 my observations from my studies, you might have a moreC
3 clear picture of it.
4 Because of Three Mile Island we know ncw that the
5 zircenian cladding, when it overheats, can -)xidize, r31 easing

I

6 hydregen, which would irrediately go into the crywell under'

7 a loss-of-coolant accident. And if this F osan vera to

8 ignite, it would pressurize the drywoll instantly beyond*

9 its design limita.
.

to This is very critical, because the drywell in the
11 Mark III containment, the proper functioning of the pressure

12 suppression system during a loss-of-coolant accident depends

13 upon the drywell to divert the a.eam eleased to the
i

"
14 suppression pool, because of the fact that che containment

15 I structure has a design limit of half of the dryuall design
.

16 limit. So it's approximately 15 psi. And if there were any

leaks, like for instance where the piping was through the17

drywell wall, for instance, the main steam line piping, then18

'

it could pressurize the containmont structure to way beyond;g

20 its limit.
.

21 MR. !TGIAN: Mr. Chairman, do 2nderstand now

that we're switching to the containment pressure question, as22
,

23 opposed to the drywell pressure contention?
,

y MR. PE2EZ: I'm not changing my :catuation. What

( I'm doing la just showing that -g
t

. ,
g 17 6' .
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.

1 MR. NEWMAN: What you're doing -
,

2
3 MR. PEREZ - the drywell is a weak link in theV

3' design, then it could cause a chain reaction in other areas

{:, d' of the structure.

6 And this is why I'm bringing up the containment,

e is just because I want to reinforce how critical it is that
1

7 the dryuell be pressura tested to a point that it eliminates

*

9 any doubts of potential leaks, :: : .y cimnces of the

.

structure cracking.9

10 Since this is a new design which has not been

11 operated anywhere in this country, anywhere in the world that

12 I know of so far, the Mark III Type 6.

b There are potential mechanisms by which steam

t. can bypass the supprossion pool of the Mark III contninment

15 design. Since the drywell is a reinforced ennerate structure,

16 the potential exists for cracking of the -- ',
17 HR. .N7: Mr. N irman, I'm going T.o have to
ja interrupt. )

r

. -./

gg There are ground rules here, and I,:think you've

20 set them up.
'

.

21 We have made certain objections. So has the

22 Staff. Mr. Perez is here to answer the oppouition or
I

g objections of the Applicant and. the Staff.

g Instead, what he's doing is sort of ad hoc

( creating a new c ntention as he goes along.' And we're going25
I

=
,

e
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1 to have a record here that is going to be impossible to
2 decipher.

3 (The Board conferring.) j

4 c!AIIU4AN WOLPE: The Board has been conferring,

C10 5 dr. Perez.

G We will daem and consider that your oral argument

7 to data, to this point, has been providing bases for your
8 contention as written and as submitted ta us urder the.

9 docketing date of September 20th.
.

10 We are not censidering it as, nor vill we

11 consider it, as a new contention.

12 You may proceed now on the basis solely of what

13 is in your petition, and address yourself now to the
'>

14 objections by Staff and/or Applicant to your centention.

15 MR. PERSZ: Yes, sir.
:

~

16 MR. LINENBERGER: Do you have those objections

17 before you there, the objections of the Applicaat and the

18 Staff?

-

39 MR. PEREZ: I have them in my backpack here.

20 MR. LINENBERGER: Because that's what wr.'re going
.

21 to hold you to, now. So you may want to get tham in front

22 of ycu.

23 MR. PIIR3Z: Okay. Excuse ne, tihl.le I : Jet them.

y (Pause.)

q g MR. PEREZ: There's a line here that says that
t

,
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1 I don't provide - it says:

2 "However, he provides no basis for his assertion

3 that the thermal and seismic effectc which he postulates

4- will not be adequately accounted for in such t'esting."

5 I thought the reason for these hearligs was so

8' that I could provide the basis for my assertions. Am I

7 wrong on that assumption?
,

8' CHAIRf'AN WOLFE: You are wrong in that arsumption.-

9 Ycu have_to give bases or a basis for your content: ion with

10 reasonable specificity at this time, so that we can

11 determine whether or not it is an admissible contention.

12 MR. PEREE I see.
i

13 '(The Board conferring.)

14 MR. LINENBERGER: Mr. Perez, do you think, in

15- your preceding remarks regarding your centsn'tTc~n7 that you

16 have supplied the basec required to support your contention?

17 M. PEREZ Partially, but not completely.

18 3ecause -

'

gg NA LINENBBPGERs Well, you've gotten into an

20 awful lot of technical areas that don't directly relate to
.

21 your contention, and that was the basis for Applicant's

22 counsel's objection awhile ago,

u You go into so:ce reintively unreinted peripheral

43 areas, and it's hard to see how they support your centention.

\ 25 That's why ve*re trying to get you to narrow down, fccus
o
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1 right on, what ycu submitted in writing, and what is the
E reason you think it ought to be considered..

3 MR. PEREZ: Okay.

4 Wall, in looking through information that Z can
5 find, which is quite limited to the point that I'm involved
6 in this intervention, I wo= studying some natirial from the
7 Safety . . . let's see, what was it? . the SER, for. .

8a

the Per:y Nuclear Power Plant, which is very similar 11:
9 design to the Allens Croek proposed facility. And I found.

~10 that they were requiring structural integrity testing at

11 115 percent of design pressure, as well as what was

initially being required by the Staff for tho' Applicant.12,

13 MR. NEWMAN: Is that drywell pressure or
"

14 containment pressure? ^'

15 MR. PEREZ: No, this is dryvell, 115 parcent of
15 design pressure for the drywell.

17 And that was in my original petition to intervene
13 back in July. I was quoting from the Preliminary Safety

'

Analysis Report, which was in the Houston Public Library.19

20 And that's whero my originel contention grcw from.
.

21 And' I was just wondering why the Staff Isas

accepted Houston Lighting & Power's - or the Applicant's.22 '

,

23 should I say - their appeal in teating it to design
ii

Zei ?rescura in the Lm.juell ragion, when at the Perry Nucin.r
( Power Plant they are requiring them to test it at 115 percent25

t

.
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1 of design pressure, as they originally requssted the
2 Applicant to do for'Allens creek.

3 I wondered why there was that charge here, why

P 4 there was a reduction -of the requiremant.v

$ MR. LINENBERGER: I think that's a logical

6 wonderment.you've expressed here.

7 Now perhaps you could go on to'some of the other

* 3 points that Applicant and Staff have made. For example, the

question - I g' ess both Applicant and Staff questioned9 u
.

10 your reference to the Dresdan facility as to its applicabil-
21 ity to Allens creek.

12 Do you have any comments on that cbjection?

13 MR. PEREZ: Excuse me, I don't quite understand
s

'
14 that, sir.

is rhad mantioned the Dresdan case because of the

16 fact that thare had been an accident,-this was in '71 -

17 at Cce.onwealth Edison's Dresden-2 and 3 pisnt, where an

ya i -accidental pressurization of the drywell created .a temperature
.

19 transient which destroyed most of the coro monitoring

a cables, and may well have damaged the foundatiens in the
.

2.1 drywell area of these reactor vessels,

22 At the time I wasn't as familiar with the design
g3| differences betwssa the Type -- I mean the Mark II, which

'

I
,y ; the Dresden facility is, and - I think is what it is -- and

( the :tark III, which is the Allena creek facility.25
1

.
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I But the fact is that then there was a tamparature
2 transient that was sufficient to damage the core monitoring,

'

0.

3 it could just as well hava damaged the fot.ndation of the
4 dryvell, s3. ice the drywall area for the Mark III has a lot

'5 more concreta and less atael than the dryvan ragion in
6 either the Mark I or Mark II, as far as the supoort st:ructure
7 is concerned for the core.

3 MR. LINENBERGER: So thate s the hasis on which the
-

9 incident at Dresden causes you to worry about the Allans
.

10 Creek design?

11 MR. PEREZ: Yes, sir.

12 MR. LINENBER3ER: Okay.

13 MR. NEUMAN: Can you explain the relationship of
'

''
14 that event at Dresden to Allens Creek? In *that basic respects

15 were the dryvells similar?
.

16 !!R. PEREZ: Well -

17 !!R. NMu!AN: Do they have the sane relief valves?

18 MR, PEREZ: Well, the releif valve 3 in the Dresden
.

19 facilit a.Lrectly into the drywell. But in the Mark IIIw

design, which is the Allens Creek design, they so directly20
.

21 into the cuppression pool, as decigned.

22 Now, what is the important thing to 2cnsider is
'

23 the f.act that if there's a main steam line brea::, which is

24 30 met.1ing censidered by Ganaral Electric to bo valid, that

( 25 it could happen, then that would pressuri::e the drywe L1
I
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g region te the maximum pressure that they expect it to take.

g so it is a valid concern.
U

3 MR. NEWMAN: Can you explain the relationship

4 between the main steam line accident at the Drest'en facility--

5 can you explain to me how a main steam line event at a plant

6 like Dresden -

7 MR. PERE 3: Well, it was a safety release valve,

3 from what I understcod, that stuck open -,

MR. UEWMAN: What you're talking about is ag
.

to large c llection of different things, it seems to me -

MR. PEREZ Well, I don't have access to thegg

g material that you do, or that intervenors do, and so I'm

g trying to base my contention upon what is available to me

v> as a peMoner M hmne.94

15 And I think this should be kept in mind du-ing
- ese ear 98, a People wM are pehonhg 6 hmne16

do not have access to material that you, and v. hat the Board

and the Staff have access to.
-

MR. NEWMAN: I want to take excaption to that.

There is every document in this case at the Houston Public
'

Librarf - or the major documents are.

Have you been to the Houston Public Library and,

'

examLted -
23

MR. PEREZ: Sure I have, that's where I got: myi

24

information from.
I
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1 MR. NDHAN: You examined the Allens Creek PSAR?,

!
!

, 2 MR. PEREZ: Yes. Yes, that's where I came across
d

3 my original petition for leave to intervens information, in,

4 fact, was in going through those large docunents, to cone

5 acrosa this.

6 Now, there are some things that sre not contained

7 in there that I might be able to get once I'm accepted as

e an intervenor through interrogatories or sorreth:.ng of that-

g sort, that would- definitaly get ma much more rainforcemnt
.

10 for my contention.

11 For instance, the basic design of thu drywell

12 facility.
.

73 CHAIRMAN WOLPE: Anything else?
i

V
g4 Have you finished riow, Mr. Perez?

15 MR. PER3Z: If thers cro no more questionso
.

16 CHAIRMAll WOLF 2: Well, I take it there are no

other questions. Thank you very much.37

18 "N* LININBERGER: Mr. Perez, this is not a
.

'

question, but just as one who's gotten caught up in thingsgg

20 like. this before, let me alert you to the fact .: hat engineers
4

;; soecify different types of pressures for all so::t:s of

g different reasons, and there are generally good reasona.
!
k But they can confuse one.g

24 Design pressura may mean something to the

( engineer who is specifying how big an event r tank - how big
r

..
B

4 ,
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1 a pressure a tank must hold that's designed to hold 50 pounds.
2 Testing at 110 percent of design pressure to the
3 ' engineer who did a stress analysis on that metal in that

O 4 * ax ==v =aaa ===**=9 it to 275 9o==d= da=*"== ** "^=
-5' 160 pounds at which the metal was sapposed to fail.

,8 So as you do your research work, be sure you

7 understand what people mean when they're talking aoout
*

8' design pressures in various contexts. They re frequently

9 quite different'.
.

16 MR. PEREZ: Well, why is. it that - excuse me if

11 I coeinue on here for a minute - but why is it that at
12 the Perry -

13 MR. LINENBERGER: No, sir, I'm not relating this

14 to Perry, I'm just cautioning you, as you do your research,
'15 to pin down what it is people are talking about when they

.

16 meation design pressures or test pressures or yiald

17 pressures or failure pressures. Pin it down, and mal:e sure

to you undes:P.tand it.
'

.

19 MR. PERBZ: Dut I was wondering why it was that

20 at Perry they still are insisting on testing at 115 percent?
,

21 MR. LIMENBERGER: I was not getting to the Perry
22 thing.

23 MR. PEITZ: I just wendered why there's that

discrepancy between A11cnn Orcek and Perry, if there's -24

(
25 MR. LINENBERGER: I don't know that there is one.

,

9
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1 So, please, I cannot discuss Perry. I was trying
."_m

2 te help you in your future research.U
'

CHAIPMAN WOLFE All right. Thank you, Mr.3|
4 Perez.

S We'll have a five-minute recess.
end 7 6 (Recess.)

7 CHAIR!DJi WOL?Et Would you give ycur name, please?
8 DR. WARHER: Yes. I'm Marlene Warncr.

-

,

9 CHAIR 19.N WOLFE Dr. Warner, Mr. Sectt has kindly'
.

10 stated that you msy preceed, and he will orally argue again
11 later.

.

12 We've received your petition for leav:n to

t3 intervene of July 9, and also your contentsian submitted on
'#

14 August 19'.

15 I did have one question: Do you hava here the
.

16 July 9 letter, in front of you?

17 DR. WAPRER: No, I don't have it in front of me.

18 I think I brought a copy of it w.i.th ma. Wenld
.

19 you want to read - '

20 CHAIRIGR WOLF 3: Applicant's counsel is handing
,

21 you a ccpy.

22 (Document handed to Dr. Warner.)
i
k g CHAIR!UR WOLFB: In your second paragraph --here,

24 Docter, you stated:

( 25 Prior restrictions against spe ding out cr.
o

9
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1 nuclear power have prevented me frots registoring my opinion."
2 What prior rastrictions'are you speaking of?
3' DR. WARNER: I believe there was a previous

4 deadline in the Cormnission as far as speaking out.

5 The other thing was I had had in mind discussing
6 low-level effecta of radiation, and I had not received a

7 copy of a federal proceeding.

- 8 The major difference, though, was that there had

.9 been a pravicas deadline, was my understanding, atter which-
.

10 CHAIRMAN WOT2E: Previous deadline?-

gi DR4 WARNER: For filing objections. And that

12 that deadline had passad, and I had not been able to receive
'

23- a copy of 'The Effacts of Low-Level Radiation" from the
'

T4 Congrassional hearings until after the deadline had passed.

15 That was my impress' ion.
.

gg (The Board conferring.)

17 MR. COPELAND: Do I understand the lady to be

18 saying that she wanted to challenge the Comnission's
' t

19 regulations on low-level waste, and that sha' understands that

26 the deadline for challenging those regulations had passad?
.

21 Is that your -

22 DR. WARNER: Yes, that's the case.
<
'

h3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: And how did you happen to submit

24 1rour letter on July 9th, instead of on June 15th, or June
i

( g ist? Why July 97 Why thact particular day, Dr. Warner?
.t ,

.
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1 DR. WARNER: I have no idea, sir. There was
- 1

b, no particular significance. I was aware of the next
3 deadline, and I now forget when that was. I was aware that

Q 4 'tho' proceedings had been reopened, and that there was a new

TS deadline, and I forget now the exact data. But the date

6 was in July sometime.

7 And I was attempting to file my contention before
~

11 what I understood to be a reopening of the possibility of
9 filing of a conbntion.

'

WRB fis
to

it
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.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE Were you aware that we had

2 issued orders dated May 31, 1978 and September 11, 1978,

U .3 relating to scops Of contentions that petitioners for leave

4 to intervene cotb.d address? Were you aware of those orders?

5 DR.. tiARNER: I was not aware of the first one

6 you mentioned, but I believe I was aware of the accond time

7 ' you mentioned.
'

8 CHAIRM.%N WOLFE And why didn't you file - I
-

' take it you just- didn't file this particular petition. not9
.

10 because of anything that was in the September 11, 1978 order

11 but, 'as you indicated, because -

12 MR. COPELAND: As I understand, she indicated

13 because she wished to challenge the Commission's regulations
J

14 on low-level wasta.

15 DR. WARNER: That's right, and I did not have

16 the proceedings -of the Congressional invest:igation that would,

'17 give me the evidence which I needed to present.

18 I'm. aware of these effects because I do research.

~

19 in this area, .but I did n'ot have affective docun:entation
|

| because I did not have the Congressional proceedings.20
|-

*

21 I was. aware that such an event had occurred.

*

22 because,since I work with chemical carcinogens and I'm concerned
.,

'
23 with safety in the laboratory, I knew that there were pro-

2.s ceedings in effect that related - restrictions of my own
( 25 practices. We also use radiation. And I did not have a copy

o
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1
wrb/agb2 of the report in time to be informed by it to file with your,

i .-,,
" group.-

b 3 The Congressional hearings were held earlier

4 but I did not have a copy of the report and was unable to

5 obtain a copy of the printed proceedings.

10.270 6 MR. COPImAND: Can I ask you this, Dr. Warner,

7 was it your understanding that the September 18 notice related

8 to a generic proceeding going on befera the Commission with,
;

!9 respect to low-level waste?

'

10 DR. WARNER: I'm confused on my dates.

11 MR. COPEI.AND: Septemberg 1978.

12 DR. WARNER: No, I thought it related to building

13 this particular reactor, but that the specific matters that
s

V 14 would involve me or my interests -- at least the area that I
,

!

15 felt I could speak about -i'
i

16 MR. COPEIAND: Which was the effect of radiation
-

17 ,r relaases?
l

Y18 DR. WARNER: The effect of low-level radiation
- 19 release on the uptake of that radiation into the food chain.

20 MR. COPELAND: Okay.
'

21 Then I'c having trouble, Mr. Chairman, hcw she

22 felt like the September 18 notice prevented her from raising
b 23 ,

,
a question rsgarding the Commiscica's rules on Icw-1cval

li
34 : r313aSCO.

"
.

i 25 , DR. WARNER: At that v.ime I did not have a copy
V r,
.
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' wrb/agb3 of the Congressional proceedings on low-level radiation. I

(] was aware that there had been a Congressional inquiry ar.d that
3

a variety of expert evidence had been present5d at that time

C 4
and that this would be relevant to dose levels and their

5
interaction with human beings and with aniuals. But thei

IS

, proceedings of that conference were not available.
7|

| CHAII! MAN WOLFE: Po issued an ordor dated
.

8!-

| June 12, 1979 and therein we indicated that we can only
9

'

entertain petitions for leave to intervene filed by there,

10
individuals who had been dissuaded from filing prsuant to,

11

our earlier Notices of Inhervention Procedures dated May 31
12

and September 11, 1978 if indeed those persons who had been

) aware of those two noticos had been dissuaded from filing
I4

because of restrictions, unwarranted restrictiona in those two
I3

notices.
.

Now you don't qualify at all in th n it wculd

I7
| appear you should have filed something puradan to the !!ay 31

18
or September 11 notices of 1978, or at least you weren't

I9
chilled by anything in those notices. You would gree +d.th

20
that?,

21 '

DR. WARNER: No, I don't agree wit:1 that.

22
CHAIITMAN WOLFE: All right. '" ell ma why.,

D
DR. EARNER: I don't agree with thr: becam e

M I did not have prcper information to present, I diSa't have
25 the scientific facts,which I realized would beccme available, #

.
-

.,
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1wrb/agb4 but they were not available to me and I wished to present facts

{'- whers facts were available. If I don't have facts then surely

3'
you're not going to be interested in what I have to say.

C- 4 caAIRon WoLrE sut you don'e qua111.y under our-

5 order of June 12, 1979.

6 DR. WARNER: Well I feel that I do, sir.

7 '

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well 3'ou haven't even read, I
~

~
8 take it, our ordar of June 12, 1979.

9 DR. WARNER: I've read a great many 4 hirigs b3 tween,

to then and this timo, and you obviously have a copy of the order

II there. Do you - -

12 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Would you like to read it?

13 DR. WARNER: Yes, I would.s

. . .

14 (Document handed to Dr. Warner.)

15 MR. NEWMAN: Mr. Chairman, lat's see if I can
.

16 help -- I'm sorry, Dr. Warner, did you wish to say something?

17 DR. WARNER: I was simply asking for assistence

'
. 18 because this does.not.look like what I saw...

.

'
19 CHAIRMAN WOLFE This does not look like what?

'

20 DR. WARNER: This does not look like the spe::ifio
.

21 ' information that I had earlier.
22 MR. NEWMAN: Mr. chnirman, may I try to help

23 ' Dr. Warner in this situation?

24 I don't-from what I gather from her pressntatior ,,

'
25: she is not alleging diat she is in the category of those

,

! .

' '' ' 8 1 9 2.
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Iurb /agb5 persons who were chilled by the May and September '78 natices.
.

2
I think what she is saying f s that her pet.'. tion;

' 3 - she's trying to justify to the Board a non-timely fi'.ing.

4 And her explanation for that non-timely filing in that she

5 did not have on hand certain data.
t
i

6 Am I correct, Dr. Warner?

7 DR. ElRNER: That's. correct.
!

'8 MR. W WMAN: I thirJc what we have here is a..

9 situation where obviously a late petitioner has an extra-
.

10 ordinarily heavy burdan and must explicate for the reccid her

11 positian with re'spect to the five factors to be nade in

12 considaring non-timely petitions.

13 I think the burden is especially greati in tiew
1

v 14 of the fact that the ultinata aim of the intervention, 2hould

15 that be allowed, vould be to challenge the Cormtirsion's
,

I
~

16 regulations, a matter which wocid be unusual, although tot i

' I
17 iItpossible.

|

18 So I think her burdens are enormous but I :nink
gg that she is undertaking to meet those burdens.-

20 CHAIEMAN HOLFE Dr. Warner -
*

21 (The Beard conferring.)

22 CHAIISAN WOL7E: Dr. Warner, you have argu d in

;I
23 en effort to show good ca ase for failure te, file this

,

I

g| petitian for leave to intervene on ti:r.3.

i

( 3 Your position then, Mr. Newman, I taka it, is
g

r

;
;

.,
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Iwrb/agbG the petition, to have been filed en time, should have be.an

2 filad when?,

C.

3 MR. M MAN: Mr. Chairman, the petition in this

C 4 situation would have had to have been filed at the timo of

5 the initial proceedings in the matter, so it is cbviously

6 years late..

'

7 It may be, Mr. Chairr. tan, that she m!.ght ha ra
-

8 ' found new information and new svidance - you see, I don't*

,

9 know wnat her material is - which would have juctified a
,

10 filing under the Septer.ber 11, '78 order. But it's my impres-
.

11 sion that she was not chilled by that order.

12 And so I guess she has been untinely to the"

13 e:ttent of, at least of not having filed - giving her tie
.

-

14 benefit of the doubt -- in responsa to the Septerber 11

15 order, September 11, ' 7 3. |

IG DR. MARNER: There ws.s not evidence availa:lo

17 at the time of your September '78 -

18 MR. N3WMAN: I think what we're bac;c to, !!r.

'

19 Chairman, is the fact that it is a non-timely filing for which

20 Dr. Warner may wish to present justification. And I think,
.

at as I said before, that har burden is enormous, p trticultr Ly '

22 in light of the isaue that she wishes to raise with the Board.

u DR. UARNER: You mentioned your int 3rpretation ofi
i
;

w my issue whi;h was that I was arguing with tha * 1vels .athadj
i( 25 been set. I'm not arguing with the levels that have bein set,'

'
.
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Iwrb/gb7 I think those are an independent issue.
2 The matter is which set of federal regulations
3 was applied insthe initial consideration, whereas if thn

.C Committee looked at the federal environmental regulaticna and4

5 appliud. that set of federal laws to the proceedings, I inlieve !
6 that they simply applied a different set of federal lawa.

'

7 And here we probably have two sets of regulationu, one 'rith
.

8 finite limits and the other with :oro limits.*

.

9 CHAIRMAN WOLPE: We can't hear you, Doctor.
,

10 DR. WARNER: I'm sorry. t

11 MR. COPELAND: Is that your contention, Do: tor,.

12 that the late c3:ause of the 1958 Delaney -

'

13 DR. WARNER: Yes, my conclusion.is the Deliney
.> ''

14
.... -

clause is the ' set of federal regulations that should apply
15 here rather than the NRC limits and that these predated the

16 NRC limits and that they are relevant because of recent I
t

17 inforrtation that we now have. i

i

18 MR. NEAMAN: I think now that the situaticn is
.

19 becoming more tenuous because this is now a late petiticn.

20 which seeks to argue as a matter of law which regulations are !
-

21 applicable to thz. plant. It's a legal question dat Dr. Warner |

is. presentingh at least as I interpret her statement.22 And it,

23 would seem to be cemewhat unusual for a late petitioner to

24 be able to justify an intarvention on that basis.

25 MR."SOItbiKI: Mr. Chairman, I wanted to kn:w from
,

, , .

-
i
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k =

wrb/agb8 Dr. Warner whether s' e says by the statement in har filing
| 2

that the Commission's recommendations are inadequate to protect,' 'x- /
,

.

the public health and safety.

*C DR. ==R = m . this is eh rea m for m e* ins
5 time as an ind vidual nember of the public, I feel t'ut my
6

health and safety and my family's health and safcitY ~~ by
7 what I now know from information en uw level:s of radic activity
8

from this Congressional hearing, sto.; other information sources.

9 -- that my healtih and safety, my family's health and safety
'

10
will not be protected by the levels that the Courtission han

II set.

12
MR. EOEIMK Do you understand the Staff's

I3 response to your contention, Dr. Warn'ar?

I4 DR. WARNER: No, I don't entirely.

15 MR. SOHINK2: Cur responae basically is that

IG there is a forum.to address the type of concern i: hat yo.: vant
17 to address, that forum is not befo,re t.his Licensing Board,
18 The forum is to file a petition for rulenaking with the

.

19"
. Ccmmissien to change those regulations which you believe are

20 inadequata. -

'

21 DR. WARHER: I don't understand, though, ttat the,

22 regulations need to be changed when there is alr3ady a f'ederal
|23 law that has beer. in effect for 20 years which : overs t hem

24 ' and that'.s why I 6,n't sea filing a separate pet!. tion h:cause
1 25 there's along standing law. And again, cinca it was filed

,

.
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vrb/agb9 I by a different agency, I felt that perhaps your agency had not
'

2 been aware of it. But therit is a law, you know, I didn't see
s ,'

,

3 filing to change a law when there already is one in exiatence.

{2F1 e. 4

5

' ' '
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URB /wb1 1 MR. NEWMAN: Mr. Chairman; I think we have Ocme
fis agh

'

2 full circle around back now to what we've got here is a legal,

v.)
3 question, namely, whethe:: the Delaney clause, in effec:,

,

4 pre-emptively regulates the area of radioactive emissioas,

5 rather than the regulations of the At:mic Energy Commiazion.

G DR. WARNER: Well I didn't bring up radic.1 tive

7 emissions, cir. It's %o :satter of transfar tc the fool

3 chain, whether this can occur and whether it dous occu:.
n

9 And this is a matter for documentation on whether-- Okaft I'm
to sorry.'

11 CHAIE!!AN HOWE: I just don't undar:3tand w1y

12 you offer as good cause for nct filing earlier---

13 DR. WARNER: I'm not offering--
9

'

g4 CHAIR!nN WOM E: Hold on now. Just a momen:.

15 (Continuing) --that you have just gotten tone

~

results, or whatever, from a Congrassionsi heart.ng. I lon' t16

17 know what that has to do with your pcsition that this :)elaney

18 clause should be the governing statute.

gg Now if that was, and is your position, you could,

20 certainly have brought this to the attention of the Ccu-

21 :.ission back in 1974 when there was the initial notice on''

22 hearing issued as to the application for this license. ::3n' t
!

that so?23 ;'

3 DR. ElRNER: No. Because the basir fer mf filing

25 < is my interest in my well being and the well being of Iy(

'
I
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I
URS/wb2 family. I have filed only for this reactor which is naar

2 me, which concerns me.
,

\j =

3 Frankly, I guess I'm just not--

4{ CHAImiAN WOLFS: Well it was going to be nmr you

5 back in 1974. You were residing in this area in 1974, woren' t:

6 you7

7 DR. WARNER: Yes, sir, I was.

8' CHAIPJtAN WOLFE: So why didn't you bring up the,

9 Delaney issue in 19747

'
10 DR. WARNER: In 1974 it was my opinion that the

it effects--- In my own mind and my own convictions, which is

12 the raason why 2m here today, it was my feeling that t'uro

13' was not sufficient evidence for significant human biological

14 effects of low levols of irradiation of the typu that, from

15 your report, are scheduled fer emissica from the plant, that
.

16 there is no reason to feel that I wuld be dnmaged by these

17 levels. Although the Delaney amendments existed, I had no

18 reason to feel that I would be damage or my children could

:. 19 be damaged by low level emissions. And since that time there

20 has been a great deal of evidence, and increasing amounts

21 of evidence liave accumulated with time, and increasing amounts'

22 of evidence, the kinds of effects that have been reported

23 and documented had convinced me that indeed I,1s an irdividenL

24 could be affected. And that was why I took action.

\ 25 MR. COPELAND: Dr. Warner, I know you're n::t a
I

.
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2 DR. WARNER: No.,

3 MR. COPEIAND: But would you agree that if the

m 4 Delaney clause should havel:sen applica as a legal mattar to
C

5 this plant now that it should have been applied as a 13 gal

G tratter to this plant in 19747 Either we're supposed t) comply

7 with the law or nots isn't that correct, Ma'am?

8 Will you agree with that? We are either sapposed
*

9 to-- We are suppoced to comply with the law at all tisans

10 is that not correct?'

gg DR. WARNER: Well you say "the" law. In this

12 case I recognize there is more than one federal regulation.

13 MR. COPEIAND: No, Ma'am, you're contendiny .he
7

74 Delaney clause applies to us.

DR. WARNER: I contend it applias now.15 ,
*

IG MR. COPELAND: And that it would have applied in

1974, would it not?
37

DR. WARNER: It would have applied if we had the18

information that we have now. In 1974 less was known 'Jtbout, gg

transfer of radionuclides to food.20

MR. CCPHLAND: That's not my question, Dr Warner.'

21

22 , I know you're not a lwayer.

i

g| You're not telling this Board, aro you, tlw.t a
!
' '..aw--,,

t DR. WARNER: Okay. The Delaney ol2use wctd.d havog
1
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WRB/ttb4 I applied then; except we d4.dn't know that emissions were

2;, catting into food. I would not have known in 1974 tha- if
c)
''

3 my children drank milk that had come from cattle that.'. lad

4- grazad in an area that had had I-131. . . At least I

han't aware in 1974 that there was good evideince, I ins not5

6 aware in 1974 that there would have been: I don't know that

7 I there was. Ihe papers that I havejafe been published since
,

8 that time that have documented that: the results of tha.

'*
,

9N Hiroshima studies on increased breast cancer came out 2nly

10 '. after 1974'

'
'

11 . ..ff the Delaney clause applies, it applies to food.
i r 12 . And the evidence for transfer to food was not good in 1974.,
. .. f
.

13 It was not as substantial as it is now.
3

'

14 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Let me ask you this, Doctor:

15 Supposing you are admitted as a party, what do
'

16 you want this Board to do, and what do you plan to do if you

17 are admitted as a party? Are you going to, say, file i

18 motion or a request asking this Doard, as a matter of law,

. 19 to conclude that the Delaney clause, the statutasof the Food

20 Drug and Cosmet.ic Act are applicable and'that we should only

21 apply the provisions of that statute, rather than apply'

22 NRC rules and regulations? Do you plan to file such a
'
'

23 motien7 Is that the extent that you want to participete?

24 DR. WARNER: At this preliminary hearing I can't

25 really say what the content of a motion that I would file ini

I
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WRB/wb5 1 the future would be. As an individual--

2 CHAIPliAN WOIEE: Well I want to knov how you're,

3 going to participate in this proceeding.

{. 4 DR. 91ARNER: Regardless of what regulation 3 cro

5, applied, as an individual concerned with my own health I

s would like to be assured that I will not be ingesting :-131

7, in particular as n radionuclide in my food, that my children

a will not havo I-131 in their milk, and that the other - ande

3 that this in somathing we will not be taking in with etr'

10 food. Because I'm convinced from the recent and progr issiva'

11 * information that I have read that this would indeed anelangar

12 our haalth, cur future health and wellbeing.

g CHAIRMAN W7EE: So what I take it, then, :tou are

f4 saying is that regardless of motions or anything else, what

15 y u intend to do is to present evidence to establish tist
i

'

16 these emissions, to whatavar degrec, are harmful to yotr

77 [ health and safety; is that correct?

Il
18 j DR. WARNER: Yes, that's right.

gg CHAIRMEN WOLFE And you are not relying ca the,

20 Food and Drug Act, or whatever - the Food, Drug and Cunetic
I
'

Act to establish that?g

, ,, [ JR. ?GRNER: That doesn't establish that t use,

gq are ntcassarily hazardous. It establishes a level. '? u
'

. reguiltion of the level is a different matter. But I in ;

\ g concerned because of the provision in the Act that ins 2res
, I
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WRB/wb6 I that I should not be exposed to carcinogene in "'.y food,

2 because even very small levels of these are hr.zardous,,

3 that they will not be in my food or my children's milk.

{ 4 MR. COPELAND: Chairman Wolfe, I thi.nk the lady's

5 writing is very specific in that she says t !iat 1.o levo L of

5 emission is safe, es I read it, and that the 4 ac>d and :)rtig

7 Act prevents any, what 3he calla carcinogens fr:m gettLng inte
.

8 the food system,
n

9 Is that correct?

'

10 D R . h M.R: From getting into the food syitem.

11 What you do is-

12 MR, COPELAND: You want zero Iodine-131; iJ that

13 what you're saying?
3

'

14 DR. IGRNER: In food. I'm not saying as a1

15 emission. How emissions are processed, how they are handisd
.I

~

16 is something that I'm not qualified to -judge. :1ut as in

17 individual, I dn' t want to eat it.

18 MR. COPELAND: You want none; is that righ:? And

. gg to the extent that these conmiission regulations permit any,

20 you contend that Phey should not be applied but, rathat, the
.

21 Delaney clause of the Food and Drug Act should be applied; is

22 that correct? because it prohibits any?

I
'

23| DR. WARNER: Yes.
i

:g| (The 3 card conferring.)
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WRB/stl I CHAIRMAN WouPE: Mr. Schinki, what regulation
Cll

2
g were you referring to which would provide recourse for

_. i
3' Dr. Warner, the rulemaking?

4-{- MR. SOHINKI: I believe that's in our responce

5 to the contention. 10 CFR Section 2.802.
6; CHAIP. MAN WOLFE Dy virtue of your explanstion

7- which is now on the record, Doctor, that you ara seeki:g to
8' do is to present a legal question to this Board that t2e

e -

9' Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act is pre-emptive, anc. *Jir.t o2r
5 to rules and regulations would not prevail insofar as protecting

i1 you against radioactivity and ingestion via the food chain.

12. This most certainly would not be within our jurisdiction'

13 to recolve. This is a saatter-- Since we are given authority-

3 .

14 by Congress, we have only been authorized to, as Eor-d

15 n: embers, to consider whsther or not a construc6n permit
.

16 should bo issued after taking into account the various

17 \ regulations and''ahnderds of the Conmission.

18 You're asking us to void, really, cur rules or
I

19 to ignore our regulations and, instead, find that the ?ood,,

Drug and CoaIetic Act applies under certain c,ircumstancas.20

As to this, we have no jurisdiction, a$1d, acc.udingly, we21
'

n would have to reject and deny your petition for leave to

23 intarvene. ' ~~ '

24 And, aacondly, we, under 2.758, cannot pro : nod

( 25 with any challenge -- cannot grant, or cannot allow any
I
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WRD/wb2 1 petitioner for leave to intervene -- and we do not deem that *

2 you have presented any special circumstances under our
.

'11.070 3 Section 2.750 which would proupt us to consider such a

4 petition which would challengo our rules and regulations.

5 Therefore, as staff points out, your sole recourse

6 la undar 10 CFR 3.802, which is entitled " Petition for

7 Rulemaking," in unich it states, among other things, t!ut

3 "Any interested person may petition
e

9 the Corsaission to issue, amend, or rescind any
,

''

10 regulation."

11 So you can proceed directly to the Commission

12 itself and petition them that the regulations regardinc;

g radioactive emissions are improper or they don't provide
'

34 you and your family sufficient protection, and that you wish
1

15 they trould,- instead, adept regulations, or amendments .".1ke
'

16 taose in the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act.

;7 So I regret that we must deny your petition for-

leave to intarvene. We will issue, ultimately, a writ:an18

gg order to that effect. And from the date of tihat writtna

20 order, if you disagree, you ray petition, file ;in appeni to
|

21 Cur Appeals 3oarc and if they agree with you they wil".
;

i

reverseusandadmityouasaparty,ortheymaysusta:.nthis|22

Licensing Board. 3ut you will be on th. servica list, tr.d !g
' !

24 fr m the date of carvice of our written order you may, II I

1

( yu hoose, appeal from our denial of your petition fo:: leave25
i

,
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WRB/wb3 1 to intervene.

2 Thank you very much. 4

a
3 .3R. WARNER: Ttank you, sir.

4 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Excuse me; Member Cheatum has

5 advised me that if you don't appeal to the Appeal Board

6 that obviously you may come back and make a limited appetr-

7 ance sta+=mant, or if the Appeal Board sustains us, oni:a

8 again you're welcome to come back and make an oral or
O

written statement. And that means that you just come ~2ackg

to and state to the Board your views on the application oi the'

yy Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and why you think that its

12 stand =*ds should be adopted instead .of -

DR. WARNER: I don't think they should be adopted.g

14 I think they already apply

CHAIRMAN WOLFE --or that they already apply.
15-

'

And you may make any written statement you wish to in thatgg

regard. Such a statement is not evidence. You are not a
97

party. You don't have to appear except at one time to make
18

y ur written statament. And it merely serves to - limited
19-

appearance statements merely serve to alert the Board tog

any possible issues that such a piskri might have in sind.(

g

Thank you very much.

( !

DR. WARNER: Thank you, sir. I
'

23- |
,

CHAIRMAN NOLFE: Mr. Scott, how much more timog

3 do you think you will have, plus considering the interruptionsg
t

.
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WRB/wb4 I that you hav3 e:tperienced?

..
2 MR. SCOTT I %lieve that I ought to -- this is

V )
3 not a promise - be able to finish by twelverthirty or one,
4 that time frame, tomorrow.

5 CHAIP) FAN WOLFE: You mean starting at nine-

S thirty and proceeding until twelve-thirty?
-

7 MR. SCOTT: Yes.

8 CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right. We'll recess, then,
e -

9 until nine-thirty.

i 10 I am only aware that Mr. Scott is'the only person

1 to make oral argument on his contentions. The Board h.as noti

12 heard from anyone else. So we will proceed from nine '.hirty
g3 and to the conclusion of Mr. Scott's oral argument, and if

.

14 no one appears at er before that time we will conclude this

15 special prehearing conference.
~

16 MR. SOHINKI: I don't know how the othar p1rties

37 feel about this, but the staff would be willing to sta:t a

18 littla earlier tomorrow morning.

39 MR. NEWMAN: We would certainly be happy ta cio

20 that, Mr. Chairman. I think that might help to assure

f everybody's timely departura. Because .it haa bean my a cperi-21

g ence in the past that these thinos run on considerably

23 longer than the parties anticipata.

g CHAIRMAN WOLFE Yes. -

Mr. S tt, what would be your earliast time 7\ 25
,
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WEB /wb5 1 MR. SCOTTs I think, as you've noticed, I'vo

2 been ccming in other mornings, I have difficulty getting
J

3' here before nine-thirty. Basically I've got to deliver some.

| g children to certain places at certain times.4-

5 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. We wi'' stay with

6' the time of nine-thirty.

7 (Whereupon, at 5:40 p.m., the hearing in the

8 above-entitled scatter tras recessed, to reconvene a.t
O

9 9:30 a.m., the following day.)
,
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